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Abstract
We present a complete list of the dimension 8 operator basis in the standard model effective field theory using
group theoretic techniques in a systematic and automated way. We adopt a new form of operators in terms of the
irreducible representations of the Lorentz group, and identify the Lorentz structures as states in a SU(N) group. In
this way, redundancy from equations of motion is absent and that from integration-by-part is treated using the fact that
the independent Lorentz basis forms an invariant subspace of the SU(N) group. We also decompose operators into the
ones with definite permutation symmetries among flavor indices to deal with subtlety from repeated fields. For the first
time, we provide the explicit form of independent flavor-specified operators in a systematic way. Our algorithm can
be easily applied to higher dimensional standard model effective field theory and other effective field theories, making
these studies more approachable.
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1 Introduction
The standard model (SM) of particle physics is a great triumph of modern physics. It has successfully explained almost
all experimental results and predicted a wide variety of phenomena with unprecedented accuracy. Despite its great
success, however, the SM fails to account for some basic properties of our universe, e.g., neutrino masses, matter-
antimatter asymmetry, the existence of dark matter, etc. This has motivated both the theorists and experimentalists to
make a dedicated effort to search for pieces of evidence of new physics (NP) beyond the SM. Until now, direct searches
have not yielded anything of significance, which already pushed the NP scale to be above the TeV scale. Therefore, it is
highly motivated to study NP phenomena involving only the SM particles within the framework of effective theories.
Effective field theory (EFT) provides a systematical framework for parametrizing various NP only based on the field
content, the Lorentz invariance, and the gauge symmetries in the SM. The Lagrangian of such an EFT contains not
only the renormalized SM Lagrangian but also all the higher-dimensional invariant operators, which parametrize all the
possible deviations from the SM. Assuming that NP appears at the scale Λ above the electroweak scale 1, the general
Lagrangian can be parametrized as
LSMEFT = L(4)SM +
∑
d>4
(
1
Λ
)d−4∑
i
C
(d)
i O(d)i , (1.1)
which describes the standard model effective field theory (SMEFT), with Ci identified as the Wilson coefficients. The
only possible dimension 5 (d = 5) operator is the famous Weinberg operator [1], with lepton number violation encoded.
The dimension 6 operators were first listed in Ref. [2], and a subtle problem arises due to redundancies among the oper-
ators. It is often convenient to obtain a complete set of independent operators, namely the non-redundant operator basis.
This task is highly non-trivial because different structured operators may be related by the equation of motion (EOM),
integration by parts (IBP), and Fierz identities. These redundancies could be avoided by imposing the EOMs and IBPs
explicitly, and the independent dimension 6 operators in the Warsaw basis [3] was constructed based on this principle.
In Ref. [4,5] the complete set of dimension 7 operators has been obtained. Recently the Hilbert series method [6–8] has
been applied to enumerate the SMEFT operators up to dimension 15 [9–12], but it is only designed to count the number
of independent operators in each dimension. Besides, a few other papers [13–15] also developed programs to count the
number of operators in alternative ways. Although partial lists of the dim-8 and higher dimensional operators have been
obtained [16–19], writing down a complete set of the non-redundant operators explicitly at dimension 8 and higher is
still a challenging task.
Our goal in this paper is to find a complete set of dimension 8 operators in the SMEFT framework. For a physical
process, if the leading NP contribution directly comes from the dimension 8 operators, or if the contribution from the
dimension 6 operators is sub-dominant or highly constrained, the dimension 8 operators should be seriously considered,
even though their Wilson coefficients are suppressed by higher inverse power of the NP scale. The first example is
the neutral triple gauge boson couplings (nTGC) ZZV and ZγV , for which no dimension 6 operator contributes and
thus dimension 8 operators dominate [16]. Furthermore, in the dimension 6 operator basis, the Wilson coefficient for
the quartic gauge boson coupling (QGC) is related to the one in the triple gauge boson coupling (TGC), while at the
dimension 8 there is no such correlation in the Wilson coefficients [20]. Similar is true for various Higgs gauge boson
couplings. For the four fermion interactions, let us take the non-standard neutrino interaction (NSI) as an example.
At the dimension 6 level, new physics which induces the neutral current NSI also induces an operator involving the
charged current NSI, which has been tightly constrained by experiments. Thus we expect the dimension 8 operators
could dominate the neutral current NSI processes [21]. The dimension 8 operators also generate new kinds of four
1New physics could also exist below electroweak scale, but such scenario is not considered here.
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fermion interactions with quite different Lorentz structures. Overall, the dimension 8 operator basis deserves a detailed
study with all the non-redundant operators written explicitly.
The main difficulty of listing the independent operators arises from how to effectively eliminate the redundancies
among operators with derivatives. Operators with derivatives often involve in two types of redundancies: (1) operators
differing by the classical EOM are related to each other through field redefinitions; (2) operators differing by a total
derivative are equivalent in perturbative calculations, the so-called IBP. At lower dimensions where limited operators
with derivatives are present, the EOM and IBP relations could be imposed explicitly to eliminate all the redundancies,
as was done when the dim 6 and 7 operators were written down [3,4]. The on-shell amplitude method [22–26] has been
applied to the dimension 6 SMEFT [23–25] which solves the EOM redundancy but still needs to impose conditions to
treat the IBP redundancy. Nevertheless, at dimension 8 or higher, the number of such operators increases tremendously,
which makes the task very tedious and prone to error. The Hilbert series method, applied to the SMEFT, deals with these
redundancies via decomposing the field derivatives into irreducible representations of the Lorentz group and removing
all the descendants while keeping the primaries in each irreducible representation of the conform group. In spite of its
efficiency at counting, this method does not help us write down the operator basis explicitly. One step forward along this
line is Ref. [27], in which independent Lorentz structures were constructed as “harmonics” on the sphere of momentum
conservation that exempt from the IBP redundancy, but the issue of identical particles, namely the repeated field problem
for operators, was not taken into account. Ref. [13] generates an over-complete list of operators at first, and then reduce
it to an independent basis by putting all the redundant relations into a matrix, which has also been applied [19] to write
down the partial list of the dimension 8 operators involving only the bosonic fields.
Another difficulty is how to obtain independent flavor structures when repeated fields are present. In the litera-
ture [3,15,28], the concept of Lagrangian terms is ambiguous, and it is usually subtle to talk about their flavor structures.
In particular, the Q3L type operators were pointed out to have only one independent term [3, 29] instead of two terms
shown in the older literature [1], while for both of them, extra efforts are needed to provide independent flavor-specified
operators. It is especially confusing when more than one term has to be written down, when the dependence among their
flavor-specified operators is even more obscure. Later when the dimension 7 operators were listed, this issue of flavor
structure was completely ignored in Ref. [4] but later addressed in Ref. [30] by imposing several flavor relations explic-
itly with a tedious procedure. Ref. [15] provides a systematic way to deal with flavor structures with repeated fields, in
which permutation symmetries of all the factor structures (Lorentz, SU(3), SU(2)) in the operator are combined via
inner product decomposition into irreducible representations of the flavor tensors. Again, this was only for counting,
and thus did not work out any of the symmetrized factor structures explicitly.
In this work, we provide a new and systematic method to list all the independent operators by using group theoretic
techniques, which solves the two main difficulties mentioned above. Inspired by the correspondence between operators
and on-shell amplitudes [22–26] and the SU(N) transformation of on-shell amplitudes [27, 31], we start by adopting a
new form of operators constructed from building blocks, fields with or without derivatives, in the irreducible representa-
tions (irreps) of the Lorentz group, for which the EOM redundancy is absent. The Lorentz structure of operators is then
identified as states which transform linearly under the SU(N) group and form a large inter-class space, in which total
derivatives form an invariant subspace of the SU(N). Group theory indicates that the non-redundant Lorentz structures
with respect to the IBP should also form an invariant space consisting of irrep spaces, and a basis for them is easily found
by translating the semi-standard Young tableau (SSYT) of these irrep’s. In addition, we develop a procedure to list all
classes of Lorentz structures at a given dimension, and for each of them we can directly obtain the corresponding irrep
of the SU(N) and the labels to be filled in, which is sufficient for enumerating all the SSYT’s and Lorentz structures.
Since we directly obtain an independent basis of Lorentz structures in the process, we never need to actually use the
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EOM and IBP relations as in other literature, and the correctness of our result is theoretically guaranteed.
For the sake of generality, we treat the gauge group structures systematically which, as far as we know, was not
presented yet before. Gauge symmetry demands singlet combinations of fields with various representations, described
by tensor product decomposition. To construct these singlets explicitly, we turn all the constituting fields into forms
with only fundamental indices, and adopt the Littlewood-Richardson rules to merge their Young diagrams into a singlet
Young diagram, during which we keep their fundamental indices in the diagram as labels. What we finally get is a singlet
Young tableau, each column representing a Levi-Civita tensor in the group structure that contracts with the indices inside
the column. In this way, we get an independent basis of group structures consisting of Levi-Civita’s.
Having obtained the complete basis of Lorentz and gauge group structures, it is easy to combine them into a basis
of operators with only free flavor indices. However, as mentioned above, permutation symmetries among repeated
fields induce symmetries of the flavor indices, which we shall resolve by constructing the factor structures with definite
permutation symmetries and combining them via inner product decomposition. According to the plethysm technique,
operators with definite permutation symmetry of flavor indices can be systematically addressed by obtaining definite
Lorentz and gauge group permutation symmetries of the same set of repeated fields. To obtain the symmetrized Lorentz
and gauge group structures, we introduce the basis symmetrizer in the minimal left ideal of the symmetric group algebra,
which, applied to the factor structures, and generates a basis transforming as irrep of the symmetric group. Using these
bases, we obtain the flavor-independent operators at the dimension 8 which constitute our main result.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce notations for fields and operators used in our paper
and define the terminologies for operators at different levels. In section 3, we first discuss the problem of repeated fields
and show in 3.1 that solving this problem leads the demand of finding symmetrized Lorentz and gauge group bases.
Then we explain our algorithm to obtain these symmetrized bases in details in 3.2 and 3.3 for Lorentz and gauge group
respectively. In 3.4 we show how to obtain the operators with definite permutation symmetries of flavor indices from
ingredients discussed above via inner product decomposition of the symmetric group. In section 4, we exhibit a table
showing numbers of operators for each sub-class in terms of fermion flavor number, and list the complete set of Dim-8
SMEFT operators organized by the number of fermions. Our conclusion is presented in section 5. In appendix A, we
list useful identities and examples of format conversions between Lorentz representations, both for fermions and gauge
bosons, which are used in presenting our results. In appendix B, we introduce some basics of symmetric groups Sm and
a few group theory tools we used in the paper, including the basis symmetrizer bλ and the projection operator involved
in the inner product decomposition.
2 Standard Model Effective Field Theory
2.1 SM Fields: Building Block, and Notation
The Lagrangian of SMEFT should be invariant under the Lorentz group and the SM gauge group. We start by defining
the building blocks of the effective operators: fields and their covariant derivatives. The building blocks are characterized
by their representations under the Lorentz group SL(2,C) = SU(2)l × SU(2)r and the SM gauge groups SU(3)C ×
SU(2)W ×U(1)Y . The representation under Lorentz symmetry is given by (jl, jr), the quantum numbers of the SU(2)l
and SU(2)r components of the Lorentz group SL(2,C). We adopt the following notations on the field constituents:
• Since all the SM fermions are chiral-like, we use the two-component Weyl spinor notation, which transforms as
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Irreps of the Lorentz group
ψα ∈ (1/2, 0), ψ†α˙ ∈ (0, 1/2), (2.1)
where the indices α, α˙ denote the fundamental representation of SU(2)l, and SU(2)r, respectively. We further
adopt the all-left chirality convention for the fermions: Q and L are the left-handed components of the quark and
lepton doublet fields, and uC , dC and eC are the left-handed components of the anti-up, anti-down and anti-electron
fields. The transformation to the 4-component Dirac Spinor notation is given in the Appendix. A.1.
• We use the following notation for the SM Higgs doublet
Hi ∈ (0, 0) , H†i ∈ (0, 0) , (2.2)
where the index i denotes the (anti)fundamental representation of SU(2)W . We avoid to use the notation H˜ =
H†, as it is essentially the same as H† but with the original SU(2)W antifundamental indices lowered to the
fundamental one by the  tensor. In our final results all the gauge group indices are left explicit, consequently
whenever there is a H˜ present in other literature, it translates into ijH†j in our notation.
• We use the chiral basis of the gauge boson FL/R = 12 (F ± iF˜ ) because they transform under irreps of the Lorentz
group, which is important for us to study the constraints on the Lorentz structures. They transform to the normal
gauge field strength as
FLαβ =
i
2
Fµνσ
µν
αβ ∈ (1, 0), FRα˙β˙ = −
i
2
Fµν σ¯
µν
α˙β˙
∈ (0, 1). (2.3)
The spinor indices of FL/R are symmetric in order to form (1, 0) or (0, 1) representations, as can be proved by
property of σµν , defined in the Appendix. A.1.
The field constituents without derivatives are given in table 1. As shown in table 1, the indices for the (anti)fundamental
representation of SU(2)l, SU(2)r, SU(3)C and SU(2)W are denoted by {α, β, γ, δ}, {α˙, β˙, γ˙, δ˙}, {a, b, c, d} and
{i, j, k, l}, respectively. We use subscripts to indicate the fundamental representation and superscripts to indicate the
anti-fundamental representation. The indices for the adjoint representation of SU(3)C and SU(2)W are denoted by
{A,B,C,D} and {I, J,K,L}, respectively. In case flavor indices are needed, we use {p, r, s, t}. In the final result, the
spinor indices are left implicit.
Not only the SM fields but also fields with covariant derivatives are the building blocks, although the covariant
derivative itself is not. In our notation, the covariant derivatives only act on the nearest field on the right, and the gauge
group indices on that field should be understood as the indices of the whole, for example,DQpai = (DQp)ai. Regarding
to the Lorentz index on D, we also adopt the SL(2,C) notation for convenience
Dαα˙ = Dµσ
µ
αα˙ ∈ (1/2, 1/2), (2.4)
Thus covariant derivatives of a field DnDΦ, in which Φ denotes the SM field, could be expressed in general as
(Dr−|h|Φ)α(1)···α(r−h)α˙(1)···α˙(r+h) ≡
{
Dα(1)α˙(1) · · ·Dα(r+h)α˙(r+h)Φα(r+h+1)···α(r−h) , h < 0,
Dα(1)α˙(1) · · ·Dα(r−h)α˙(r−h)Φα˙(r−h+1)···α˙(r+h) , h > 0.
(2.5)
where h is the helicity of the massless particle annihilated by the field, and r = |h| + nD is half the total number of
spinor indices in this building block. One could verify the number of Lorentz indices is correct for any Φ, for example,
the r = 5/2 building block of field Q, which has helicity h = −1/2, is given by
(D2Qai)α(1)α(2)α(3)α˙(1)α˙(2) = Dα(1)α˙(1)Dα(2)α˙(2)Qα(3)ai. (2.6)
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Fields SU(2)l × SU(2)r h SU(3)C SU(2)W U(1)Y Flavor
GALαβ (1, 0) −1 8 1 0 1
W ILαβ (1, 0) −1 1 3 0 1
BLαβ (1, 0) −1 1 1 0 1
Lαi
(
1
2 , 0
) −1/2 1 2 −1/2 nf
eCα
(
1
2 , 0
) −1/2 1 1 1 nf
Qαai
(
1
2 , 0
) −1/2 3 2 1/6 nf
uaCα
(
1
2 , 0
) −1/2 3 1 −2/3 nf
daCα
(
1
2 , 0
) −1/2 3 1 1/3 nf
Hi (0, 0) 0 1 2 1/2 1
Table 1: The field content of the standard model, along with their representations under the Lorentz and gauge symmetries. The
representation under Lorentz group is denoted by (jl, jr), while the helicity of the field is given by h = jr − jl . The number of
fermion flavors is denoted as nf , which is 3 in the standard model. All of the fields are accompanied with their Hermitian conjugates
that are omitted, (FLαβ)† = FRα˙β˙ for gauge bosons, (ψα)
† = (ψ†)α˙ for fermions, and H† for the Higgs, which are under the
conjugate representations of all the groups.
With these building blocks, operators are simply constructed as combinations of Building Blocks that form the singlet
representation, under all of the Lorentz group and gauge groups. In general, when the constituents of the operator are
fixed, the indices of Lorentz and gauge groups are also fixed, then the simplest way to assemble these constituents into
a singlet is to contract all the indices with invariant tensors for each group. In this way we obtain a basis of operators
that are direct products of three-factor structures:
Θ{f} = T {g}SU3T
{h}
SU2
[
T
{α},{α˙}
Lorentz
N∏
i=1
(Dri−|hi|Φi)α(1)i ···α(r−h)i α˙(1)i ···α˙(r+h)i
]{f}
{g},{h}
= T
{g}
SU3T
{h}
SU2M{f}{g},{h}, (2.7)
where the invariant tensors TSU3, TSU2 and TLorentz form polynomial rings generated by the following corresponding
ingredients
SU(3) : fABC , dABC , δAB , (λA)ba, abc, 
abc,
SU(2) : IJK , δIJ , (τ I)ji , ij , 
ij ,
Lorentz : σµναβ , σ¯
µν
α˙β˙
, σµαα˙, σ¯
µα˙α, αβ , ˜α˙β˙ .
(2.8)
In the second line, we collapse T {α},{α˙}Lorentz with the building blocks to a formal Lorentz singlet M{f}{g},{h}, which we
will often refer to as a Lorentz structure, with free flavor and gauge group indices that are specified after fixing the
constituting fields2.
2We would like to point out here that formally each field in our notation has a flavor index, even for gauge bosons and the Higgs which can take
only one possible value. The reason will be clear in section 3.1.
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The dimension of Θ can be derived as
dim(Θ) =
N∑
i=1
(ri − |hi|+ dim(Φi)) = N + r, (2.9)
where N is the particle number, r =
∑
i ri turns out to be the mass dimension of the on-shell amplitude generated by
Θ.
In section 3 we will put additional constraints on the form of building blocks eq. (2.7), and our master formula of
operator basis eq. (3.80) will be constructed as particular non-redundant combinations of them.
2.2 Invariants at Different Levels: Class, Type, Term, and Operator
The above subsection defines the building blocks that we use in constructing invariants, i.e., operators, for the sake of
clarity, we specify the terminologies used in the rest of the paper that describe the invariants at different levels. For
practical purpose, we group the effective operators into several levels of clusters defined as below:
• The biggest cluster is called a class, which involves operators with the same kind of fields in terms of spin, and
the same number of derivatives, denoted as FnFψnψφnφDnD . One could be more accurate by setting the definite
number of left/right-handed fermions and gauge bosons, so that we get sub-classes such as
F
n−1
L ψ
n−1/2φn0ψ†n1/2Fn1R D
nD .
One could come up with any combinations of ni at this level, and rule out the ones that are not able to form
Lorentz invariants later, but we propose a criteria for selecting the Lorentz invariant sub-classes, which makes the
program more effective at higher dimensions.
• In a (sub-)class, we further group together operators with the same constituting fields, selected by the requirement
of conservation laws: the combination of fields should be able to form a singlet of any symmetric groups (besides
the Lorentz group) the theory has. This level of cluster is called a type, denoted by a sequence of fields and
derivatives. An example of the type is:
Q2u†CLH
†D, (2.10)
which corresponds to n−1/2 = 3, n0 = 1, n1/2 = 1, nD = 1. Note that Lorentz structures may not be fixed at
this level, especially at higher dimensions, when a type could contain quite a number of independent ones. At
this level, though, we could identify the groups of repeated fields in a type, which put constraints on the form of
independent operators within a type.
• At this level, we define the (Lagrangian) terms that have different interpretations from the other literature e.g. [15].
We define a term as an operator with free flavor indices that transform as an irreducible tensor of the auxiliary
flavor symmetry group SU(nf ) for each set of repeated fields with nf number of flavors. We occasionally refer
the irreducible tensor nature of terms to as flavor symmetry of the operator. An example of term for the type in
eq. (2.10) is:
Θprst = iabcjk
(
(LpiQsbk(Qrajσ
µu†Ctc) + (LpiQraj(Qsbkσ
µu†Ctc)
)
DµH
†k. (2.11)
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One can verify that Θprst is symmetric under exchange of r, s flavor indices of twoQs, which indicates Θprst is an
irreducible tensor represented by under SU(nf ) group forQs. This definition of the term renders enumerating
independent flavor-specified operators defined below trivial by finding all the SSYTs of the corresponding Young
diagram of irrep of SU(nf ). We shall explicitly illustrate this point and describe the algorithm to obtain a complete
set of terms up to any dimensions in detail in Sec. 3.1.
• Finally, the flavor-specified operators are defined as independent flavor assignments in a term. The correspond-
ing example gives
Θ1111 = iabcjk
(
(L1iQ1bk(Q1ajσ
µu†C1c) + (L1iQ1aj(Q1bkσ
µu†C1c)
)
DµH
†k. (2.12)
3 Operator Basis for Lorentz and Gauge Symmetries
3.1 Motivation and Mathematical Preparation
In this subsection, we first explain why we need definite permutation symmetries of the Lorentz and gauge group
structures for the term we defined in section 2.2 and how they are related to the permutation symmetry of the flavor
indices, then we give a gentle introduction to mathematical tools used in generating symmetrized Lorentz and gauge
group structures.
3.1.1 Why Permutation Symmetry
Given a type of the operator, one can enumerate all the independent ways to construct a singlet under both Lorentz
and gauge symmetries with flavor indices unspecified. Fixing the flavor indices of such a Lorentz and gauge singlet
completely determines the form of a flavor-specified operator. If there are no repeated fields, then different choices of
flavor for each field correspond to different operators. However, the presence of repeated fields complicates the game.
To demonstrate the problem let us take a look at the dim-5 Weinberg operator in the SMEFT:
Θ{f1f2,11} ≡ i1j1i2j2α1α2Lf1α1,i1Lf2α2,i2Hj1Hj2 , (3.1)
where α1,2 are spinor indices, i1,2 and j1,2 are SU(2)W indices, Θ{f1f2,11} has the same notation defined in eq. (2.7)
with Φis specified to LLHH . We have also grouped the flavor indices of each set of repeated fields together where
the flavor indices for H have already set to 1 as we only have one Higgs in the SM. In the following, we shall drop the
flavor indices of H when their absences do not obscure our explanation. One can verify that Θf1f2 = Θf2f1 , which
we will prove later, is a result of the antisymmetric nature of the Lorentz and gauge structures, therefore the number of
independent operators are nf (nf + 1)/2 if we have nf flavors of L. Generally, to count and enumerate independent
operators with flavor indices specified, one can view Θ{fk} as a tensor of the SU(nf ) group and decompose it into
different irreps of the SU(nf ) group, then the independent operators are given by setting the flavor indices according
to all the SSYTs of the corresponding irrep with numbers in the tableaux weakly increased in each row and strictly
increased in each column. Following the example above, Θf1f2 in eq. (3.1) is symmetric under exchange of f1 and f2,
hence it is represented by the Young tableau: f1f2. If nf = 2, then there are three semi-standard Young tableaux: 1 1
, 1 2 and 2 2 , which correspond to independent operators Θ11, Θ12, Θ22. All the other choices of f1 and f2 can be
expressed by the linear combination of these three using Fock’s conditions [32], and in this example, we simply have
Θ21 = Θ12.
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The LLHH example above seems to be too trivial as it is easy to find out the symmetric properties among the flavor
indices f1, f2. However, the situation becomes complicated when the number of repeated fields in a set goes up. The
simplest non-trivial example is Q3L in the dim-6 SMEFT, in the Warsaw basis [3] it is expressed as:
abcjikm[(q
aj
r )
TCqbks ][(q
cm
t )
TClip], (3.2)
where q and l are four component SU(2)W quark and lepton doublets of which the relation to our two-component
notations are shown in appendix A.1, a, b, c are SU(3)C indices, i, j, k,m are SU(2)W indices, and p, r, s, t are flavor
indices of fermions respectively. From eq. (3.2), it is very hard to tell the independent components of the flavor-specified
operators. However, we separate this operator into three terms in our notation, and each term is an irrep of SU(nf ):
r
s
t
: Θ
{p,rst}
[13] = 
abc
[
ijlk(LpiQsbk)(QrajQtcl)− ikjl(LpiQraj)(QsbkQtcl)
]
(3.3)
r s
t
: Θ
{p,rst}
[2,1] = 
abc
[
(iljk − ijkl)(LpiQsbk)(QrajQtcl) + (iljk + ikjl)(LpiQraj)(QsbkQtcl)
]
(3.4)
r s t : Θ
{p,rst}
[3] = 
abc
[
(ikjl + iljk)(LpiQsbk)(QrajQtcl) + (
iljk − ijkl)(LpiQraj)(QsbkQtcl)
]
,
(3.5)
where the subscripts of Θ are partitions of the integer 3 that have a one-to-one correspondence with the Young Dia-
grams (YD) on the left of each equation. From the above notation, we can immediately write down the independent
combinatorial choices of r, s, t by enumerating the SSYTs of each irrep:
1
2
3
,
1 1
2
, 1 1
3
, 2 2
3
, 1 2
2
, 1 3
3
, 2 3
3
, 1 2
3
, 1 3
2
,
1 1 1 , 1 1 2 , 1 1 3 , 1 2 2 , 1 2 3 , 1 3 3 , 2 2 2 , 2 2 3 , 2 3 3 , 3 3 3 ,
then each Young tableau can pair with three choices of lepton flavor p = 1, 2, 3 resulting in totally 3 × (1 + 8 + 10)
independent operators. In addition to the benefits discussed above, we would like to point out that our definition of term,
combined with the algorithm obtaining a complete set of independent terms described below, will automatically avoid
the redundancy that needs to be resolved by obscure relations between different terms with flavor indices permuted. For
example, Q3L was initially written as two independent terms in ref. [3] and was corrected to only one in the form of
eq. (3.2) later. We will not proceed with this example further in this subsection as it involves technical details discussed
in section 3.4, which may blur the big picture we would like to convey. Therefore we shall continue with the LLHH
example below and show the roadmap constructing these SU(nf ) irreps.
The above discussion demonstrates the desire to obtain Θ{fk} as an irrep of SU(nf ), where {fk} are the flavor
indices of a set of repeated fields. Due to the Schur-Weyl duality and also pointed out in ref. [15], if one can construct
a set of tensor Θ{fk}(λ,x) that transform as an irrep λ of the symmetric group Sm (m is the number of the repeated fields)
in terms of permuting subscripts k, then any one of the Θ{fk}(λ,x) is the irrep of SU(nf ) with the number of independent
components obtained by the Hook Content Formula S(λ, nf ) [15]. λ is a partition of the integer m that can be written
in the form of the subscripts in eq. (3.3-3.5) serving as a character of irreps of Sm. x goes from 1 to dλ labeling basis
vectors in the irrep λ. Θ{fk}(λ,x) by definition satisfies the following relation:
pi ◦Θ{fk}(λ,x) ≡ Θ
{fpi(k)}
(λ,x)
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=
∑
j
Θ
{fk}
(λ,y)Dλ(pi)yx, (3.6)
for pi ∈ Sm, where the action pi◦ on tensors is defined according to the first line, and Dλ(pi)yx are the matrix repre-
sentation of the Sm group for irrep λ. In the presence of multiple sets of repeated fields, one can generalize Θ{fk} into
Θ{fk,pm,...} as irreps of the groups:
SU = SU(n1f )⊗ SU(n2f )⊗ ...,
S¯ = Sm1 ⊗ Sm2 ⊗ ...,
(3.7)
where n1f , n
2
f , ... and m1,m2, ... are numbers of flavor and fields for different sets of repeated fields respectively. An
immediate conclusion that can be drawn from the above discussion is that the operators involving repeated fields with
only 1 flavor such as gauge bosons or Higgs must be in a totally symmetric representation , which is simply a result of:
S(λ, 1) = 0, ∀λ 6= [m], (3.8)
where [m] is the totally symmetric irrep.
Now we are going to show that permuting flavor indices of a given set of repeated fields in a term is equivalent to
permute the corresponding indices related to the gauge and Lorentz structures. In general, a term of a given type can be
formally expressed as a linear combination of a set of factorizable Θs according to eq. (2.7) as:
Θ{fk,...} = T {gk,...}SU3 T
{hk,...}
SU2 M{fk,...}{gk,...},{hk,...}, (3.9)
where T {gk,...}SU3 , T
{hk,...}
SU2 are the same TSU3, TSU2 in eq. (2.7) with the indices of each set of repeated fields grouped
together, the same argument applies for the correspondence betweenM{fk,...}{gk,...},{hk,...} here andM
{f}
{g},{h} in eq. (2.7).
Concretely, in the LLHH example we have:
TSU3 = 1
T
{i1i2,j1j2}
SU2 = 
i1j1i2j2
M{f1f2,11}{i1i2,j1j2} = α1α2L
f1
α1,i1
Lf2α2,i2Hj1Hj2
For a given type, we call in the rest of our paper a complete set of independent T {gk,...}SU3 , T
{hk,...}
SU2 andM{fk,...}{gk,...},{hk,...}
as the Lorentz and gauge basis from which a term is constructed. It is enough to show the permutation relations between
flavor and combined gauge and Lorentz structures hold for these factorizable bases, and the same is true for a general
term. A permutation of the flavor indices of the first set of repeated fields in Θ{fk,...} can be expressed as:
pi ◦Θ{fk,...}︸ ︷︷ ︸
permute flavor
= T
{gk,...}
SU3 T
{hk,...}
SU2 M
{fpi(k),...}
{gk,...},{hk,...}
= T
{gpi(k),...}
SU3 T
{hpi(k),...}
SU2 M
{fpi(k),...}
{gpi(k),...},{hpi(k),...}
=
(
pi ◦ T {gk,...}SU3
)(
pi ◦ T {hk,...}SU2
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
permute gauge
(
pi ◦M{fk,...}{gk,...},{hk,...}
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
permute Lorentz
, (3.10)
where pi ◦ T again only permutes the gauge indices of the first set of the repeated fields, (pi ◦M) is equal to the
permutation of all the subscripts of the Lorentz indices and the associated derivatives of the first set of repeated fields
while leaving the gauge and flavor indices unchanged. We demonstrate that the second to the third line in eq. (3.10)
does hold forM and (pi ◦M) defined above with the LLHH example in eq. (3.1) with pi = (12):
M{f2f1,11}{i2i1,j1j2} = α1α2L
f2
α1,i2
Lf1α2,i1Hj1Hj2
11
= α2α1Lf1α2,i1L
f2
α1,i2
Hj1Hj2
= pi ◦M{f1f2,11}{i1i2,j1j2}, (3.11)
where we have used the Grassmann nature of the lepton field.
So far, it is obvious from eq. (3.10) that those of gauge and Lorentz indices determine the permutation property of
flavor indices. Hence, if a set ofMλ1j , Tλ2SU3 and Tλ3SU2 transform according to irreps λ1,2,3 of Sm for the certain set of
repeated fields, then the direct product space spanned by
{Θ(λ1,x1),(λ2,x2),(λ3,x3) =Mλ1x1Tλ2SU3,x2Tλ3SU2,x3 | xi ∈ 1, ..., dλi}, (3.12)
with dλi the dimension of irreps λi, can be decomposed into invariant subspaces that form different irreps of λ. The
inner product decomposition λ1  λ2  λ3 =
∑
λ`m rλ λ tells that the multiplicity of the invariant subspace of irrep
λ is rλ. For the LLHH example we discussed above, one can find thatM{fpi(k),11}{ipi(k)},{jm} =M
{fk,11}
{ik},{jm} =M
[2]
1 forms a
total symmetric representation of S2 of two lepton fields, the same is for the SU(3)C gauge group factor T
[2]
SU3,1 = 1.
The permuted SU(2)W gauge group factor T
{ipi(k),jm}
SU2 = 
i2j1i1j2 seems not equal to the unpermuted one. However
this is just a result of the simplification of the symmetric one T [2]SU2,1 = (
i2j1i1j2 + i1j1i2j2)/2 when contracting with
Hj1Hj2
3, so it also forms a totally symmetric representation of S2. One can find from the inner product decomposition
[2]  [2]  [2] = [2] that the only resulting irrep is the symmetric one [2], and indeed the Θf1f2 is totally symmetric
under permutation of the flavor indices. In general, this decomposition is more complicated and contains the irreps with
dimension larger than one. We will present a non-trivial example Q3LWL in section 3.4 and refer to appendix B.2
for more general cases. Although we only consider the permutation symmetry for a single set of repeated fields in the
eq. (3.10) and eq. (3.12), it is straight forward to generalize it to multiple sets of repeated fields under the product group
S¯ as the permutations acting on different sets of repeated fields simply commute with each other.
Up to now, we have changed the problem of finding a term Θ{fk,...} as irreps of SU into finding a series of Θ{fk,...}(λ,i),...
as irreps of S¯, then further into finding the corresponding Tλ2,...SU3,x2,..., T
λ3,...
SU3,x3,...
andMλ1,...x1,... as irreps of S¯. Before we
delve into the details of obtaining all the independent symmetrized group factors and Lorentz structures, we first take a
digress to introduce the mathematical tools used in the rest of the section.
3.1.2 Group algebra and left ideal
As mentioned above, in this section, we explain the key mathematical tools to obtain the Lorentz and gauge structure
in different irreps λ of the symmetric group associated with the repeated fields. We introduce the idea of group algebra
and the method using them to generate a series of symmetrized functions transforming as an irrep of Sm group under
permutations defined in 3.6 from an asymmetrized one. The first concept is the group algebra space S˜m of Sm, which
is defined as a set consist of formal linear combinations of the group elements in the group Sm [33]:
S˜m : {r|r =
∑
i
ripii for ri ∈ C, pii ∈ Sm}. (3.13)
The addition and multiplication rules of the elements in the group algebra are:
c1r + c2q =
∑
i
pii(c1r
i + c2q
i) for r, q ∈ S˜m, c1, c2 ∈ C, (3.14)
3This is also an example discussed in eq. (3.8) that the repeated fields of one flavor must form a total symmetric representation under permutation.
As the Lorentz structure of H2 is trivial, therefore T {ik},{jm}SU2 must be symmetric under h1, h2.
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r · q =
∑
i,j
riqj(pii · pij) =
∑
i,j,k
pik∆
k
ijr
irj , (3.15)
where the matrix ∆kij with only one non-zero element defined by pii · pij =
∑
k pik∆
k
ij is the regular representation of
the group. Obviously, a linear vector space structure is contained in the group algebra. In this sense, the group algebra
elements have a dual role of vectors and linear operators.
It is well known that the S˜m [32, 33] can be decomposed into invariant subspaces transforming as irrep λ of the Sm
expanded by a set of group algebra elements bλx =
∑
i c
λ,i
x pii such that
pii · bλx =
∑
y
bλyDλyx(pii), (3.16)
where the indices x, y go from 1 to dλ, the dimension of irrep λ, Dλyx(pii) is the same one in eq. (3.6), the matrix
representation of λ [33]. The invariant subspaces expanded by bλx is actually a minimal left ideal Lλ of S˜m such that
r · b ∈ Lλ, ∀r ∈ S˜m, b ∈ Lλ. (3.17)
Alternatively, one can view the group algebra elements as symmetrizers that act on a function generating another
one by permuting the arguments. It can be shown in appendix B.1 that a series of new functions Fλx ({pk}) generated by
applying bλx to a function F ({pk}) defined by:
Fλx ({pk}) = bλx ◦ F ({pk})
=
(∑
i
cλ,ix pii
)
◦ F ({pk})
≡
∑
i
cλ,ix F ({ppii(k)}) (3.18)
transform as an irrep of λ under the permutation:
pii ◦ Fλx ({pk}) = Fλx ({ppii(k)})
=
∑
y
Fλy ({pk})Dλyx(pii). (3.19)
The function here has general meanings, in the LLHH example above, the function can be referred to the gauge group
tensor T i1i2,j1j2SU2 with arguments i1,2, j1,2 or the Lorentz structureM =M(α1, α2) with the arguments α1,2.
In addition, we would like to mention that our convention for bλx follows the Chapter 6 of the textbook [32], where
bλ1 is proportional to the Young symmetrizer of the normal Young tableau of λ, i.e., the Young tableau with the numbers
1 to n appearing in order from left to right and from the top row to the bottom row. For example, b[2,1]1 is proportional
to the Young symmetrizer of:
1 2
3 , which is equal to the multiplication of sλ, the sum over all possible horizontal
permutations, and aλ, the sum over all possible vertical permutations weighted by their signatures, ±1 for even and odd
permutations respectively. For
1 2
3 , we have:
s[2,1] = E + (12), (3.20)
a[2,1] = E − (13), (3.21)
b
[2,1]
1 ∝ Y
[
1 2
3
]
= s[2,1] · a[2,1] (3.22)
= E + (12)− (13)− (132). (3.23)
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When we apply the b[2,1]1 on a tensor T
rst, we will associate the tensor indices r, s, t to the numbers 1, 2, 3 (not to
confuse with flavors), then formally we have:
Y
[
r s
t
]
T rst = Y
[
1 2
3
]
T 123
= T 123 + T 213 − T 321 − T 312
= T rst + T srt − T tsr − T trs. (3.24)
The resulting symmetrized tensor is symmetric for the permutation of labels r, s as they appear in the same row in the
Young tableau, which is a general property of the Young symmetrizers.
3.2 Lorentz Basis: SU(N)× S¯ Irreps
To obtain an independent set of Lorentz structures, in literature such as the Warsaw basis [3], one usually writes down all
the possible Lorentz invariant combinations of the building blocks, and then removes all the redundancies by imposing
following relations among operators repeatedly:
(a) Fierz Identity. As explained in the appendix A.1, for Weyl spinors, the Fierz identities can be expressed as
gµνσ
µ
αα˙σ
ν
ββ˙
= 2αβα˙β˙ , (3.25)
αβδγκ + 
βγδακ + 
γαδβκ = 0.
˜α˙β˙δ
κ˙
γ˙ + ˜β˙γ˙δ
κ˙
α˙ + ˜γ˙α˙δ
κ˙
β˙
= 0
(3.26)
For the first identity, we choose to replace the left-hand side whenever it appears in the operator by the right-hand
side. As our building blocks do not contain any Lorentz indices µ, ν, etc., there would be no chance to use the σ
matrices in TLorentz, Thus we are left with only the  tensors for both dotted and undotted spinor indices in the
Lorentz invariant tensor. The other two identities, also known as the Schouten identities, will be tackled later.
(b) [Dµ, Dν ] = −iFµν . We also choose to replace the left-hand side whenever it appears in the operator by the right-
hand side. Note that the replacement changes the type of operator, thus it should not be counted in the original
type as an independent operator. Effectively, we treat [Dµ, Dν ] as zero while counting operators of a given type.
(c) Equation of Motion (EOM). Classically there are the EOM relation for each kind of fields
D2φ+ Jφ = 0, iD/ψ + Jψ = 0, DµF
µν + JνA = 0, (3.27)
For quantum fields, these are not rigorous operator equations. Nevertheless, operators differing by EOM are
related with each other by field redefinitions, and are hence physically equivalent. To remove this redundancy
of field redefinition, we choose to replace the first term (the kinetic term) whenever it appears in the operator by
the source term JΦ. Again, because the type is changed during the replacement, we effectively treat the kinetic
terms as zero while counting operators of a given type. This choice guarantees that the operator basis we find have
non-vanishing on-shell amplitudes, which also form an amplitude basis.
(d) Integration by Part (IBP). In perturbative QFT, we have
XDµY ∼ −DµXY. (3.28)
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In other words, operators are equivalent modulo total derivatives. From the on-shell point of view, it is equivalent
to the momentum conservation law. This may be the most subtle one, because it is the way people eliminate this
redundancy while counting that prevents the listing of the independent operator basis. In this section, we develop
a new method to deal with IBP.
We aim at a systematic treatment of all of these redundancies before we write down operators, so that we don’t need to
examine them in an over-complete list. Subsection 3.2.1 tackles with the redundancies (b), (c), and the first half of (a),
while subsection 3.2.2 deals with the Schouten identities and the IBP. Finally in subsection 3.2.3, we symmetrize the
Lorentz structures over repeated fields for a specific type and obtain the Lorentz basis.
3.2.1 Lorentz Invariance: Enumerating the Classes
We start by further analyzing the building block defined in eq. (2.5), and reduce them to Irreps of the Lorentz group. By
applying the following relations
D[αα˙Dβ]β˙ = DµDνσ
µ
[αα˙σ
ν
β]β˙
= −D2αβα˙β˙ +
i
2
[Dµ, Dν ]αβ σ¯
µν
α˙β˙
,
D[αα˙ψβ] = Dµσ
µ
[αα˙ψβ] = −αβ(D/ψ)α˙,
D[αα˙FLβ]γ = DµFνρσ
µ
[αα˙σ
νρ
β]γ = 2D
µFµναβσ
ν
γα˙,
(3.29)
we note that any pair of anti-symmetric spinor indices in a building block would lead to factors that vanish according
to the redundancies (b) or (c). As a consequence, we are left with building blocks in which all spinor indices, dotted or
undotted, are totally symmetric respectively. After raising the dotted indices, we could express the remaining building
blocks as
(Dr−|h|Φ)(
α˙(1)α˙(2)...α˙(r+h))
(α(1)α(2)...α(r−h))
≡ (Dr−|h|Φ)α˙r+hαr−h ∈
(
r − h
2
,
r + h
2
)
(3.30)
where, without ambiguity, we abbreviate the totally symmetric indices (indicated by the parenthesis) by an index with a
power. Now the remaining building block transforms as irreps under the Lorentz group as shown above.
With this notation, together with our treatment of the redundancy (a) using eq. (3.25), we arrive at a general form of
Lorentz structure modulo (b,c) redundancies as
M = (αiαj )⊗n(˜α˙iα˙j )⊗n˜
N∏
i=1
(Dri−|hi|Φi)
α˙
ri+hi
i
α
ri−hi
i
∈ [M]N,n,n˜, (3.31)
where N is the number of building blocks in the operator, corresponding to the number of particles in the on-shell
amplitude it generates. Here we recognize the epsilon tensors introduced is the Lorentz invariant tensor TLorentz in
eq. (2.5), in which eq. (3.26) guarantees that only the epsilon tensors appear. The power of the epsilon tensors should be
understood as a product of epsilons with possibly different spinor indices, which are only distinguished by the building
block eq. (3.30) they come from. Such operators with certain N and the numbers of epsilons (n, n˜) form a basis of the
linear space [M]N,n,n˜, which still have redundancy from the Schouten identity and the IBP.
To solve the IBP problem, we decompose the space as [M]N,n,n˜ = [A]N,n,n˜⊕[B]N,n,n˜, where the subspace [B]N,n,n˜
contains all the Lorentz structures with total derivatives. For any Lorentz structureM∈ [M] we have
M =MA +MB, MA ∈ [A], MB ∈ [B]. (3.32)
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If this decomposition is possible, the subspace [A] would be the space of the non-redundant Lorentz structures, because
for any two Lorentz structures in [A], their difference is also in [A] and cannot be a total derivative. We will achieve this
decomposition in the next subsection.
Before that, we would like to show how Lorentz invariance constrains the classes appearing at a certain dimension.
We derive some non-trivial constraints among the parameters in eq. (3.31). The contractions of spinor indices lead to
the following relations
n˜+ n =
∑
i
ri = r, n˜− n =
∑
i
hi ≡ h, (3.33)
nD =
∑
i
(ri − |hi|) = 2n+ h−
∑
i
|hi| = 2n˜− h−
∑
i
|hi| ≤ min(2n, 2n˜). (3.34)
Here we find another interpretation of r as the total number of ’s. The second line gives one constraint on the number
of derivatives necessary for an operator with given helicity combination hi, that the number must equal h −
∑
i |hi|
mod 2 and is bounded by twice the minimum of n and n˜. Another constraint is already shown in [34] comes from the
following fact indicated by r ≥ |h|,
n ≥ ri − hi ≥ −2hi, ∀i ⇒ 1
2
∑
i
(ri − hi) = n ≥ 2|minhi|,
n˜ ≥ ri + hi ≥ 2hi, ∀i ⇒ 1
2
∑
i
(ri + hi) = n˜ ≥ 2|maxhi|.
(3.35)
from which we deduce
nD =
∑
i
(ri − hi)−
∑
hi<0
2|hi| ≥ 4|minhi| −
∑
hi<0
2|hi|,
nD =
∑
i
(ri + hi)−
∑
hi>0
2|hi| ≥ 4|maxhi| −
∑
hi>0
2|hi|.
(3.36)
In sum, we arrive at the complete constraint on nD:
min(2n, 2n˜) ≥ nD ≥ max
 h−
∑
i |hi|, mod 2
4|minhi| −
∑
hi<0
2|hi|
4|maxhi| −
∑
hi>0
2|hi|
 . (3.37)
The minimum is a correction to the constraint shown in [34].
In light of the above relations, we can enumerate the classes of Lorentz structures for a given dimension after the
following steps:
• From eq. (2.9) and eq. (3.33), we get d = n+ n˜+N . We start by iterating N from 34 to d, while for each N we
could iterate n, n˜ under the constraint n+ n˜ = d−N .
• Given the tuple (N,n, n˜), we iterate nD from 0 to min(2n, 2n˜) according to eq. (3.37). Provided the number of
derivatives nD, we have the following relations implied by eq. (3.34)
2n−1 + n−1/2 =
∑
i
|hi| − h = 2n− nD, 2n1 + n1/2 =
∑
i
|hi|+ h = 2n˜− nD. (3.38)
4 N = 3 is a special case when there is the so-called special kinematics that renders n = 0 or n˜ = 0. Particularly it implies that nD = 0
when N = 3. For example we have Dµφ1Dµφ2φ3 = 12 (φ1φ2D
2φ3 − φ1D2φ2φ3 −D2φ1φ2φ3) which is redundant due to EOM of φi in our
treatment.
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• Then we find all tuples ni = (n−1, n−1/2, n0, n1/2, n1) that satisfy eq. (3.38) and
∑
i ni = N , making sure
that nD satisfies the minimum given in eq. (3.37) at the meantime. In this way, we find all the combinations of
(ni, nD) that could form Lorentz invariant structures, each of which determines a sub-class of operators.
At dimension 8, we list all the sub-classes in table 2.
N (n, n˜)5 Sub-classes
4 (4, 0) F 4L + h.c.
(3, 1) F 2Lψψ
†D + h.c. ψ4D2 + h.c. FLψ2φD2 + h.c. F 2Lφ
2D2 + h.c.
(2, 2) F 2LF
2
R FLFRψψ
†D ψ2ψ†2D2 FRψ2φD2 + h.c.
FLFRφ
2D2 ψψ†φ2D3 φ4D4
5 (3, 0) FLψ
4 + h.c. F 2Lψ
2φ+ h.c. F 3Lφ
2 + h.c.
(2, 1) FLψ
2ψ†2 + h.c. F 2Lψ
†2φ+ h.c. ψ3ψ†φD + h.c. FLψψ†φ2D + h.c.
ψ2φ3D2 + h.c. FLφ4D2 + h.c.
6 (2, 0) ψ4φ2 + h.c. FLψ2φ3 + h.c. F 2Lφ
4 + h.c.
(1, 1) ψ2ψ†2φ2 ψψ†φ4D φ6D2
7 (1, 0) ψ2φ5 + h.c.
8 (0, 0) φ8
Table 2: All the sub-classes of Lorentz structures at dimension 8.
3.2.2 Lorentz Structures as SU(N) States
Back to the problem of finding the subspace [A] from M as proposed after eq. (3.32), we first claim property of its
elements in the format of eq. (3.31), that such Lorentz structure is completely determined by the epsilon tensors, because
the numbers of αi and α˙i on these tensors fix all the parameters of the building blocks Dri−|hi|Φi. For example, given
α1α3α2α3α˙3α˙4 , we obtain
α1α3α2α3 ˜α˙3α˙4 ⇒ M = α1α3α2α3 ˜α˙3α˙4(ψ1)α1(ψ2)α2(Dψ3)α˙3α23(ψ
†
4)
α˙4 . (3.39)
Those who are familiar with spinor helicity variables should recognize that these epsilons are nothing but the spinor
brackets αiαj ∼ 〈ij〉, α˙iα˙j ∼ [ij]6. Therefore our claim here is exactly the amplitude-operator correspondence
[23, 35]. In this subsection, unless stated otherwise, we claim that a product of epsilons refers to the Lorentz structure
determined by it, and a linear combination of them refers to the linear combination of the corresponding Lorentz struc-
tures. It gives us a hint on how to identify [B], the subspace of Lorentz structures with total derivatives. First, a derivative
on field Φi has a pair of indices (αi, α˙i), which must also be found in the epsilons. Hence there has to be a factor of
αiαj ˜α˙iα˙k in the epsilons. Therefore, a total derivative is thus represented by a factor of
∑
i 
αiαj ˜α˙iα˙k , which is the
character of Lorentz structures in [B].
6Recall the r is the number of ’s, which corresponds to the number of spinor brackets in the on-shell amplitude, or in other words, the mass
dimension of the amplitude. It matches with the discovery in eq. (2.9).
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To identify the complement space [A], we use a trick: by introducing an SU(N) group for which Lorentz structures
M ∈ [M] transforms linearly, and both [M] and [B] are invariant spaces, [A] must also be an invariant space that
consists of whole representation spaces. This group is defined by the following transformations of the epsilons
αiαj →
∑
k,l
U ikU jl αkαl , ˜α˙iα˙j →
∑
k,l
U†ki U†lj ˜α˙kα˙l . (3.40)
In other words, the undotted spinor index αi with subscript i running from 1 toN transforms as 2×N of the SL(2,C)×
SU(N) group, while the dotted index α˙i transforms as 2¯× N¯. Obviously, the transformation does not change the tuple
(N,n, n˜), which means that [M] is invariant.It is also easy to prove the invariance of [B]∑
i
αiαj ˜α˙iα˙k →
∑
m,n
U jmU†nk
∑
i
αiαm ˜α˙iα˙n . (3.41)
Now the task is converted to finding irreducible representation spaces of SU(N) in [M]N,n,n˜, and classifying them into
[A] and [B]. Specifically, due to eq. (3.40), it amounts to the decomposition of the tensor representations formed by
products of the epsilons.
In terms of SU(N) YD in which a box represents fundamental representation,  and ˜ form irreducible representa-
tions = [12] and = [1N−2] respectively, due to the antisymmetry of their indices. Given specifically labels i, j for
the epsilons, they are states in these representation spaces, indicated by Young Tableau. For example when N = 5, we
have
α2α3 ∼ 2
3
, ˜α˙1α˙3 = −E24513˜α˙1α˙3 ∼ −
2
4
5
. (3.42)
where E is the Levi-Civita tensor of SU(N).
Then we use the Littlewood-Richardson (LR) rules [32] to decompose their products. First, we examine the tensor
power of each type of the epsilons. Since
⊗2 = ⊗ = ⊕ ⊕ , ˜⊗2 = ⊗ = ⊕ ⊕ (3.43)
We can use the Schouten identity to eliminate representations with more than two rows, either dotted or undotted
i l
j
k
∼ αiαj αkαl + αkαiαjαl + αjαkαiαl = 0, (3.44)
and hence we are left with only the first term in the decomposition eq. (3.43). Similarly if we multiply more epsilons of
the same kind, we should only be left with the following YD’s:
⊗n = ...︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
, ˜⊗n˜ =
N
−
2

. . .
...
...
︸ ︷︷ ︸
n˜
. . .
. (3.45)
This reflects the fact that the spinor indices only take two values, forbidding antisymmetry over more than two of them.
The independent basis of the representation space is given by the SSYT’s, where labels filled in the YD are increasing
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down the columns and non-decreasing along the rows. The Fock’s conditions [32] for such YD’s are nothing but the
Schouten identities. Therefore, choosing the SSYT basis automatically eliminates the redundancy form the Schouten
identity. For example7
1 2
4 3
= − 1 3
2 4
+ 1 2
3 4
,
α1α4α2α3 = −α1α2α3α4 +α1α3α2α4 ,
ψα1 ψ
β
2ψ3βψ4α = −ψα1 ψ2αψβ3ψ4β +ψα1 ψβ2ψ3αψ4β .
(3.46)
The two terms on the right side corresponding to the SSYT’s are our standard basis, and the left side corresponding to
non-SSYT can be expressed by the standard basis via the Schouten identity.
Finally we use the LR rule to obtain the tensor product of these two YD’s. Using the LR rules we place boxes from
[n2] into the YD [n˜N−2]
N
−
2

. . .
...
...
︸ ︷︷ ︸
n˜
. . .
⊗ ...︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
=
N
−
2

. . .
n︷ ︸︸ ︷
. . .
...
...
︸ ︷︷ ︸
n˜
. . .
+ . . .
(3.47)
where the first term describes the case when all the boxes are put to the right of the original [n˜N−2] boxes, and the terms
in . . . are cases when boxes are put under the original YD. Following the correspondence eq. (3.42), whenever a box i
from [n2] is placed under a column in [n˜N−2], the resulting column with N − 1 rows represent a tensor∑
l1,l2
Ek1,...,kN−2,l1,l2 ˜αl1αl2 ij + (anti-sym over k1, . . . , kN−2, i) =
∑
y
Ek1,...,kN−2,i,x˜αxαyαyαj . (3.48)
which contains a factor of total derivative as discussed previously. According to eq. (3.41), the whole representation
space is contained in the subspace B of [M]N,n,n˜. It rules out all but the first term in eq. (3.47), thus we conclude that
the remaining YD, which we define as the primary YD, is the only irrep contained in [A], namely
[A]N,n,n˜ =
N
−
2

. . .
n︷ ︸︸ ︷
. . .
...
...
︸ ︷︷ ︸
n˜
. . .
(3.49)
The primary YD [A]N,n,n˜ is exactly the space of Lorentz structures without any of the redundancies listed at the begin-
ning of this section. Our next task is to obtain a complete basis of this space, which is again the SSYT’s. The Fock’s
7 Note that it seems like we did not perform the row symmetrization for the Young tableau, which was done in ref. [27]. It is due to our different
treatments of the action of permutations on the SU(N) tensors: in ref. [27] the action of permutation, say (12), means permuting the specific labels
1 and 2, while we treat the action of (12) as permuting the 1st and 2nd indices in the tensor. While the two treatments give different sets of Lorentz
structures, both of them are the independent basis of the same space. In our treatment, Young tableau would have indicated the column anti-symmetry
rather than the row symmetry of the resulting tensor. That is why we only need to translate each column to an  tensor to generate this desired feature.
The same translation of Young tableau is used in the next subsection regarding gauge group tensors.
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conditions between non-SSYT and the SSYT basis are equivalent to the Schouten identity or the IBP. An example of
the Fock’s condition reflecting the IBP is
2 1
3 5
4
=
1 4
2 5
3
+
1 2
3 5
4
−
1 3
2 5
4
,
−α1α5α1α5 = α4α5α4α5 +α2α5α2α5 +α3α5α3α5 ,
−Dµφ1φ2φ3φ4Dµφ5 = φ1φ2φ3Dµφ4Dµφ5 +φ1Dµφ2φ3φ4Dµφ5 +φ1φ2Dµφ3φ4Dµφ5
(3.50)
where D2φ5 is understood to be eliminated by the EOM.
As shown by Table.2, [M] usually contains more than one class of operators, and so does [A]. The full set of its
SSYT basis includes a lot of non-physical fillings that involve fields with large helicities (gravitino, graviton and even
higher). Thus it would be wise to single out a subset of them as the Lorentz structures for a given class. By obtaining the
tuple (N,n, n˜) from the helicities and nD according to eq. (3.38), we can easily find the [A] that the class is included,
in which the labels in it come from either αiαj or E i...jk ˜α˙j α˙k . The number of the former,  with index αi, equals the
number of α indices in the building block i, which is ri−hi according to eq. (3.31), while the number of the latter, same
as the number of ˜ without index α˙i, equals n˜− (ri + hi). Together with eq. (3.38), we get
#i = n˜− 2hi = 1
2
nD +
∑
hi>0
|hi| − 2hi, (3.51)
which surprisingly do not depend on ri, and are hence completely and uniquely determined by the class information
({hi}, nD).
Our strategy is now clear: for each subclass, we find the YD of eq. (3.49) determined by eq. (3.38), and use eq. (3.51)
to deduce the tuple of labels {1#1, . . . , N#N} to fill in the YD; the SSYT’s obtained this way8 correspond to the
complete and independent basis of Lorentz structures. As an example, consider the class of operators ψψψψ†D at
dimension 7, with hi = {−1/2,−1/2,−1/2, 1/2} and nD = 1. With eq. (3.38) and eq. (3.51) we have #1 = #2 =
#3 = 2, #4 = 0 and n = 2, n˜ = 1. The only SSYT is given by
1 1 2
2 3 3
∼ E1234α˙3α˙4α1α3α2α3 , (3.52)
which leads to the Lorentz structure eq. (3.39). It means that eq. (3.39) is the only independent Lorentz structure of this
class, which sounds counter-intuitive. Indeed, in [36] the authors pointed out several redundancies of the dim 7 operators
listed in [37] and found the correct independent operator basis. One of the redundancies was about this particular class of
operators, for which they explicitly apply the identity relations (a∼d) shown at the beginning of this section to prove the
redundancies. With our strategy, the redundancy relations, like eq. (35-37) in [36], are nothing but the Fock’s conditions
between Young tableau, which is automatically tackled by choosing the SSYT.
Another example where a class contains several independent Lorentz structures is FLψ4, which has #1 = 2,#2 =
#3 = #4 = #5 = 1 and n = 3, n˜ = 0. The YD has the same shape as the above example, but they indicate different
representation spaces due to their different (N,n, n˜). The SSYT basis of Lorentz structures for this class is given by
1 1 2
3 4 5
1 1 3
2 4 5
1 1 4
2 3 5
α1α3α1α4α2α5 α1α2α1α4α3α5 α1α2α1α3α4α5
Fαβ1 ψ
γ
2ψ3αψ4βψ5γ F
αβ
1 ψ2αψ
γ
3ψ4βψ5γ F
αβ
1 ψ2αψ3βψ
γ
4ψ5γ
(3.53)
8Note that in [27] the complete basis is given by the so-called reduced SSYT’s, which eliminates the over-counting of classes while enumerating
the SSYT’s. But since we start from a certain class, we do not suffer from the over-counting of classes. Thus the condition of SSYT is sufficient.
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To count the number of the basis for a given class, we can treat the YD of eq. (3.49) as a product of YD’s with the same
labels, since the latter is determined by the class information #i: they have to be totally symmetric one-row YD [#i].
For the case eq. (3.52), we have [#1] = [#2] = [#3] = (label 4 does not contribute), hence we examine the
decomposition of their product
⊗3 = × 1 + × 2 + × 3 + × 1
+ × 1 + × 2 + × 1.
(3.54)
and find only one target YD in it, which means only one SSYT with certain filling exists. Similarly, for the case
eq. (3.53) we have
⊗ ⊗4 = × 1 + × 4 + × 6 + × 3
+ × 6 + × 8 + × 2 + × 4 + × 3.
(3.55)
where the multiplicity of the target YD precisely reproduces the number of SSYT we listed in eq. (3.53).
In summary, by identifying Lorentz structures as states in the SU(N) representation space [A]N,n,n˜, not only can
we quickly count the number of independent basis, but we can also write them down by a translation from the SSYT’s.
This makes our approach superior to the competitors, and allows us to achieve a systematic way to list the operators in
generic effective field theories.
3.2.3 Permutation: Counting and Listing the Lorentz Basis
The Lorentz structures we obtained as SSYT’s in the above subsection did not take into account the permutation sym-
metries of possible repeated fields when we specify the type. For the purpose of counting, we adopt the technique of
plethysm. Since the repeated fields with same helicities must have a equal amount of labels to be filled into the YD,
instead of taking a direct product of the [#i] as in eq. (3.54), we take the plethysm with particular permutation symmetry.
In particular, for any YD Y we have
Y⊗m =
∑
λ`m
dλ Y p λ, (3.56)
where dλ is the dimension of the Sm irrep λ. In the example of eq. (3.52) and eq. (3.54), suppose the three ψ’s are
repeated fields like in the type of operator Q3He†CD, where the three Q’s could have permutation symmetries [3], [2, 1]
and [13], for which we derive the plethysm
p [3] = + + ,
p [2, 1] = + + ,
p [13] = + .
(3.57)
These are nothing but a classification of the result in eq. (3.54). Note that d[2,1] = 2, so the YD’s in the second line
should be counted twice while matching with eq. (3.54). Among the results, we find the target YD, namely ,
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which only appears in [13] symmetry. The permutation symmetry λ obtained here, which in general should include all
sets of repeated fields λ =
∏
Φ λΦ, is slightly different from that of the Lorentz structureM itself, which we defined in
sec. 3.1 as λ1. There are two sources of differences:
• λ characterizes the permutation symmetry of labels filled in the YD, which are indices of the combination of the
Lorentz structure and n˜ factors of E from the Hodge duals of the ˜’s. As E is totally antisymmetric for any subset
of labels, each E contributes total antisymmetry [1mi ] to the ith repeated fields.
• The SSYT does not know about spin-statistics, hence the permutation symmetry of fermionic repeated fields has
not taken into account their Grassmann feature, which should have contributed an extra [1mi ].
The property of inner product λ [1m] = λT , ∀λ ` m then suggests that the final permutation symmetry of the Lorentz
structure is given by
λ1 =
∏
fermion
λTΦ ×
∏
boson
λΦ, n˜ is even,
λ1 =
∏
fermion
λΦ ×
∏
boson
λTΦ, n˜ is odd.
(3.58)
Take the example in eq. (3.52) where the only Lorentz structure has the permutation symmetry λ = [13] as shown in
eq. (3.57), the type of operatorsQ3He†CD has n˜ = 1 and the repeated fieldQ is a fermion, which means λM = λ = [1
3].
As for the case in eq. (3.53), take the type WLQ3L as an example which has repeated field Q, we compute the plethysm
⊗ ( p [3])⊗ = + × 2 + × 2 + + + ,
⊗ ( p [2, 1])⊗ = + × 2 + + × 2 + × 3 + + + ,
⊗ ( p [13])⊗ = + + × 2 + .
(3.59)
It indicates that the 3 SSYT’s obtained in eq. (3.53) are grouped into a [3]T = [13] and a [2, 1]T = [2, 1] representation
spaces.
In order to construct the basis of these representation spaces as combinations of the original SSYT statesMξ, we
apply the projectors bλx introduced in section 3.1.2 to all of the SSYT’s
Mλ1ξ,x ≡ bλxMξ, x = 1, . . . , dλ, (3.60)
where the difference between the symmetries λ → λ1 should be noticed. Each of the projections either forms a
representation space of symmetry [λ1] according to eq. (3.19)
pi ◦Mλ1ξ,x =
∑
y
Mλ1ξ,yD(pi)yx, pi ∈ S¯, (3.61)
or vanishes by the projection. For the example (3.53) where we got three independent Lorentz structures for the type
WLQ
3L, which we denote asMξ=1,2,3 respectively, we obtain
M[13]1 ≡M[1
3]
1,1 =M[1
3]
2,1 =M[1
3]
3,1 =
1
3
(M1 +M2 +M3) ,
M[2,1]x ≡M[2,1]1,x = −M[2,1]3,x =
{
1
3
(M1 +M2 − 2M3) , 1
3
(M1 − 2M2 +M3)
}
x
,
M[2,1]2,x = {0, 0},
(3.62)
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hence we get the symmetrized Lorentz structures as M[13]1 and M[2,1]x , x = 1, 2. Note that b[2,1]x acting on M1 and
M3 produce the same representation space. In general, when there are multiple numbers of the same representation
space [λ1], picking out linearly independent spaces from the non-vanishing projections of bλx is non-trivial, which is why
we use the Fock’s conditions to convert the symmetrized Lorentz structures to combinations of the original basisMξ.
Generically we obtain
Mλ1ξ,x =
∑
ζ
Kλ1,xξζ Mζ . (3.63)
where the coefficient matrix Kλ1,x has rank9 N λ1 . Now we can select N λ1 number of rows from Kλ1,x as ξ¯ =
ξ1, . . . , ξNλ1 which provide an independent set of [λ1]-symmetry Lorentz basis as Mλ1ξ¯,x. In the above example, we
have
K[13],1 =

1
3
1
3
1
3
1
3
1
3
1
3
1
3
1
3
1
3
 , K[2,1],1 =

1
3
1
3 − 23
0 0 0
− 13 − 13 23
 , K[2,1],2 =

1
3 − 23 13
0 0 0
− 13 23 − 13
 , (3.64)
which have ranks N [3] = N [2,1] = 1. In that there are no multiplicities of the representation spaces, we are allowed to
omit the subscript ξ¯ as in eq. (3.62).
3.3 Gauge Basis: Littelwood-Richardson Rule
After obtaining the symmetrized Lorentz structuresMλx, we are now ready to find a set of symmetrized gauge group
factors TλSU3,x and T
λ
SU2,x in eq. (2.7), the procedure is similar to finding the symmetrized Lorentz structures discussed
above. We shall find all the independent group factors Tξ first, then symmetrize them by applying bλxs discussed in
section 3.1.2 to the gauge group indices of the repeated fields:
Tλξ,x = b
λ
x ◦ Tξ. (3.65)
In principle one can obtain all the independent Tξ by recursively using CGCs of the corresponding gauge group,
however this method cannot give nice forms of group factors expressed in terms of invariants using Levi-Civita tensors.
Here we postulate a way to express all Tξ in terms of Levi-Civita tensors of SU(N) group provided that each field
is expressed in a tensor of fundamental indices only. The algorithm is to use the Littlewood-Richardson (LR) rule
repeatedly but with indices associated with the corresponding irreps filled in during the construction of a singlet YD.
From this procedure, one can obtain different singlet Young tableaux with N rows as different ways to construct a
SU(N) singlet, each Young tableau then translates into a Tξ as a product of  tensors with the indices setting to the
corresponding indices in each column in a consistent manner. We illustrate the procedure by constructing the SU(2)W
gorup factor of the operator Q3LWL. Suppose the SU(2)W indices for three Q’s and L are j, k, l and i respectively,
while that for WL is I . The first step is to convert all the non-fundamental indices into fundamental ones. The only field
needs this preprocessing in our case is W IL , and we convert it by contracting with (τ
I) xm1xm2 , which leads to
WL,m1m2 = W
I
L(τ
I) xm1xm2 , (3.66)
where the summation over the repeated indices is implied. Next, we are going to form the Young tableaux with indices
j, k, l, i,m1,m2 according to the LR rule. There are three different TSU2,ξ’s which correspond to three different paths
9Actually, the linear dependence among the rows of the matrix Kλ1,x should not depend on x, just as the projector bλx either projects out a full
representation space, non-vanishing for all x, or annihilate a Lorentz structure, vanishing for all x. Therefore, the rankNλ1 is also independent of x.
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to construct 3× 2 YDs. We illustrate them in the following:
Q
Q−→ Q2 Q−→ Q3 L−→ Q3L WL−−→ Q3LWL, (3.67)
1−−→ 1 1−−→ 1 1−−→
1
1 1−−−−→
1 1
, (3.68)
1−−→ 1 1−−→
1
1−−→ 1 1 1−−−−→
1 1
, (3.69)
1−−→
1
1−−→ 1 1−−→ 1 1 1−−−−→
1 1
, (3.70)
where the first line tells the order of the fields in forming the singlet YD’s. We follow the above paths to fill each box
with the corresponding indices of the field and translate them into products of ’s:
Q : j , Q : k , Q : l , L : i , W : m1m2 , (3.71)
j
k−−−→ j k
l−−−→ j k l
i−−−→ j k l
i
m1m2−−−−−→ j k l
i m1m2
= jikm1lm2 = TSU2,1, (3.72)
j
k−−−→ j k
l−−−→ j k
l
i−−−→ j k i
l
m1m2−−−−−→ j k i
l m1m2
= jlkm1im2 = TSU2,2, (3.73)
j
k−−−→ j
k
l−−−→ j l
k
i−−−→ j l i
k
m1m2−−−−−→ j l i
k m1m2
= jklm1im2 = TSU2,3. (3.74)
With this set of TSU2,ξ, we can project out the corresponding TλSU2,x by using the symmetrizers b
λ
x. To find out which λ
the three Q’s can take we first need to enumerate all the SU(2)W irreps constructed by Q’s that can form a singlet with
the rest of the fields L and W . In this example both the quadruplet and doublet are capable. Next, one can pick out the
λ that after taking plethysm with the SU(2)W irrep of Q’s are able to produce the quadruplet and doublet:
p [3] = and (3.75)
p [2, 1] = . (3.76)
From the above equation, we find that [3] and [2,1] are the possible choices, and we have:
T
[3]
SU2,1 = b
[3]
1 ◦ TSU2,1 =
1
6
[jikm1lm2 + (perm i, j, k)]
= TSU2,1 − 1
3
(TSU2,2 + TSU2,3) (3.77)
T
[2,1]
SU2,1 = b
[2,1]
1 ◦ TSU2,1 =
1
3
[jm1kilm2 + jikm1lm2 − jm2km1li − jm1km2li]
=
2
3
TSU2,2 − 1
3
TSU2,3 (3.78)
T
[2,1]
SU2,2 = b
[2,1]
2 ◦ TSU2,1 =
1
3
[jm1km2li + jikm2lm1 − jm2kilm1 − jm1kilm2 ]
= −1
3
TSU2,2 +
2
3
TSU2,3. (3.79)
From the first to the second lines in the above equations, we have used the Schouten identity and the fact that any terms
proportional to m1m2 can be dropped as WL,m1m2 is a symmetric tensor. In addition, one can verify that the projection
of b[3]1 on TSU2,2 or TSU2,3 gives a null space while that of b
[2,1]
x ’s generate the same space as the one we generate above
from eq. (3.78) to eq. (3.79).
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Readers can follow this method to derive the SU(3)C group factor for this type of operator, which is quite trivial
yielding T [1
3]
SU3,1 = 
abc given that the indices of three Q’s are a, b, c. It is obvious that this group factor is in the [13]
representation of S3.
The above construction can be generalized to operator types with more than one set of repeated fields. The projec-
tion operations for different sets of repeated fields simply commute with each other, therefore one can obtain a set of
symmetrized group factors transforming as irreps of the direct product symmetric group S¯ defined in section 3.1.
3.4 Flavor Basis: Inner Product Decomposition
The above two subsections describe the systematic ways to generate the Lorentz structures and the group factors as
irreps of S¯. Now we are at the stage to show how to use these ingredients to construct operators with certain flavor
permutation symmetry. Still we shall take the Q3LWL as an example to demonstrate the procedure of the inner product
decomposition of a single symmetric group S3, the generalization to arbitrary sets of repeated fields will be manifest.
We use the projection operator defined in Theorem-4.2 in ref. [33] to obtain the generalized CGCsC(λ1,x1),(λ2,x2),(λ3,x3)(λ,x),j
of the symmetric group with the definition:
Θ(λ,x),j =
∑
x1,x2,x3
C
(λ1,x1),(λ2,x2),(λ3,x3)
(λ,x),j Mλ1x1 ⊗ Tλ2SU3,x2 ⊗ Tλ3SU2,x3 (3.80)
where Θ(λ,x),j is the xth basis vector in the jth (label of multiplicity) irrep λ from the decomposition, which is essentially
a linear combination of various factorizable terms defined in eq. (2.7). The details of using projection operator to extract
CGCs are given in the appendix B.2, here we directly give the relevant CGCs of S3 for our example Q3LWL. As we
have obtained in the above two sections, the permutation symmetries of the Lorentz structure can be [13] or [2, 1], those
of the SU(2)W group factor can be [3] or [2, 1], while the SU(3)C group factor only take [13]. Therefore there are four
possibilities to form direct product representations, of which the inner product decompositions are:
SU(3)c SU(2)w Lorentz Flavor
  = 1×
  = 1×
  = 1×
  = 1× ⊕ 1× ⊕ 1× .
(3.81)
One can observe that the first three combinations of the permutation symmetries are trivial as the decomposition only
result in a single irreps of S3, so we only show the detail for the last one in the following. The relevant CGCs for the last
decomposition are summarized in table 3. Since in our case the multiplicities of each irreps is 1, the last indices of the
subscripts of C are all 1. Also as discussed in ref. [15], for irreps with dimension larger than 1, we only need to choose
one of the basis vector from the decomposed invariant space as others generate the same flavor space. Here we always
select the first vector in our basis, this is why the third subscript indices of C is always 1, in principle it is equivalent to
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Flavor Sym Relevant CGCs
C
([2,1],1),([13],1),([2,1],1)
([3],1,1) =
2
3
C
([2,1],1),([13],1),([2,1],2)
([3],1),1 =
1
3
C
([2,1],2),([13],1),([2,1],1)
([3],1),1 =
1
3
C
([2,1],2),([13],1),([2,1],2)
([3],1),1 =
2
3
C
([2,1],1),([13],1),([2,1],1)
([2,1],1) =
1
3
C
([2,1],1),([13],1),([2,1],2)
([2,1],1),1 =
1
3
C
([2,1],2),([13],1),([2,1],1)
([2,1],1),1 =
1
3
C
([2,1],2),([13],1),([2,1],2)
([2,1],1),1 = 0
C
([2,1],1),([13],1),([2,1],1)
([13],1) = 0
C
([2,1],1),([13],1),([2,1],2)
([13],1),1 =
1
2
C
([2,1],2),([13],1),([2,1],1)
([13],1),1 = − 12
C
([2,1],2),([13],1),([2,1],2)
([13],1),1 = 0
Table 3: The relevant CGCs of S3 inner product decomposition
select any one of the basis vector, the reason we choose the first one in our convention is that it is equal to the Young
symmetrizer of the normal Young tableau of the corresponding YD discussed in section 3.1.2, which helps us simplify
our forms of operators in section 4. We shall come back to this point later in section 4.1.
Therefore we obtain three terms from the last line of eq. (3.81):
Θprst([3],1),1 =
2
3
T
[13]
SU3,1
(
T
[2,1]
SU2,1M[2,1]1 + T [2,1]SU2,2M[2,1]2
)
+
1
3
T
[13]
SU3,1
(
T
[2,1]
SU2,1M[2,1]2 + T [2,1]SU2,2M[2,1]1
)
(3.82)
Θprst([2,1],1),1 =
1
3
T
[13]
SU3,1
(
T
[2,1]
SU2,1M[2,1]1 + T [2,1]SU2,2M[2,1]2 + T [2,1]SU2,2M[2,1]1
)
(3.83)
Θprst([13],1),1 =
1
2
T
[13]
SU3,1
(
T
[2,1]
SU2,2M[2,1]1 − T [2,1]SU2,1M[2,1]2
)
, (3.84)
where r, s, t and p are the flavor indices of Q’s and L respectively. As each factor is rather lengthy, we only show the
full expression of Θprst([13],1),1 here:
Θprst([13],1),1 =
i
12
abc
(
τ I
)i
m1
W ILµν
{
(2jklm1 − jlkm1)[(LpiσµνQsbk)(QrajQtcl)− (LpiσµνQraj)(QskbQtcl)]
−(2jlkm1 − jklm1)[(LpiσµνQsbk)(QrajQtcl) + 2(LpiσµνQraj)(QskbQtcl)]
}
= − i
4
abc
(
τ I
)i
m1
W ILµν
[
jm1kl(Lpiσ
µνQsbk)(QrajQtcl) + 
jlkm1(Lpiσ
µνQraj)(QskbQtcl)
]
,(3.85)
where the Schouten identity has been used in the last line. One can verify that Θprst([13],1),1 is indeed totally antisymmetric
about indices r, s, t as it should be.
So far we have demonstrated the whole process to obtain a term with a concrete example Q3LWL. We summarize
the our algorithm to find a complete set of independent terms for a given dimension in a flow chart in figure 1 and realize
automated treatment in a Mathematica code.
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Dim
Model
Classes
Types
3
3
2
2
x,x,
TT 
SU2SU3
1
1
x

j,,1)(

xb
SU(N) Irrep
Figure 1: Flow chart for finding all the independent terms at a given dimension. The content above the first dash-dotted line is model
independent and can be applied to any EFT. The content below the second dash-dotted line are our main contributions in this work.
We automatize the whole procedure in a Mathematica code.
Given a dimension one can enumerate the classes of the operator that determine the number of fields of each spin
and the number of the derivative. Further, by finding the corresponding SSYTs one can obtain the candidates for the
Lorentz structure without EOM and IBP redundancy. All of these above the first dash-dotted line in the figure are model
independent, which can be applied to any Lorentz invariant EFTs.
After specifying the UV model, one can determine the types of operators for each class, and indeed determine the
independent Lorentz and gauge structuresMξ’s and Tξ’s. Afterwards, taking into account the information of repeated
fields from the specific type, one can symmetrize theMξ’s and Tξ’s to obtain a set of Lorentz and gauge group basis
that transform as irreps of S¯. Finally, by putting these ingredients together to form the Lorentz and gauge singlets
that transform as direct product representations of S¯, and using inner product decomposition to decompose them back
into the irreps of S¯, one obtains several irrep spaces, each corresponding to an independent term with a definite flavor
permutation symmetry. The symmetrization and the inner product decomposition below the second dashed-dotted line
are our unique contributions that are not present in the literature yet.
4 Lists of Operator Basis
4.1 Preview of the Result
In this section we list all the dimension 8 terms of operators, grouped by the classes of Lorentz structures. In Table. 4
we show the statistics of all the SMEFT dimension 8 results organized by subclasses, with links referring to the corre-
sponding lists of operators in the following subsections. The subclasses with non-trivial polynomials of nf , the fermion
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flavor number, as the total number of operators are those for which we need to take care of the repeated field issues. The
statistics for B violation (∆B = ±1) are listed with underlines, while the lepton number violation is not shown because
B − L is conserved at dimension 8.
For readers’ convenience, we further perform several notation changes and simplifications on the basis of the terms
directly produced by our algorithm:
• In the Lorentz structures, we convert the derivatives and the gauge bosons to the form with Lorentz indices
µ, ν, ρ, . . . . This is done by grouping the spinor contractions into chains that start and end at fermions, and traces
that start and end at the same F or D. On one hand, we reduce the σ products in the chains to the three basic
bilinear forms ψχ, ψσµχ† and ψσµνχ and their conjugates, where all spinor indices are suppressed and ψ, χ are
both left-handed Weyl spinors as in our convention for the fermion fields. On the other hand, all the traces are
reduced to products of gµν , σµν and µνρη. Relevant formula are listed in appendix A.1.
• We are using two-component spinors for all the fermion fields as they are the most natural way to deal with
chiral fermions. Conversion rules to four-component spinor notation are provided in the appendix A.1. Due to
the way we deal with the Fierz identity eq.(3.25), the Lorentz structures we exhibit do not contain any vector,
axial or tensor couplings for four-fermion interactions. Readers could use Fierz identities also presented in the
appendix A.1 to convert the operators to any forms they like. Examples are also provided besides the lists in the
section 4.4.
• We also convert the chiral basis of gauge bosons FL/R to the Hermitian fields F, F˜ by using formula in the
appendix A.2. After this is done, some of the types, even from different subclasses, merge into one.
• The following common notations are adopted to reduce some of our terms
XDµY −DµXY ≡ X←→D µY, DµDµ ≡ ,
H†iHi ≡ (H†H), H†i(τ I)jiHj ≡ (H†τ IH),
F1µνF
µν
2 ≡ (F1F2)
F1=F2=F≡ F 2,
(4.1)
• The most subtle simplification is trying to superficially reduce the length of “terms” 10 in order to better present
them in the paper. Take eq. (3.85) as an example, where two terms exist after expansion. The two terms together
guarantee the total antisymmetry of the Q flavors r, s, t in Θprst([13],1),1. It is fair to guess that by performing total
antisymmetrization on one of the terms over r, s, t should reproduce Θprst([13],1),1, such as
Θprst([13],1),1 ∼ Y
[
r
s
t
]
iabcjlkm
(
τ I
)i
m
W ILµν (QrajQtcl) (Lpiσ
µνQsbk) (4.2)
where the Young symmetrizer specified by the Young tableaux
r
s
t
, equivalent to the projector b[1
3]
1 as explained in
section 3.1.2, acts on the flavor indices r, s, t, so that the permutation symmetry over these indices is guaranteed
by the property of the projector eq.(3.16)(3.19). An example of non-trivial symmetrizer for the mixed symmetry
is
Y [ r st ]Θ...,rst,... = Θ...,rst,... + Θ...,srt,... −Θ...,trs,... −Θ...,tsr,..., (4.3)
where ... represents the possible presence of flavor indices of other sets of repeated fields. For “terms” involving
more than one set of repeated fields, the symmetrizer is specified by several Young tableaux, for example
Y [ p r , s t ] (LpiLrj)
(
L†isL
†k
t
)
H†jHk = (LpiLrj + LpjLri)
(
L†isL
†k
t + L
†k
sL
†i
t
)
H†jHk. (4.4)
10In this paragraph, term without quote only indicates a monomial in a polynomial expression rather than a level of operators in our construction.
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N (n, n˜) Subclasses Ntype Nterm Noperator Equations
4 (4, 0) F 4L + h.c. 14 26 26 (4.19)
(3, 1) F 2Lψψ
†D + h.c. 22 22 22n2f (4.51)
ψ4D2 + h.c. 4+4 18+14 12n4f+n
3
f (5nf − 1) (4.75, 4.78, 4.80)
FLψ
2φD2 + h.c. 16 32 32n2f (4.44)
F 2Lφ
2D2 + h.c. 8 12 12 (4.14)
(2, 2) F 2LF
2
R 14 17 17 (4.19)
FLFRψψ
†D 27 35 35n2f (4.50, 4.51)
ψ2ψ†2D2 17+4 54+8 1
2
n2f (75n
2
f + 11)+6n
4
f (4.74, 4.79-4.81)
FRψ
2φD2 + h.c. 16 16 16n2f (4.44)
FLFRφ
2D2 5 6 6 (4.14)
ψψ†φ2D3 7 16 16n2f (4.31, 4.32)
φ4D4 1 3 3 (4.8)
5 (3, 0) FLψ
4 + h.c. 12+10 66+54 42n4f+2n
3
f (9nf + 1) (4.86, 4.88, 4.89, 4.91)
F 2Lψ
2φ+ h.c. 32 60 60n2f (4.47, 4.48)
F 3Lφ
2 + h.c. 6 6 6 (4.16)
(2, 1) FLψ
2ψ†2 + h.c. 84+24 172+32 2n2f (59n
2
f − 2)+24n4f (4.84-4.85), (4.88-4.92)
F 2Rψ
2φ+ h.c. 32 36 36n2f (4.47, 4.48)
ψ3ψ†φD + h.c. 32+14 180+56 n3f (135nf − 1)+n3f (29nf + 3) (4.66, 4.69-4.72)
FLψψ
†φ2D + h.c. 38 92 92n2f (4.39, 4.40)
ψ2φ3D2 + h.c. 6 36 36n2f (4.28)
FLφ
4D2 + h.c. 4 6 6 (4.10)
6 (2, 0) ψ4φ2 + h.c. 12+4 48+18 5(5n4f + n
2
f )+
2
3
(8n4f + n
2
f ) (4.55, 4.59, 4.62, 4.64)
FLψ
2φ3 + h.c. 16 22 22n2f (4.36)
F 2Lφ
4 + h.c. 8 10 10 (4.12)
(1, 1) ψ2ψ†2φ2 23+10 57+14 n2f (42n
2
f + nf + 2)+3n
3
f (3nf − 1) (4.54, 4.55, 4.59-4.63)
ψψ†φ4D 7 13 13n2f (4.24, 4.25)
φ6D2 1 2 2 (4.8)
7 (1, 0) ψ2φ5 + h.c. 6 6 6n2f (4.21)
8 (0, 0) φ8 1 1 1 (4.8)
Total 48 471+70 1070+196 993(nf = 1), 44807(nf = 3)
Table 4: A complete statistics of dimension 8 operators in the SMEFT, while the numbers with underlines are for the B-violating
operators. N in the leftmost column shows the number of particles. (n, n˜) are the numbers of  and ˜ in the Lorentz structure, which
determines the primary YD [A] the subclasses belong to. Note that our definition of “term” is different from the other literatures, and
the numbers is larger than those in, for instance, [15] because they did an extra step of merging before the counting. However the
number of operators are exactly the same as in [12, 15]. The links in the rightmost column refer to the list(s) of the terms in given
subclasses. Ntype,Nterm, and Noperator show the number of types, terms and Hermitian operators respectively (independent conjugates
are counted).
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Back to the example of eq. (3.85), where only one [13] operator exists for the type WLQ3L, there is no doubt that
eq. (4.2) can reproduce it up to an overall constant factor. In this way we reduce the length of our “terms” with the
definite flavor symmetry and hide the complexity into the corresponding Young symmetrizer leaving rather simple
forms exhibited in the following sections. Moreover, if several irreducible flavor tensors can be written as different
Young symmetrizers acting on the same term, these tensors can be merged into one tensor with reducible flavor
symmetry, which is how “term” was used in [15]. The Q3L operators at dimension 6 is one of such examples,
which is why there is only one term for it in the Warsaw basis [3]. However, the principle for the merging does
not exist so far, the number of such “term” is an ambiguous quantity as discussed in [15]. We emphasize that
our “term” defined in section 2.2 does not have such ambiguity, and we prefer not to do the merging but instead
shorten our notation with the trick of the Young symmetrizer mentioned above.
• Finally, instead of listing subclasses sorted by the tuple (N,n, n˜), we list chirality-blind classes sorted by the
number of fermions to fit the needs of phenomenologists. Within a class, operators are listed as either “complex”
types or “real” types. We refer to a type of operators whose conjugate are of a different type as a “complex” type,
and a self-conjugate type as a “real” type. Since we do not present conjugates of the “complex” types, operators of
these types should be counted twice in the sense of Hermitian degrees of freedom. For the “real” types, although
the operators presented may not be Hermitian by their own, their conjugates must be combinations of operators in
the same type and should not be counted separately, so these operators are only counted as one Hermitian degree
of freedom. The numbers presented in the Table. 4 are all counted in this manner. We have also listed the B
violating operators separately in section 4.4.
4.2 Classes involving Bosons only
In the following sections, we list our operators in terms of subclasses, ordered by the number of fermions and gauge
bosons. The subclasses shown here are summarized in Table 2, while those not showing up are redundant according to
our treatments of various redundancy relations listed at the beginning of section 3.2.
Class φ8−nDDnD : Operators with only scalars. The subclasses available in Table 2 are nD = 0, 2, 4. The Lorentz
structure of the all-scalar subclass φ8 is trivial, shown as
φ1φ2φ3φ4φ5φ6φ7φ8. (4.5)
For the subclass φ6D2, all the Lorentz structures are given by the algorithm in section 3.2.2 as follows
φ1 (Dφ2)
α
α˙ φ3φ5 (Dφ4)
α˙
α φ6, φ1 (Dφ2)
α
α˙ φ3φ4 (Dφ5)
α˙
α φ6, φ1 (Dφ2)
α
α˙ φ3φ4φ5 (Dφ6)
α˙
α ,
φ1φ2 (Dφ3)
α
α˙ (Dφ4)
α˙
α φ5φ6, φ1φ2 (Dφ3)
α
α˙ φ4 (Dφ5)
α˙
α φ6, φ1φ2 (Dφ3)
α
α˙ φ4φ5 (Dφ6)
α˙
α ,
φ1φ2φ3 (Dφ4)
α
α˙ (Dφ5)
α˙
α φ6, φ1φ2φ3 (Dφ4)
α
α˙ φ5 (Dφ6)
α˙
α , φ1φ2φ3φ4 (Dφ5)
α
α˙ (Dφ6)
α˙
α .
(4.6)
while those for the subclass φ4D4 are given as
φ1
(
D2φ2
)αβ
α˙β˙
φ3
(
D2φ4
)α˙β˙
αβ
, φ1 (Dφ2)
α
α˙ (Dφ3)
β
β˙
(
D2φ4
)α˙β˙
αβ
, φ1φ2
(
D2φ3
)αβ
α˙β˙
(
D2φ4
)α˙β˙
αβ
. (4.7)
Plugging fields from Table. 1 to these Lorentz structures, making sure that the total hypercharge is zero, we get the
following three types of operators, and by going through our algorithm, we obtain 6 terms in all as a non-redundant
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basis:
OH4H†4
(
H†H
)4
O(1,2)
H3H†3D2
(
H†H
)2 (H†H) , (H†H) ∣∣H†DµH∣∣2
O(1∼3)
H2H†2D4
(
H†H
)
2
(
H†H
)
,
∣∣H†DµDνH∣∣2 , (H†DµH)∗ (H†DµH) .
(4.8)
The superscripts of the O’s label the terms in the particular type, in the order of left to right and up to bottom. The first
operator modifies the shape of the Higgs potential, and the rest could renormalize the Higgs field and thus modify the
Higgs couplings uniformly.
Class Fφ6−nDDnD : Operators with one gauge boson and arbitrary scalars. According to Table 2, only one subclass
FLφ
4D2 survives our criteria, which contains the following 3 independent Lorentz structures:
FL1
αβφ2 (Dφ3) αα˙ (Dφ4)
α˙
βφ5, FL1
αβφ2 (Dφ3)αα˙ φ4 (Dφ5)
α˙
β , FL1
αβφ2φ3 (Dφ4) αα˙ (Dφ5)
α˙
β . (4.9)
Together with their Hermitian conjugates, they combine into the form with F, F˜ , that become real in this notation. In
the SMEFT, we have the following real types:
O(1∼4)
WH2H†2D2
iW Iµν
(
H†H
) (
DµH
†τ IDνH
)
, W˜ Iµν
(
H†H
) (
DµH
†τ IDνH
)
,
iW Iµν
(
DµH
†DνH
) (
H†τ IH
)
, W˜ Iµν
(
DµH
†DνH
) (
H†τ IH
)
,
O(1,2)
BH2H†2D2 iB
µν
(
H†H
) (
DµH
†DνH
)
, B˜µν
(
H†H
) (
DµH
†DνH
)
.
(4.10)
Class F 2φ4−nDDnD : Operators with two gauge bosons and arbitrary scalars. Table 2 contains two subclasses of
this form, with nD = 0, 2. The only Lorentz structure in the subclass F 2φ4 is
FL1
αβFL2αβφ3φ4φ5φ6. (4.11)
In the SMEFT we get the following types under this subclass:
O(1,2)
G2H2H†2 G
2
(
H†H
)2
, (GAµνG˜
Aµν)
(
H†H
)2
,
O(1∼4)
W 2H2H†2
W IµνW
Jµν
(
H†τ IH
) (
H†τJH
)
, W 2
(
H†H
)2
,
W IµνW˜
Jµν
(
H†τ IH
) (
H†τJH
)
, (W IW˜ I)
(
H†H
)2
,
O(1,2)
B2H2H†2 B
2
(
H†H
)2
, (BB˜)
(
H†H
)2
,
O(1,2)
BWH2H†2 BµνW
Iµν
(
H†τ IH
) (
H†H
)
, BµνW˜
Iµν
(
H†τ IH
) (
H†H
)
.
(4.12)
When all the Higgs bosons are put to their vev, the operators normalize the kinetic terms of gauge bosons and thus
modify the corresponding gauge couplings uniformly.
On the other hand, there are 3 independent Lorentz structures in the subclass F 2φ2D2:
FL1
αβFL2α
γ (Dφ3)βα˙ (Dφ4)
α˙
γ , FL1
αβFL2αβ (Dφ3)
γ
α˙ (Dφ4)
α˙
γ , FL1
αβφ2
(
D2φ3
)
αβα˙β˙
F α˙β˙R4 . (4.13)
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Again, combined with their Hermitian conjugates, we obtain the following real types
O(1∼3)
G2HH†D2 G
2
(
DµH†DµH
)
, (GAG˜A)
(
DµH†DµH
)
, GAµλG
Aνλ
(
DµH
†DνH
)
O(1∼6)
W 2HH†D2
W 2
(
DµH†DµH
)
, iIJKW IµλW
Jνλ
(
DµH
†τKDνH
)
,
(W IW˜ I)
(
DµH†DµH
)
, iIJKW I [µλW˜
Jν]λ
(
DµH
†τKDνH
)
,
W IµλW
Iνλ
(
DµH
†DνH
)
, iIJKW I (µλW˜
Jν)λ
(
DµH
†τKDνH
)
O(1∼3)
B2HH†D2 B
2
(
DµH†DµH
)
, (BB˜)
(
DµH†DµH
)
, BµλB
νλ
(
DµH
†DνH
)
O(1∼6)
BWHH†D2
(BW I)
(
DµH†τ IDµH
)
, (BW˜ I)
(
DµH†τ IDµH
)
,
iB[µλW
Iν]λ
(
DνH
†τ IDµH
)
, iB[µλW˜
Iν]λ
(
DνH
†τ IDµH
)
,
B(µλW
Iν)λ
(
DνH
†τ IDµH
)
, B(µλW˜
Iν)λ
(
DνH
†τ IDµH
)
(4.14)
where brackets for the indices are shorthand notations for (anti-)symmetrization F [µ1 λF
ν]λ
2 ≡ Fµ1 λF νλ2 − F ν1 λFµλ2 and
F
(µ
1 λF
ν)λ
2 ≡ Fµ1 λF νλ2 + F ν1 λFµλ2 . The operators of these types contribute to the neutral triple gauge boson couplings,
which do not appear at lower dimensions [16].
Class F 3φ2: Operators with triple gauge bosons. Note that the operators of class F 3D2 are absent due to our
treatment about EOM. The only Lorentz structure in the subclass F 3φ2 is
FL1
αβFL2α
γFL3βγφ4φ5. (4.15)
Note that the types B3HH†, BG2HH†, B2WHH†, and G2WHH† cannot exist, even though they are able to form
Lorentz invariant gauge singlets. The reason is that the only Lorentz structure shown above is totally antisymmetric for
the three gauge bosons. In case no antisymmetric structures from the gauge group sectors, like the structure constants,
are available, the operators must vanish due to the commuting nature of any repeated gauge bosons in it. The non-
vanishing types, which all involve totally antisymmetric structure constants, are shown below
O(1,2)
G3HH† f
ABCGAµνG
Bµ
λG
CνλH†H, fABCGAµνGBµλG˜CνλH†H
O(1,2)
W 3HH† 
IJKW IµνW
Jµ
λW
KνλH†H, IJKW IµνW JµλW˜KνλH†H
O(1,2)
BW 2HH† 
IJKBµνW
Iµ
λW
JνλH†τKH, IJKBµνW IµλW˜ JνλH†τKH
(4.16)
These operators contribute to the anomalous triple gauge boson couplings.
Class F 4: Operators with four gauge bosons. There is one Lorentz structure of subclass F 2LF
2
R and three Lorentz
structures of subclass F 4L
FL1
αβFL2αβFR3α˙β˙FR4
α˙β˙ , (4.17)
FL1
αβFL2
γδFL3αβFL4γδ, FL1
αβFL2α
γFL3β
δFL4γδ, FL1
αβFL2αβFL3
γδFL4γδ, (4.18)
After symmetrization described in section 3.2.3, we find no Lorentz structure that is antisymmetric over the gauge
bosons, which implies that the type BW 3 whose SU(2)W structure has to be totally antisymmetric must vanish. The
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non-vanishing types are given below
O(1∼9)G4
(GAGA)(GBGB), (GAGB)(GAGB), dABEdCDE(GAGB)(GCGD),
(GAGA)(GBG˜B), (GAGB)(GAG˜B), dABEdCDE(GAGB)(GCG˜D),
(GAG˜A)(GBG˜B), (GAG˜B)(GAG˜B), dABEdCDE(GAG˜B)(GCG˜D)
O(1∼6)W 4
(W IW I)(W JW J), (W IW I)(W JW˜ J), (W IW˜ I)(W JW˜ J),
(W IW J)(W IW J), (W IW J)(W IW˜ J), (W IW˜ J)(W IW˜ J)
O(1∼3)B4 (B2)(B2), (B2)(BB˜), (BB˜)(BB˜)
O(1∼7)G2W 2
G2W 2, G2(W IW˜ I), (GAG˜A)W 2, (GAG˜A)(W IW˜ I),
(GAW I)(GAW I), (GAW I)(GAW˜ I), (GAW˜ I)(GAW˜ I)
O(1∼7)G2B2
G2W 2, G2(BB˜), (GAG˜A)B2, (GAG˜A)(BB˜),
(GAB)(GAB), (GAB)(GAB˜), (GAB˜)(GAB˜)
O(1∼7)W 2B2
B2W 2, W 2(BB˜), (W IW˜ I)B2, (W IW˜ I)(BB˜),
(W IB)(W IB), (W IB)(W IB˜), (W IB˜)(W IB˜)
O(1∼4)BG3
dABC(BGA)(GBGC), dABC(BGA)(GBG˜C),
dABC(BG˜A)(GBGC), dABC(BG˜A)(GBG˜C)
(4.19)
4.3 Classes involving Two-fermions
4.3.1 No gauge boson involved
In this subsection we deal with the classes ψ2φ5−nDDnD . Note from eq. (2) that for odd nD we have fermions of
opposite helicities, or chirality conserving, and for even nD we have them with the same helicities or chirality violating.
Class ψ2φ5: The only Lorentz Structure of this subclass is
ψ1
αψ2αφ3φ4φ5φ6φ7. (4.20)
In the SMEFT, these are Yukawa term with additional Higgses, which are all complex types:
OQuCH3H†2 il (QpaiuCar)Hl
(
H†H
)2
OQdCH2H†3
(
dC
a
pQrai
)
H†i
(
H†H
)2
OeCLH2H†3 (eCpLri)H†i
(
H†H
)2 (4.21)
After taking the Higgs vev, they give rise to additional contributions to the SM fermion Yukawa couplings. According
to the appendix A.1, the relevant bilinear of two-component spinors can be converted to the four-component notation as
(QpaiΓuC
a
r) = (u¯
a
rΓqpai) ,
(
dC
a
pΓQrai
)
=
(
d¯apΓqrai
)
, (eCpΓLri) = (e¯pΓlri) , Γ = 1, τ
I , λA, Dµ. (4.22)
Class ψ2φ4D: The subclass has to be ψψ†φ4D, which has the following Lorentz structures
ψ1
αφ2 (Dφ3) αα˙φ4φ5ψ
†
6
α˙, ψ1
αφ2φ3 (Dφ4) αα˙φ5ψ
†
6
α˙, ψ1
αφ2φ3φ4 (Dφ5) αα˙ψ
†
6
α˙ (4.23)
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In the SMEFT, all but one of the types are real:
O(1∼4)
QQ†H2H†2D
i
(
Qpaiσ
µQ†air
) (
H†
←→
D µH
) (
H†H
)
, i
(
Qpaiσ
µQ†ajr
)
H†iHj
(
H†
←→
D µH
)
(
Qpaiσ
µQ†ajr
)
H†iHjDµ
(
H†H
)
, i
(
Qpaiσ
µQ†ajr
)
H†i
←→
D µHj
(
H†H
)
OuCu†CH2H†2D i
(
uC
a
pσ
µu†Cra
) (
H†
←→
D µH
) (
H†H
)
OdCd†CH2H†2D i
(
dC
a
pσ
µd†Cra
) (
H†
←→
D µH
) (
H†H
)
O(1∼4)
LL†H2H†2D
i
(
Lpiσ
µL†ir
) (
H†
←→
D µH
) (
H†H
)
, i
(
Lpiσ
µL†jr
)
H†iHj
(
H†
←→
D µH
)
,(
Lpiσ
µL†jr
)
H†iHjDµ
(
H†H
)
, i
(
Lpiσ
µL†jr
)
H†i
←→
D µHj
(
H†H
)
OeCe†CH2H†2D i
(
eCpσ
µe†Cr
) (
H†
←→
D µH
) (
H†H
)
(4.24)
The only complex type is:
OuCd†CH3H†D 
jk
(
uC
a
pσ
µd†Cra
) (
H†H
)
HjDµHk (4.25)
After taking vev for two of the Higgses, these are the 5 neutral fermion currents and 1 charged fermion current coupled
with the neutral and charged Higgs current, which are already present at dimension 6, but with additional v2/Λ2 sup-
pression. Note that for the left-handed fermions Qi, Li, new terms exist due to the richness of the SU(2)W structures.
The conversion of these fermion currents to four-component spinor notation is shown by the following examples(
eCpσ
µΓe†Cr
)
= (e¯pγ
µΓer) ,
(
Lpiσ
µΓL†ir
)
= − (l¯irγµΓlpi) , Γ = 1, τ I , λA, Dµ. (4.26)
Class ψ2φ3D2: The subclass ψ2φ3D2 contains 6 independent Lorentz structures:
ψ1
αψ2
β (Dφ3)αα˙ (Dφ4)
α˙
β φ5, ψ1
αψ2
β (Dφ3)αα˙ φ4 (Dφ5)
α˙
β , ψ1
αψ2
βφ3 (Dφ4)αα˙ (Dφ5)
α˙
β ,
ψ1
αψ2α (Dφ3)
β
α˙ (Dφ4)
α˙
β φ5, ψ1
αψ2α (Dφ3)
β
α˙ φ4 (Dφ5)
α˙
β , ψ1
αψ2αφ3 (Dφ4)
β
α˙ (Dφ5)
α˙
β .
(4.27)
Types of this subclass in the SMEFT are similar to the Yukawa terms, which are all complex, with additional Higgs and
derivatives:
O(1∼6)
QuCH
2H†D2
iik (QpaiuC
a
r)DµHk
(
H†
←→
D µH
)
, iik (Qpaiσ
µνuC
a
r)DµHk
(
H†
←→
D νH
)
,
jk (QpaiuC
a
r)HjDµHkD
µH†i, ijk (QpaiσµνuC
a
r)HjDµHkDνH
†i
ik (QpaiuC
a
r)DµHkD
µ
(
H†H
)
, ijk (Qpaiσ
µνuC
a
r)H
†iDµHjDνHk
O(1∼6)
QdCHH
†2D2
i
(
dC
a
pQrai
)
DµH†i
(
H†
←→
D µH
)
, i
(
dC
a
pσ
µνQrai
)
DµH
†i
(
H†
←→
D νH
)
,(
dC
a
pQrai
)
H†i
(
DµH†DµH
)
,
(
dC
a
pσ
µνQrai
)
H†i
(
DµH
†DνH
)
,(
dC
a
pQrai
)
DµH†iDµ
(
H†H
)
,
(
dC
a
pσ
µνQrai
)
DµH
†iDν
(
H†H
)
O(1∼6)
eCLHH
†2D2
i (eCpLri)D
µH†i
(
H†
←→
D µH
)
, i (eCpσ
µνLri)DµH
†i
(
H†
←→
D νH
)
,
(eCpLri)H
†i (DµH†DµH) , (eCpσµνLri)H†i (DµH†DνH) ,
(eCpLri)D
µH†iDµ
(
H†H
)
, (eCpσ
µνLri)DµH
†iDν
(
H†H
)
(4.28)
but due to the derivatives, these are new Lorentz structures at dimension 8. In some of the terms, the dipole moment
bilinear appears, which are converted to four-component notation as
(eCpσ
µνΓLri) = (e¯pσ
µνΓlri) , (Qpaiσ
µνΓuC
a
r) = (u¯
a
rσ
µνΓqpai) , Γ = 1, τ
I , λA, Dµ. (4.29)
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Class ψ2φ2D3: With three derivatives, we only have 2 independent Lorentz structures as follows
ψ1
α (Dφ2)
β
α˙ (Dφ3)αβ˙
(
Dψ†4
)α˙β˙
β
, ψ1
αφ2
(
D2φ3
)β
αα˙β˙
(
Dψ†4
)α˙β˙
β
, (4.30)
which can be easily checked by enumerating SSYT of shape and labels {1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 4}, c.f. section 3.2.2.
The types in the SMEFT are very similar to those of the subclass ψ2φ4D, with 5 real types:
O(1∼4)
QQ†HH†D3
i
(
Qpaiσµ
←→
D νQ†ajr
)
DνHjD
µH†i, i
(
Qpaiσµ
←→
D νQ†air
) (
DµH†DνH
)
,
i
(
Qpaiσ
ν←→D µQ†ajr
)
HjDµDνH
†i, i
(
Qpaiσ
ν←→D µQ†air
) (
DµDνH
†H
)
O(1,2)
uCu
†
CHH
†D3
i
(
uC
a
pσ
ν←→D µu†Cra
) (
DνH
†DµH
)
, i
(
uC
a
pσ
ν←→D µu†Cra
) (
DµDνH
†H
)
O(1,2)
dCd
†
CHH
†D3
i
(
dC
a
pσ
ν←→D µd†Cra
) (
DνH
†DµH
)
, i
(
dC
a
pσ
ν←→D µd†Cra
) (
DµDνH
†H
)
O(1∼4)
LL†HH†D3
i
(
Lpiσ
ν←→D µL†jr
)
DµHjDνH
†i, i
(
Lpiσ
ν←→D µL†ir
) (
DνH
†DµH
)
,
i
(
Lpiσ
ν←→D µL†jr
)
HjDµDνH
†i, i
(
Lpiσ
ν←→D µL†ir
) (
DµDνH
†H
)
O(1,2)
eCe
†
CHH
†D3
i
(
eCpσ
ν←→D µe†Cr
) (
DνH
†DµH
)
, i
(
eCpσ
ν←→D µe†Cr
) (
DµDνH
†H
)
(4.31)
and 1 complex type:
OuCd†CH2D3 i
ij
(
uC
a
pσ
νDµd†Cra
)
DµHiDνHj . (4.32)
If we use the Fierz identity of SU(N) group eq. (A.26), we can perform the following transformation
i
(
Qpaiσµ
←→
D νQ†ajr
)
DνHjD
µH†i =
1
2
i
(
q¯rγµ
←→
D νqp
) (
DµH†DνH
)
+ i
(
q¯rγµτ
I←→D νqp
) (
DµH†τ IDνH
)
.
(4.33)
It could help convert our terms in eq. (4.31) to more common forms, such as
i
(
Qpaiσµ
←→
D νQ†ajr
)
DνHjD
µH†i
i
(
Qpaiσµ
←→
D νQ†air
) (
DµH†DνH
)
i
(
Qpaiσ
ν←→D µQ†ajr
)
HjDµDνH
†i
i
(
Qpaiσ
ν←→D µQ†air
) (
DµDνH
†H
)
=⇒

i
(
q¯rγ
µ←→D νqp
) (
DµH
†DνH
)
i
(
q¯rγ
µ←→D νqp
) (
DµDνH
†H
)
i
(
q¯rγ
µτ I
←→
D νqp
) (
DµH
†τ IDνH
)
i
(
q¯rγ
µτ I
←→
D νqp
) (
DµDνH
†τ IH
)
(4.34)
4.3.2 One gauge boson involved
Class Fψ2φ3: The only independent Lorentz structure of this subclass is
FL1
αβψ2αψ3βφ4φ5φ6 (4.35)
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The operators with this Lorentz structures in the dimension 8 SMEFT are
OGQuCH2H† iikGAµν
(
Qpaiσµν
(
λA
)a
b
uC
b
r
)
Hk
(
H†H
)
O(1,2)
WQuCH
2H† i
km
(
τ I
)j
m
W Iµν (QpaiσµνuC
a
r)HjHkH
†i, ikm
(
τ I
)i
m
W Iµν (QpaiσµνuC
a
r)Hk
(
H†H
)
OBQuCH2H† iikBµν (QpaiσµνuCar)Hk
(
H†H
)
OGQdCHH†2 iGAµν
(
dC
a
pσµν
(
λA
)b
a
Qrbi
)
H†i
(
H†H
)
O(1,2)
WQdCHH
†2 iW
Iµν
(
dC
a
pσµνQrai
)
H†i
(
H†τ IH
)
, i
(
τ I
)i
l
W Iµν
(
dC
a
pσµνQrai
)
H†l
(
H†H
)
OBQdCHH†2 iBµν
(
dC
a
pσµνQrai
)
H†i
(
H†H
)
O(1,2)
WeCLHH
†2 iW
Iµν (eCpσµνLri)H
†i (H†τ IH) , i (τ I)i
l
W Iµν (eCpσµνLri)H
†l (H†H)
OBeCLHH†2 iBµν (eCpσµνLri)H†i
(
H†H
)
(4.36)
Note that these are all complex types, whose real part and imaginary part contribute to the electric and magnetic dipole
moments of the fermions, respectively, after the Higgses take their VEV. One may refer to eq. (4.29) for the conversion
to four-component spinor notation.
Class O(Fψ2φ2D): In this class, the two spinors have opposite helicities, and form a fermion current, while the gauge
boson couples with both of the fermion current and Higgs current. 2 independent Lorentz structures are present:
FL1
αβψ2α (Dφ3) βα˙φ4ψ
†
5
α˙, FL1
αβψ2αφ3 (Dφ4) βα˙ψ
†
5
α˙. (4.37)
In the SMEFT, real types with neutral fermion currents are as follows
O(1∼8)
GQQ†HH†D
GAµν
(
Qpaiσ
ν
(
λA
)a
b
Q†bjr
)
HjDµH
†i, G˜Aµν
(
Qpaiσ
ν
(
λA
)a
b
Q†bjr
)
HjDµH
†i,
GAµν
(
Qpaiσ
ν
(
λA
)a
b
Q†bjr
)
H†iDµHj , G˜Aµν
(
Qpaiσ
ν
(
λA
)a
b
Q†bjr
)
H†iDµHj ,
iGAµν
(
Qpaiσ
ν
(
λA
)a
b
Q†bir
) (
H†
←→
D µH
)
, iG˜Aµν
(
Qpaiσ
ν
(
λA
)a
b
Q†bir
) (
H†
←→
D µH
)
,
GAµν
(
Qpaiσ
ν
(
λA
)a
b
Q†bir
)
Dµ
(
H†H
)
, G˜Aµν
(
Qpaiσ
ν
(
λA
)a
b
Q†bir
)
Dµ
(
H†H
)
O(1∼12)
WQQ†HH†D
(
τ I
)i
k
W Iµν
(
Qpaiσ
νQ†ajr
)
HjDµH
†k,
(
τ I
)i
k
W˜ Iµν
(
Qpaiσ
νQ†ajr
)
HjDµH
†k,(
τ I
)j
l
W Iµν
(
Qpaiσ
νQ†alr
)
HjDµH
†i,
(
τ I
)j
l
W˜ Iµν
(
Qpaiσ
νQ†alr
)
HjDµH
†i,(
τ I
)i
k
W Iµν
(
Qpaiσ
νQ†ajr
)
H†kDµHj ,
(
τ I
)i
k
W˜ Iµν
(
Qpaiσ
νQ†ajr
)
H†kDµHj ,(
τ I
)j
l
W Iµν
(
Qpaiσ
νQ†alr
)
H†iDµHj ,
(
τ I
)j
l
W˜ Iµν
(
Qpaiσ
νQ†alr
)
H†iDµHj ,
iW Iµν
(
Qpaiσ
νQ†air
) (
H†τ I
←→
D µH
)
, iW˜ Iµν
(
Qpaiσ
νQ†air
) (
H†τ I
←→
D µH
)
,
W Iµν
(
Qpaiσ
νQ†air
)
Dµ
(
H†τ IH
)
, W˜ Iµν
(
Qpaiσ
νQ†air
)
Dµ
(
H†τ IH
)
(4.38)
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O(1∼8)
BQQ†HH†D
Bµν
(
Qpaiσ
νQ†ajr
)
HjDµH
†i, B˜µν
(
Qpaiσ
νQ†ajr
)
HjDµH
†i,
iBµν
(
Qpaiσ
νQ†air
) (
H†
←→
D µH
)
, iB˜µν
(
Qpaiσ
νQ†air
) (
H†
←→
D µH
)
,
Bµν
(
Qpaiσ
νQ†ajr
)
H†iDµHj , B˜µν
(
Qpaiσ
νQ†ajr
)
H†iDµHj ,
Bµν
(
Qpaiσ
νQ†air
)
Dµ
(
H†H
)
, B˜µν
(
Qpaiσ
νQ†air
)
Dµ
(
H†H
)
O(1∼4)
GuCu
†
CHH
†D
iGAµν
(
uC
a
pσ
ν
(
λA
)b
a
u†Crb
)(
H†
←→
D µH
)
, iG˜Aµν
(
uC
a
pσ
ν
(
λA
)b
a
u†Crb
)(
H†
←→
D µH
)
,
GAµν
(
uC
a
pσ
ν
(
λA
)b
a
u†Crb
)
Dµ
(
H†H
)
, G˜Aµν
(
uC
a
pσ
ν
(
λA
)b
a
u†Crb
)
Dµ
(
H†H
)
O(1∼4)
WuCu
†
CHH
†D
iW Iµν
(
uC
a
pσ
νu†Cra
) (
H†τ I
←→
D µH
)
, iW˜ Iµν
(
uC
a
pσ
νu†Cra
) (
H†τ I
←→
D µH
)
,
W Iµν
(
uC
a
pσ
νu†Cra
)
Dµ
(
H†τ IH
)
, W˜ Iµν
(
uC
a
pσ
νu†Cra
)
Dµ
(
H†τ IH
)
O(1∼4)
BuCu
†
CHH
†D
iBµν
(
uC
a
pσ
νu†Cra
) (
H†
←→
D µH
)
, iB˜µν
(
uC
a
pσ
νu†Cra
) (
H†
←→
D µH
)
,
Bµν
(
uC
a
pσ
νu†Cra
)
Dµ
(
H†H
)
, B˜µν
(
uC
a
pσ
νu†Cra
)
Dµ
(
H†H
)
O(1∼4)
GdCd
†
CHH
†D
iGAµν
(
dC
a
pσ
ν
(
λA
)b
a
d†Crb
)(
H†
←→
D µH
)
, iG˜Aµν
(
dC
a
pσ
ν
(
λA
)b
a
d†Crb
)(
H†
←→
D µH
)
,
GAµν
(
dC
a
pσ
ν
(
λA
)b
a
d†Crb
)
Dµ
(
H†H
)
, G˜Aµν
(
dC
a
pσ
ν
(
λA
)b
a
d†Crb
)
Dµ
(
H†H
)
O(1∼4)
WdCd
†
CHH
†D
iW Iµν
(
dC
a
pσ
νd†Cra
) (
H†τ I
←→
D µH
)
, iW˜ Iµν
(
dC
a
pσ
νd†Cra
) (
H†τ I
←→
D µH
)
,
W Iµν
(
dC
a
pσ
νd†Cra
)
Dµ
(
H†τ IH
)
, W˜ Iµν
(
dC
a
pσ
νd†Cra
)
Dµ
(
H†τ IH
)
O(1∼4)
BdCd
†
CHH
†D
iBµν
(
dC
a
pσ
νd†Cra
) (
H†
←→
D µH
)
, iB˜µν
(
dC
a
pσ
νd†Cra
) (
H†
←→
D µH
)
,
Bµν
(
dC
a
pσ
νd†Cra
)
Dµ
(
H†H
)
, B˜µν
(
dC
a
pσ
νd†Cra
)
Dµ
(
H†H
)
O(1∼12)
WLL†HH†D
(
τ I
)i
k
W Iµν
(
Lpiσ
νL†jr
)
HjDµH
†k,
(
τ I
)i
k
W˜ Iµν
(
Lpiσ
νL†jr
)
HjDµH
†k,(
τ I
)j
l
W Iµν
(
Lpiσ
νL†lr
)
HjDµH
†i,
(
τ I
)j
l
W˜ Iµν
(
Lpiσ
νL†lr
)
HjDµH
†i,(
τ I
)i
k
W Iµν
(
Lpiσ
νL†jr
)
H†kDµHj ,
(
τ I
)i
k
W˜ Iµν
(
Lpiσ
νL†jr
)
H†kDµHj ,(
τ I
)j
l
W Iµν
(
Lpiσ
νL†lr
)
H†iDµHj ,
(
τ I
)j
l
W˜ Iµν
(
Lpiσ
νL†lr
)
H†iDµHj ,
iW Iµν
(
Lpiσ
νL†ir
) (
H†τ I
←→
D µH
)
, iW˜ Iµν
(
Lpiσ
νL†ir
) (
H†τ I
←→
D µH
)
,
W Iµν
(
Lpiσ
νL†ir
)
Dµ
(
H†τ IH
)
, W˜ Iµν
(
Lpiσ
νL†ir
)
Dµ
(
H†τ IH
)
O(1∼8)
BLL†HH†D
Bµν
(
Lpiσ
νL†jr
)
HjDµH
†i, B˜µν
(
Lpiσ
νL†jr
)
HjDµH
†i,
iBµν
(
Lpiσ
νL†ir
) (
H†
←→
D µH
)
, iB˜µν
(
Lpiσ
νL†ir
) (
H†
←→
D µH
)
,
Bµν
(
Lpiσ
νL†jr
)
H†iDµHj , B˜µν
(
Lpiσ
νL†jr
)
H†iDµHj ,
Bµν
(
Lpiσ
νL†ir
)
Dµ
(
H†H
)
, B˜µν
(
Lpiσ
νL†ir
)
Dµ
(
H†H
)
O(1∼4)
WeCe
†
CHH
†D
iW Iµν
(
eCpσ
νe†Cr
) (
H†τ I
←→
D µH
)
, iW˜ Iµν
(
eCpσ
νe†Cr
) (
H†τ I
←→
D µH
)
,
W Iµν
(
eCpσ
νe†Cr
)
Dµ
(
H†τ IH
)
, W˜ Iµν
(
eCpσ
νe†Cr
)
Dµ
(
H†τ IH
)
O(1∼4)
BeCe
†
CHH
†D
iBµν
(
eCpσ
νe†Cr
) (
H†
←→
D µH
)
, iB˜µν
(
eCpσ
νe†Cr
) (
H†
←→
D µH
)
,
Bµν
(
eCpσ
νe†Cr
)
Dµ
(
H†H
)
, B˜µν
(
eCpσ
νe†Cr
)
Dµ
(
H†H
)
,
(4.39)
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while complex types with charged currents also exist:
O(1,2)
GuCd
†
CH
2D
iijGAµν
(
uC
a
pσ
ν
(
λA
)b
a
d†Crb
)
HiDµHj , i
ijG˜Aµν
(
uC
a
pσ
ν
(
λA
)b
a
d†Crb
)
HiDµHj
O(1,2)
WuCd
†
CH
2D
ijk
(
τ I
)i
k
W IL
µ
ν
(
uC
a
pσ
νd†Cra
)
HiDµHj , i
jk
(
τ I
)i
k
W˜ Iµν
(
uC
a
pσ
νd†Cra
)
HiDµHj
O(1,2)
BuCd
†
CH
2D
iijBµν
(
uC
a
pσ
νd†Cra
)
HiDµHj , i
ijB˜µν
(
uC
a
pσ
νd†Cra
)
HiDµHj .
(4.40)
These operators involve new Lorentz structures that were absent at lower dimensions. The conversion to the four spinor
notation for the fermion currents can be found in eq. (4.26,4.33).
Class Fψ2φD2: There are 2 subclasses of this form. One is FLψ2φD2, a dimension 6 class FLψ2φ with two
additional derivatives, which has 2 independent Lorentz structures:
FL1
αβψ2
γ (Dψ3) αβα˙ (Dφ4) γ
α˙, FL1
αβψ2α (Dψ3)
γ
βα˙ (Dφ4)
α˙
γ . (4.41)
(4.42)
The other subclass is FRψ2φD2, where the flip of helicity for the gauge boson is made possible by the presence of the
two additional derivatives. The Lorentz structure of this subclass is unique:
ψ1
αψ2
β
(
D2φ3
)
α˙β˙αβFR4
α˙β˙ . (4.43)
Converting to the F, F˜ basis, these two subclasses mix together. Below we present the operators of this class in the
SMEFT, which are all complex types:
O(1∼3)GQuCHD2
iijGAµλ
(
Qpaiσ
νλ
(
λA
)a
b
uC
b
r
)
DµDνHj ,
iijGAνλ
(
Qpaiσ
νλ
(
λA
)a
b
DµuC
b
r
)
DµHj , 
ijG˜Aµν
(
Qpai
(
λA
)a
b
DµuC
b
r
)
DνHj
O(1∼3)WQuCHD2
iik
(
τ I
)j
k
W Iµλ
(
Qpaiσ
νλuC
a
r
)
DµDνHj ,
iik
(
τ I
)i
k
W Iνλ
(
Qpaiσ
νλDµuC
a
r
)
DµHj , 
jk
(
τ I
)i
k
W˜ Iµν (QpaiDµuC
a
r)DνHj
O(1∼3)BQuCHD2
iijBµλ
(
Qpaiσ
νλuC
a
r
)
DµDνHj ,
iijBνλ
(
Qpaiσ
νλDµuC
a
r
)
DµHj , 
ijB˜µν (QpaiDµuC
a
r)DνHj
O(1∼3)
GQdCH
†D2
iGAµλ
(
dC
a
pσ
νλ
(
λA
)b
a
Qrbi
)
DµDνH
†i,
iGAνλ
(
dC
a
pσ
νλ
(
λA
)b
a
DµQrbi
)
DµH†i, G˜Aµν
(
dC
a
p
(
λA
)b
a
DµQrbi
)
DνH
†i
O(1∼3)
WQdCH
†D2
i
(
τ I
)i
j
W Iµλ
(
dC
a
pσ
νλQrai
)
DµDνH
†j ,
i
(
τ I
)i
j
W Iνλ
(
dC
a
pσ
νλDµQrai
)
DµH†j ,
(
τ I
)i
j
W˜ Iµν
(
dC
a
pDµQrai
)
DνH
†j
O(1∼3)
BQdCH
†D2
iBµλ
(
dC
a
pσ
νλQrai
)
DµDνH
†i,
iBνλ
(
dC
a
pσ
νλDµQrai
)
DµH†i, B˜µν
(
dC
a
pDµQrai
)
DνH
†i
O(1∼3)
WeCLH
†D2
i
(
τ I
)i
j
W Iµλ
(
eCpσ
νλLri
)
DµDνH
†j ,
i
(
τ I
)i
j
W Iνλ
(
eCpσ
νλDµLri
)
DµH†j ,
(
τ I
)i
j
W˜ Iµν (eCpDµLri)DνH
†j
O(1∼3)
BeCLH
†D2
iBµλ
(
eCpσ
νλLri
)
DµDνH
†i,
iBνλ
(
eCpσ
νλDµLri
)
DµH†i, B˜µν (eCpDµLri)DνH
†i
(4.44)
The Lorentz structures here are also new at dimension 8. To convert to four-component spinor notation, one may refer
to eq. (4.29,4.22).
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4.3.3 Two gauge boson involved
CLass F 2ψ2φ: Two subclasses are involved, with same of opposite helicities for the gauge bosons and fermions. For
the subclass F 2Lψ
2φ, we obtained 2 independent Lorentz structures:
FL1
αβFL2α
γψ3βψ4γφ5, FL1
αβFL2αβψ3
γψ4γφ5, (4.45)
while for F 2Rψ
2φ we have only 1 independent Lorentz structure:
ψ1
αψ2αφ3FR4α˙β˙FR5
α˙β˙ . (4.46)
After converting to the F, F˜ basis, the second in eq. (4.45) and the one in eq. (4.46) combine to the form as products of
a Yukawa coupling and a gauge kinetic term, while the first in eq. (4.45) is a distinct one. The types of this class in the
SMEFT can be found by adding two gauge bosons to the Yukawa terms, which are all complex:
O(1∼5)G2QuCH
ijdABC(GAGB)
(
Qpai
(
λC
)a
b
uC
b
r
)
Hj , 
ijG2 (QpaiuC
a
r)Hj ,
ijdABC(GAG˜B)
(
Qpai
(
λC
)a
b
uC
b
r
)
Hj , 
ij(GAG˜A) (QpaiuC
a
r)Hj ,
ijfABCGAµνG
Bµ
λ
(
Qpaiσ
νλ
(
λC
)a
b
uC
b
r
)
Hj
O(1∼3)W 2QuCH
ijW 2 (QpaiuC
a
r)Hj , 
ij(W IW˜ I) (QpaiuC
a
r)Hj ,(
τK
)i
k
IJKjkW IµνW
Jµ
λ
(
Qpaiσ
νλuC
a
r
)
Hj
O(1∼3)GWQuCH
jk
(
τ I
)i
k
(GAW I)
(
Qpai
(
λA
)a
b
uC
b
r
)
Hj ,
jk
(
τ I
)i
k
(GAW˜ I)
(
Qpai
(
λA
)a
b
uC
b
r
)
Hj , 
jk
(
τ I
)i
k
W IµλG
A
µν
(
Qpaiσ
νλ
(
λA
)a
b
uC
b
r
)
Hj
O(1,2)B2QuCH 
ijB2 (QpaiuC
a
r)Hj , 
ij(BB˜) (QpaiuC
a
r)Hj
O(1∼3)BGQuCH
ij(BGA)
(
Qpai
(
λA
)a
b
uC
b
r
)
Hj ,
ij(BG˜A)
(
Qpai
(
λA
)a
b
uC
b
r
)
Hj , 
ijBµνG
Aµ
λ
(
Qpaiσ
νλ
(
λA
)a
b
uC
b
r
)
Hj
O(1∼3)BWQuCH
jk
(
τ I
)i
k
(BW I) (QpaiuC
a
r)Hj ,
jk
(
τ I
)i
k
(BW˜ I) (QpaiuC
a
r)Hj , 
jk
(
τ I
)i
k
W IµλBµν
(
Qpaiσ
νλuC
a
r
)
Hj ,
O(1∼5)
G2QdCH
†
dABC(GAGB)
(
dC
a
p
(
λC
)b
a
Qrbi
)
H†i, G2
(
dC
a
pQrai
)
H†i,
dABC(GAG˜B)
(
dC
a
p
(
λC
)b
a
Qrbi
)
H†i, (GAG˜A)
(
dC
a
pQrai
)
H†i,
fABCGAµνG
Bµ
λ
(
dC
a
pσ
νλ
(
λC
)b
a
Qrbi
)
H†i
O(1∼3)
W 2QdCH
†
W 2
(
dC
a
pQrai
)
H†i,
(W IW˜ I)
(
dC
a
pQrai
)
H†i,
(
τK
)i
j
IJKW IµνW
Jµ
λ
(
dC
a
pσ
νλQrai
)
H†j
O(1∼3)
GWQdCH
†
(
τ I
)i
j
(W IGA)
(
dC
a
p
(
λA
)b
a
Qrbi
)
H†j ,(
τ I
)i
j
(W IG˜A)
(
dC
a
p
(
λA
)b
a
Qrbi
)
H†j ,
(
τ I
)i
j
W IµλG
A
µν
(
dC
a
pσ
νλ
(
λA
)b
a
Qrbi
)
H†j
(4.47)
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O(1,2))
B2QdCH
† B
2
(
dC
a
pQrai
)
H†i, (BB˜)
(
dC
a
pQrai
)
H†i
O(1∼3)
BGQdCH
†
(BGA)
(
dC
a
p
(
λA
)b
a
Qrbi
)
H†i,
(BG˜A)
(
dC
a
p
(
λA
)b
a
Qrbi
)
H†i, BµνGAµλ
(
dC
a
pσ
νλ
(
λA
)b
a
Qrbi
)
H†i
O(1∼3)
BWQdCH
†
(
τ I
)i
j
(BW I)
(
dC
a
pQrai
)
H†j ,(
τ I
)i
j
(BW˜ I)
(
dC
a
pQrai
)
H†j ,
(
τ I
)i
j
W IµλBµν
(
dC
a
pσ
νλQrai
)
H†j
O(1,2)
G2eCLH
† G
2 (eCpLri)H
†i, (GAG˜A) (eCpLri)H
†i
O(1∼3)
W 2eCLH
†
W 2 (eCpLri)H
†i,
(W IW˜ I) (eCpLri)H
†i,
(
τK
)i
j
IJKW IµνW
Jµ
λ
(
eCpσ
νλLri
)
H†j
O(1,2)
B2eCLH
† B
2 (eCpLri)H
†i, (BB˜) (eCpLri)H
†i
O(1∼3)
BWeCLH
†
(
τ I
)i
j
(BW I) (eCpLri)H
†j ,(
τ I
)i
j
(BW˜ I) (eCpLri)H
†j ,
(
τ I
)i
j
W IµλBµν
(
eCpσ
νλLri
)
H†j .
(4.48)
Conversion to four-component spinor notation in this class can be found in eq. (4.22,4.29).
Class F 2ψ2D: The gauge bosons can have the same or opposite helicities, leading to two subclasses FLFL/Rψψ†D,
each of which contains only 1 independent Lorentz structure:
FL1
αβFL2α
γ (Dψ3)βγα˙ ψ
†
4
α˙, FL1
αβψ2α
(
Dψ†3
)
βα˙β˙FR4
α˙β˙ . (4.49)
Without other fields carrying hypercharges, the fermions in this class have to form a neutral current, which demands the
types in the SMEFT to be all real:
O(1∼5)
G2QQ†D
fABCGAµνG
Bν
λ
(
Qpaiσ
λ
(
λC
)a
b
←→
D µQ
†bi
r
)
, idABCGAµνG
Bν
λ
(
Qpaiσ
λ
(
λC
)a
b
←→
D µQ
†bi
r
)
fABCG˜AµνG
Bν
λ
(
Qpaiσ
λ
(
λC
)a
b
←→
D µQ
†bi
r
)
, iGAµνG
Aν
λ
(
Qpaiσ
λ←→D µQ†air
)
,
fABCGAµνG˜
Bν
λ
(
Qpaiσ
λ
(
λC
)a
b
←→
D µQ
†bi
r
)
O(1∼4)
W 2QQ†D
IJKW IµνW
Jν
λ
(
Qpaiσ
λ
(
τK
)i
j
←→
D µQ
†aj
r
)
, iW IµνW
Iν
λ
(
Qpaiσ
λ←→D µQ†air
)
,
IJKW˜ IµνW
Jν
λ
(
Qpaiσ
λ
(
τK
)i
j
←→
D µQ
†aj
r
)
, IJKW IµνW˜
Jν
λ
(
Qpaiσ
λ
(
τK
)i
j
←→
D µQ
†aj
r
)
OB2QQ†D iBµνBνλ
(
Qpaiσ
λ←→D µQ†air
)
O(1∼5)
G2uCu
†
CD
fABCGAµνG
Bν
λ
(
uC
a
pσ
λ
(
λC
)b
a
←→
D µu
†
Crb
)
, idABCGAµνG
Bν
λ
(
uC
a
pσ
λ
(
λC
)b
a
←→
D µu
†
Crb
)
,
fABCG˜AµνG
Bν
λ
(
uC
a
pσ
λ
(
λC
)b
a
←→
D µu
†
Crb
)
, iGAµνG
Aν
λ
(
uC
a
pσ
λ←→D µu†Cra
)
,
fABCGAµνG˜
Bν
λ
(
uC
a
pσ
λ
(
λC
)b
a
←→
D µu
†
Crb
)
OW 2uCu†CD iW
Iµ
νW
Iν
λ
(
uC
a
pσ
λ←→D µu†Cra
)
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OB2uCu†CD iB
µ
νB
ν
λ
(
uC
a
pσ
λ←→D µu†Cra
)
O(1∼5)
G2dCd
†
CD
fABCGAµνG
Bν
λ
(
dC
a
pσ
λ
(
λC
)b
a
←→
D µd
†
Crb
)
, idABCGAµνG
Bν
λ
(
dC
a
pσ
λ
(
λC
)b
a
←→
D µd
†
Crb
)
,
fABCG˜AµνG
Bν
λ
(
dC
a
pσ
λ
(
λC
)b
a
←→
D µd
†
Crb
)
, iGAµνG
Aν
λ
(
dC
a
pσ
λ←→D µd†Cra
)
,
fABCGAµνG˜
Bν
λ
(
dC
a
pσ
λ
(
λC
)b
a
←→
D µd
†
Crb
)
OW 2dCd†CD iW
Iµ
νW
Iν
λ
(
dC
a
pσ
λ←→D µd†Cra
)
OB2dCd†CD iB
µ
νB
ν
λ
(
dC
a
pσ
λ←→D µd†Cra
)
OG2LL†D iGAµνGAνλ
(
Lpiσ
λ←→D µL†ir
)
O(1∼4)
W 2LL†D
IJKW IµνW
Jν
λ
(
Lpiσ
λ
(
τK
)i
j
←→
D µL
†j
r
)
, iW IµνW
Iν
λ
(
Lpiσ
λ←→D µL†ir
)
,
IJKW˜ IµνW
Jν
λ
(
Lpiσ
λ
(
τK
)i
j
←→
D µL
†j
r
)
, IJKW IµνW˜
Jν
λ
(
Lpiσ
λ
(
τK
)i
j
←→
D µL
†j
r
)
OB2LL†D iBµνBνλ
(
Lpiσ
λ←→D µL†ir
)
OG2eCe†CD iG
Aµ
νG
Aν
λ
(
eCpσ
λ←→D µe†Cr
)
OW 2eCe†CD iW
Iµ
νW
Iν
λ
(
eCpσ
λ←→D µe†Cr
)
OB2eCe†CD iB
µ
νB
ν
λ
(
eCpσ
λ←→D µe†Cr
)
O(1∼4)
GWQQ†D
iGAµλW
Iνλ
(
Qpaiσν
(
λA
)a
b
(
τ I
)i
j
←→
D µQ
†bj
r
)
, iGAµλW˜
Iνλ
(
Qpaiσν
(
λA
)a
b
(
τ I
)i
j
←→
D µQ
†bj
r
)
,
iGAνλW
Iµλ
(
Qpaiσν
(
λA
)a
b
(
τ I
)i
j
←→
D µQ
†bj
r
)
, iGAνλW˜
Iµλ
(
Qpaiσν
(
λA
)a
b
(
τ I
)i
j
←→
D µQ
†bj
r
)
O(1∼4)
GBQQ†D
iGAµλB
νλ
(
Qpaiσν
(
λA
)a
b
←→
D µQ
†bi
r
)
, iGAµλB˜
νλ
(
Qpaiσν
(
λA
)a
b
←→
D µQ
†bi
r
)
,
iGAνλB
µλ
(
Qpaiσν
(
λA
)a
b
←→
D µQ
†bi
r
)
, iGAνλB˜
µλ
(
Qpaiσν
(
λA
)a
b
←→
D µQ
†bi
r
)
O(1∼4)
WBQQ†D
iW IµλB
νλ
(
Qpaiσν
(
τ I
)i
j
←→
D µQ
†aj
r
)
, iW IµλB˜
νλ
(
Qpaiσν
(
τ I
)i
j
←→
D µQ
†aj
r
)
,
iW IνλB
µλ
(
Qpaiσν
(
τ I
)i
j
←→
D µQ
†aj
r
)
, iW IνλB˜
µλ
(
Qpaiσν
(
τ I
)i
j
←→
D µQ
†aj
r
)
O(1∼4)
GBuCu
†
CD
iGAµλB
νλ
(
uC
a
pσν
(
λA
)b
a
←→
D µu
†
Crb
)
, iGAµλB˜
νλ
(
uC
a
pσν
(
λA
)b
a
←→
D µu
†
Crb
)
,
iGAνλB
µλ
(
uC
a
pσν
(
λA
)b
a
←→
D µu
†
Crb
)
, iGAνλB˜
µλ
(
uC
a
pσν
(
λA
)b
a
←→
D µu
†
Crb
)
O(1∼4)
GBdCd
†
CD
iGAµλB
νλ
(
dC
a
pσν
(
λA
)b
a
←→
D µd
†
Crb
)
, iGAµλB˜
νλ
(
dC
a
pσν
(
λA
)b
a
←→
D µd
†
Crb
)
,
iGAνλB
µλ
(
dC
a
pσν
(
λA
)b
a
←→
D µd
†
Crb
)
, iGAνλB˜
µλ
(
dC
a
pσν
(
λA
)b
a
←→
D µd
†
Crb
)
O(1∼4)
WBLL†D
iW IµλB
νλ
(
Lpiσν
(
τ I
)i
j
←→
D µL
†j
r
)
, iW IµλB˜
νλ
(
Lpiσν
(
τ I
)i
j
←→
D µL
†j
r
)
,
iW IνλB
µλ
(
Lpiσν
(
τ I
)i
j
←→
D µL
†j
r
)
, iW IνλB˜
µλ
(
Lpiσν
(
τ I
)i
j
←→
D µL
†j
r
)
(4.51)
Conversion of the relevant fermion currents to 4-component notation can be found in eq. (4.26,4.33).
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4.4 Classes involving Four-fermions
The classes of Lorentz structures with four fermions are the most populated in the dimension 8 SMEFT, thus to present
in a less dense way, we separate the types in different lists by the number of quarks involved. Those with three quarks
and one lepton violate both the baryon number and lepton number ∆B = ∆L = ±1, which is the only source of these
violations at dimension 8, and consequently B − L is conserved for all the dimension 8 operators.
Note that repeated fermions start to appear in this section, for which Young symmetrizers are applied to the terms to
retain particular flavor symmetries, as explained in section 3.1 and section 4.1.
4.4.1 Two scalars involved
Class ψ4φ2: There are two subclass in this class: ψ2ψ†2φ2 and ψ4φ2 + h.c. , and the independent Lorentz structures are
ψα1 ψ2αφ3φ4ψ
†
5α˙ψ
†α˙
6 , ψ
α
1 ψ
β
2ψ3αψ4βφ5φ6, ψ
α
1 ψ2αψ
β
3ψ4βφ5φ6. (4.52)
With the two scalars taken to be (H†H), we get the same types as the four-fermion operators at dimension 6 with
the additional Higgses. There are new types at dimension 8 with the two scalars taken to be the Higgses with same
hypercharges H2 or H†2, whose SU(2)W indices must be symmetric to avoid the repeated field constraint. This
demands at least another pair of SU(2)W doublets in the four fermions, which excludes the following types that are also
Lorentz invariant gauge singlets, but with all four fermions as SU(2)W singlets:
dCd
†
C
2uCH
2, d†CeCe
†
CuCH
2, d†CuC
2u†CH
2, dC
2eCuCH
†2, eCuC
3H2. (4.53)
Operators of this class contribute to the four-fermion interactions if the Higgs fields take their vev, and operators involv-
ing two or four L’s are relevant to the neutrino non-standard interactions.
1. Operators involving only quarks: There are 6 real types from all combinations of the three quark currents:
O(1∼10)
Q2Q†2HH†
Y [ p r , s t ] (QpaiQrbj)
(
Q†bjs Q
†ak
t
)
H†iHk, Y [ p r , s t ] (QpaiQrbj)
(
Q†ais Q
†bj
t
) (
H†H
)
Y [ p r , s t ] (QpaiQrbj)
(
Q†bis Q
†aj
t
) (
H†H
)
, Y [ p r , st ] (QpaiQrbj) (Q†bjs Q†akt )H†iHk
Y [ p r , st ] (QpaiQrbj) (Q†ajs Q†bkt )H†iHk, Y [ pr , s t ] (QpaiQrbj) (Q†bjs Q†akt )H†iHk
Y [ pr , s t ] (QpaiQrbj) (Q†ajs Q†bkt )H†iHk, Y [ pr , st ] (QpaiQrbj) (Q†bjs Q†akt )H†iHk
Y [ pr , st ] (QpaiQrbj)(Q†bis Q†ajt ) (H†H) , Y [ pr , st ] (QpaiQrbj)(Q†ais Q†bjt ) (H†H)
O(1∼4)
QQ†uCu
†
CHH
†
(QpaiuC
a
r)
(
Q†cjs u
†
C tc
)
H†iHj , (QpaiuC
a
r)
(
Q†cis u
†
C tc
) (
H†H
)(
QpaiuC
b
r
) (
Q†ajs u
†
C tb
)
H†iHj ,
(
QpaiuC
b
r
) (
Q†ais u
†
C tb
) (
H†H
)
O(1∼4)
QQ†dCd
†
CHH
†
(
dC
a
pQrai
) (
d†CscQ
†cj
t
)
H†iHj ,
(
dC
a
pQrai
) (
d†CscQ
†ci
t
) (
H†H
)(
dC
a
pQrbi
) (
d†CsaQ
†bj
t
)
H†iHj ,
(
dC
a
pQrbi
) (
d†CsaQ
†bi
t
) (
H†H
)
O(1,2)
uC
2u†C
2HH†
Y [ p r , s t ] (u†Csbu†C ta) (uCapuCbr) (H†H) , Y [ pr , st ] (u†Csbu†C ta) (uCapuCbr) (H†H)
O(1,2)
uCu
†
CdCd
†
CHH
†
(
d†Csbu
†
C ta
) (
dC
a
puC
b
r
) (
H†H
)
,
(
d†Csau
†
C tb
) (
dC
a
puC
b
r
) (
H†H
)
O(1,2)
dC
2d†C
2HH†
Y [ p r , s t ] (d†Csad†C tb) (dCapdCbr) (H†H) , Y [ pr , st ] (d†Csad†C tb) (dCapdCbr) (H†H)
(4.54)
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An addition of 4 complex types exist:
O(1∼4)Q2uC2H2
Y [ pr , st ] iljk (QpaiuCbs) (QrbjuCat )HkHl, Y [ pr , st ] iljk (uCasuCbt) (QpaiQrbj)HkHl
Y [ p r , s t ] iljk (QpaiuCbs) (QrbjuCat )HkHl, Y [ p r , s t ] iljk (uCbsuCat ) (QpaiQrbj)HkHl
O(1∼4)
Q2dC
2H†2
Y [ pr , st ] (dCapQsbi) (dCbrQtaj)H†iH†j , Y [ pr , st ] (dCapdCbr) (QsaiQtbj)H†iH†j
Y [ p r , s t ] (dCapQsbi) (dCbrQtaj)H†iH†j , Y [ p r , s t ] (dCapdCbr) (QsbiQtaj)H†iH†j
O(1,2)
QQ†uCd
†
CH
2
ik
(
d†CsbQ
†aj
t
) (
QpaiuC
b
r
)
HjHk, 
ik
(
d†CsbQ
†bj
t
)
(QpaiuC
a
r)HjHk
O(1∼8)
Q2uCdCHH
†
Y [ st ] jk (dCapQrbi) (QsajuCbt)H†iHk, Y [ st ] jk (dCapQsaj) (QrbiuCbt)H†iHk
Y [ st ] ij (dCapQrbi) (QsajuCbt) (H†H) , Y [ st ] ij (dCapQsaj) (QrbiuCbt) (H†H)
Y [ s t ] jk (dCapQrbi) (QsajuCbt)H†iHk, Y [ s t ] jk (dCapQsaj) (QrbiuCbt)H†iHk
Y [ s t ] ij (dCapQrbi) (QsajuCbt) (H†H) , Y [ s t ] ij (dCapQsaj) (QrbiuCbt) (H†H)
(4.55)
Recall the defination of Young symmetrizer Y in section 3.1.2, we can obtain the following relations for type
O(1∼10)
Q2Q†2HH† ,
Y [ p r , s t ] (QpaiQrbj)
(
Q†bjs Q
†ak
t
)
H†iHk = (QpaiQrbj +QraiQpbj)
(
Q†bjs Q
†ak
t +Q
†bj
t Q
†ak
s
)
H†iHk,
Y [ p r , st ] (QpaiQrbj) (Q†bjs Q†akt )H†iHk = (QpaiQrbj +QraiQpbj)(Q†bjs Q†akt −Q†bjt Q†aks )H†iHk,
Y [ pr , s t ] (QpaiQrbj) (Q†bjs Q†akt )H†iHk = (QpaiQrbj −QraiQpbj)(Q†bjs Q†akt +Q†bjt Q†aks )H†iHk,
Y [ pr , st ] (QpaiQrbj) (Q†bjs Q†akt )H†iHk = (QpaiQrbj −QraiQpbj)(Q†bjs Q†akt −Q†bjt Q†aks )H†iHk, (4.56)
as an example of how Y’s act on the terms.
The conversion from the two-component spinors to the four-component spinors, with extra transformation via Fierz
identity, are shown by the following examples
(QpaiQrbj)
(
Q†bjs Q
†ak
t
)
= (qpaiCqrbj)
(
q¯bjs Cq¯
ak
t
)
=
1
2
(
q¯bjs γ
µqpai
) (
q¯akt γµqrbj
)
,(
u†Csbu
†
C ta
) (
uC
a
puC
b
r
)
= (usbCuta)
(
u¯apCu¯
b
r
)
=
1
2
(
u¯apγ
µusb
) (
u¯brγµuta
)
,
(QpaiuC
a
r)
(
Q†cjs u
†
C tc
)
= (u¯arqpai)
(
q¯cjs utc
)
= −1
2
(u¯arγ
µutc)
(
q¯cjs γµqpai
)
. (4.57)
The Hermitian conjugate of a non-Hermitian operator of this class is, for example,[
iljk
(
QpaiuC
b
s
)
(QrbjuC
a
t )HkHl
]†
= iljk
(
u†CsbQ
†ai
p
) (
u†C taQ
†bj
r
)
H†kH†l. (4.58)
Operators involving d quark and leptons of this class can be converted similarly.
2. Operators involving three quarks with ∆B = ∆L = ±1: All the types with 3 quarks are complex, and there are 7 of
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them in this class:
O(1∼7)
Q3LHH†
Y [ r st ] abciklm (QrajQtcl) (LpiQsbk)H†jHm, Y [ r st ] abcimkl (QrajQtcl) (LpiQsbk)H†jHm
Y [ r st ] abciljk (QrajQtcl) (LpiQsbk) (H†H) , Y [ rs
t
]
abciljk (QrajQtcl) (LpiQsbk)
(
H†H
)
Y
[
r
s
t
]
abcimkl (QrajQtcl) (LpiQsbk)H
†jHm, Y [ r s t ] abciljk (QrajQtcl) (LpiQsbk)
(
H†H
)
Y [ r s t ] abcimkl (LpiQraj) (QsbkQtcl)H†jHm
O(1,2)
Q2u†Ce
†
CHH
† Y
[
p
r
]
abcjk
(
e†Csu
†
C tc
)
(QpaiQrbj)H
†iHk, Y [ p r ] abcij
(
e†Csu
†
C tc
)
(QpaiQrbj)
(
H†H
)
OQ2d†Ce†CH2 Y
[
p
r
]
abciljk
(
d†Csce
†
C t
)
(QpaiQrbj)HkHl
OQu†C2LH†2 Y
[
s
t
]
abc
(
u†Csbu
†
C tc
)
(LpiQraj)H
†iH†j
O(1,2)
Qu†Cd
†
CLHH
† 
abcij
(
d†Csbu
†
C tc
)
(LpiQraj)
(
H†H
)
, abcik
(
d†Csbu
†
C tc
)
(LpiQraj)H
†jHk
OQd†C2LH2 
abciljk
(
d†Csbd
†
C tc
)
(LpiQraj)HkHl
O(1,2)
uC
2dCeCHH
† Y [ s t ] abc (eCruCct)
(
dC
a
puC
b
s
) (
H†H
)
, Y [ st ] abc (dCapeCr) (uCbsuCct) (H†H)
(4.59)
Here are examples in the type O(1∼7)
Q3LHH† about how the Young symmetrizers Y’s act on the operators:
O(3)
Q3LHH† = 
abc
[
(iljk − ijkl)(QrajQtcl)(LpiQsbk) + (iljk + ikjl)(QsbkQtcl)(LpiQraj)
] (
H†H
)
,
O(4)
Q3LHH† = 
abc
[
ijlk(QrajQtcl)(LpiQsbk)− ikjl(QsbkQtcl)(LpiQraj)
] (
H†H
)
,
O(6)
Q3LHH† = 
abc
[
(ikjl + iljk)(QrajQtcl)(LpiQsbk) + (
iljk − ijkl)(QsbkQtcl)(LpiQraj)
] (
H†H
)
.
(4.60)
3. Operators involving two leptons and two quarks: There are 6 real types as combinations of the 3 quark currents and
the 2 lepton currents:
O(1∼5)
QQ†LL†HH†
(LpiQraj)
(
L†isQ
†ak
t
)
H†jHk, (LpiQraj)
(
L†ksQ
†ai
t
)
H†jHk
(LpiQraj)
(
L†jsQ
†ak
t
)
H†iHk, (LpiQraj)
(
L†jsQ
†ai
t
) (
H†H
)
(LpiQraj)
(
L†isQ
†aj
t
) (
H†H
)
O(1,2)
QQ†eCe
†
CHH
† (eCpQrai)
(
e†CsQ
†aj
t
)
H†iHj , (eCpQrai)
(
e†CsQ
†ai
t
) (
H†H
)
O(1,2)
uCu
†
CLL
†HH†
(LpiuC
a
r)
(
L†jsu
†
C ta
)
H†iHj , (LpiuC
a
r)
(
L†isu
†
C ta
) (
H†H
)
OuCu†CeCe†CHH†
(
e†Csu
†
C ta
)
(eCpuC
a
r)
(
H†H
)
O(1,2)
dCd
†
CLL
†HH†
(
dC
a
pLri
) (
d†CsaL
†j
t
)
H†iHj ,
(
dC
a
pLri
) (
d†CsaL
†i
t
) (
H†H
)
OdCd†CeCe†CHH†
(
d†Csae
†
C t
) (
dC
a
peCr
) (
H†H
)
(4.61)
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There are also 5 complex types, in which 3 involve repeated Higgses:
O(1∼4)
QuCLeCHH
†
ij (eCpQsaj) (LriuC
a
t )
(
H†H
)
, ij (eCpLri) (QsajuC
a
t )
(
H†H
)
ik (eCpQsaj) (LriuC
a
t )H
†jHk, ik (eCpLri) (QsajuC
a
t )H
†jHk
OQuCL†e†CH2 
ik
(
e†CsL
†j
t
)
(QpaiuC
a
r)HjHk
O(1,2)
QdCLeCH
†2
(
dC
a
peCr
)
(LsiQtaj)H
†iH†j , (eCrQtaj)
(
dC
a
pLsi
)
H†iH†j
O(1,2)
QdCL
†e†CHH
†
(
e†CsL
†j
t
) (
dC
a
pQrai
)
H†iHj ,
(
e†CsL
†i
t
) (
dC
a
pQrai
) (
H†H
)
OuCd†CLL†H2 
ik
(
d†CsaL
†j
t
)
(LpiuC
a
r)HjHk
(4.62)
4. Operators involving only leptons: The combinations of the 2 kinds of lepton currents give 3 real types of operators in
this class:
O(1∼5)
L2L†2HH†
Y [ p r , s t ] (LpiLrj)
(
L†isL
†k
t
)
H†jHk, Y [ p r , s t ] (LpiLrj)
(
L†jsL
†i
t
) (
H†H
)
Y [ p r , st ] (LpiLrj) (L†isL†kt )H†jHk, Y [ pr , s t ] (LpiLrj) (L†isL†kt )H†jHk
Y [ pr , st ] (LpiLrj) (L†jsL†it) (H†H)
O(1,2)
LL†eCe
†
CHH
† (eCpLri)
(
e†CsL
†j
t
)
H†iHj , (eCpLri)
(
e†CsL
†i
t
) (
H†H
)
OeC2e†C2HH† Y [ p r , s t ] (eCpeCr)
(
e†Cse
†
C t
) (
H†H
)
(4.63)
There is 1 more complex type with repeated Higgses:
O(1,2)
L2eC
2H†2 Y
[
p
r ,
s
t
]
(eCpLsi) (eCrLtj)H
†iH†j , Y [ p r , s t ] (eCpeCr) (LsiLtj)H†iH†j (4.64)
4.4.2 One derivative involved
Class ψ4φD: The subclass of this form must contain 3 spinors of the same helicities and 1 spinor of the opposite helicity,
namely ψ3ψ†φD. A total of 3 independent Lorentz structures exist in this subclass
ψα1 ψ
β
2 (Dψ3)αβα˙ φ4ψ
†α˙
5 , ψ
α
1 ψ
β
2ψ3α (Dφ4)βα˙ ψ
†α˙
5 , ψ
α
1 ψ2αψ
β
3 (Dφ4)βα˙ ψ
†α˙
5 . (4.65)
All the types in this subclass must be complex.
1. Operators involving only quarks: The 6 types are all of the combinations of the 2 quark Yukawa terms and the 3 quark
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kinetic terms.
O(1∼12)
Q2Q†uCHD
Y [ pr ] ijk (QrbjDµuCas) (QpaiσµQ†bit )Hk, Y [ pr ] ijk (QpaiuCas) (QrbjσµQ†bit )DµHk
Y [ pr ] ijk (QpaiQrbj) (uCasσµQ†bit )DµHk, Y [ pr ] iij (QrbjDµuCas) (QpaiσµQ†bkt )Hk
Y [ pr ] iij (QpaiuCas) (QrbjσµQ†bkt )DµHk, Y [ pr ] iij (QpaiQrbj) (uCbsσµQ†akt )DµHk
Y [ p r ] ijk (QrbjDµuCas)
(
Qpaiσ
µQ†bit
)
Hk, Y [ p r ] ijk (QpaiuCas)
(
Qrbjσ
µQ†bit
)
DµHk
Y [ p r ] ijk (QpaiQrbj)
(
uC
b
sσ
µQ†ait
)
DµHk, Y [ p r ] iij (QrbjDµuCas)
(
Qpaiσ
µQ†bkt
)
Hk
Y [ p r ] iij (QpaiuCas)
(
Qrbjσ
µQ†bkt
)
DµHk, Y [ p r ] iij (QpaiQrbj)
(
uC
a
sσ
µQ†bkt
)
DµHk
O(1∼12)
Q2Q†dCH
†D
Y [ rs ] i (dCapQsaj) (QrbiσµQ†bjt )DµH†i, Y [ rs ] i (dCapQrbi) (QsajσµQ†bjt )DµH†i
Y [ rs ] i (QrbiDµQsaj)(dCapσµQ†bjt )H†i, Y [ rs ] i (dCapQscj) (QraiσµQ†cjt )DµH†i
Y [ rs ] i (dCapQrai) (QscjσµQ†cjt )DµH†i, Y [ rs ] i (QraiDµQscj)(dCapσµQ†cjt )H†i
Y [ r s ] i (dCapQsaj) (QrbiσµQ†bjt )DµH†i, Y [ r s ] i (dCapQrbi) (QsajσµQ†bjt )DµH†i
Y [ r s ] i (QrbiDµQsaj)
(
dC
a
pσ
µQ†bjt
)
H†i, Y [ r s ] i (dCapQscj) (QraiσµQ†cjt )DµH†i
Y [ r s ] i (dCapQrai) (QscjσµQ†cjt )DµH†i, Y [ r s ] i (QraiDµQscj)(dCapσµQ†cjt )H†i
O(1∼6)
QuC
2u†CHD
Y [ rs ] iij (QpaiuCar) (uCcsσµu†C tc)DµHj , Y [ rs ] iij (QpaiuCcs) (uCarσµu†C tc)DµHj
Y [ rs ] iij (uCarDµuCcs) (Qpaiσµu†C tc)Hj , Y [ r s ] iij (QpaiuCar) (uCcsσµu†C tc)DµHj
Y [ r s ] iij (QpaiuCcs)
(
uC
a
rσ
µu†C tc
)
DµHj , Y [ r s ] iij (uCarDµuCcs)
(
Qpaiσ
µu†C tc
)
Hj
O(1∼6)
QuCu
†
CdCH
†D
i
(
dC
a
pQrbi
) (
uC
b
sσ
µu†C ta
)
DµH
†i, i
(
dC
a
puC
b
s
) (
Qrbiσ
µu†C ta
)
DµH
†i
i
(
dC
a
pσ
µu†C ta
) (
QrbiDµuC
b
s
)
H†i, i
(
dC
a
pQrai
) (
uC
c
sσ
µu†C tc
)
DµH
†i
i
(
dC
a
puC
c
s
) (
Qraiσ
µu†C tc
)
DµH
†i, i
(
dC
a
pσ
µu†C tc
)
(QraiDµuC
c
s)H
†i
O(1∼6)
QuCdCd
†
CHD
iij
(
dC
a
pQrai
) (
uC
c
sσ
µd†C tc
)
DµHj , i
ij
(
dC
a
puC
c
s
) (
Qraiσ
µd†C tc
)
DµHj
iij
(
dC
a
pσ
µd†C tc
)
(QraiDµuC
c
s)Hj , i
ij
(
dC
a
pQrbi
) (
uC
b
sσ
µd†C ta
)
DµHj
iij
(
dC
a
puC
b
s
) (
Qrbiσ
µd†C ta
)
DµHj , i
ij
(
dC
a
pσ
µd†C ta
) (
QrbiDµuC
b
s
)
Hj
O(1∼6)
QdC
2d†CH
†D
Y [ pr ] i (dCapQsai) (dCbrσµd†C tb)DµH†i, Y [ pr ] i (dCapdCbr) (Qsaiσµd†C tb)DµH†i
Y [ pr ] i (dCapσµd†C tb) (dCbrDµQsai)H†i, Y [ p r ] i (dCapQsai) (dCbrσµd†C tb)DµH†i
Y [ p r ] i (dCapdCbr) (Qsaiσµd†C tb)DµH†i, Y [ p r ] i (dCapσµd†C tb) (dCbrDµQsai)H†i
(4.66)
To see how Y’s act on operators one can refer to eq.(4.56) and eq.(4.60). The conversion from the two-component
spinors to the four-component spinors are shown by the following examples:
(QpaiuC
a
s)
(
Qrbjσ
µQ†bit
)
= − (u¯asqpai)
(
q¯bit γ
µqrbj
)
,
(QpaiuC
a
r)
(
uC
c
sσ
µu†C tc
)
= (u¯arqpai) (u¯
c
sγ
µutc) ,
(QpaiQrbj)
(
uC
a
sσ
µQ†bit
)
= (qpaiCqrbj)
(
u¯asγ
µCq¯bit
)
=
1
2
(u¯asγ
µγνqrbj)
(
q¯bit γνqpai
)
,
(uC
a
ruC
c
s)
(
Qpaiσ
µu†C tc
)
= (u¯arCu¯
c
s) (qpaiCγ
µutc)
= (u¯arqpai) (u¯
c
sγ
µutc)− (u¯arγµutc) (u¯csqpai) . (4.67)
The Hermitian conjugate of a non-Hermitian operator of this class is, for example,[
ijk (QpaiuCsa)
(
Qrbjσ
µQ†bit
)
DµHk
]†
= −ijk
(
u†CsaQ
†ai
p
) (
Qtbiσ
µQ†bjr
)
DµH
†k. (4.68)
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2. Operators involving three quarks with ∆B = ∆L = ±1: There 7 B violating types in this class:
O(1∼4)
Q3e†CHD
Y [ p rs ] iabcijkl (QpaiQrbj) (Qsckσµe†C t)DµHl, Y [ p rs ] iabcijkl (Qpaiσµe†C t) (QrbjDµQsck)Hl
Y
[
p
r
s
]
iabcijkl (QpaiQrbj)
(
Qsckσ
µe†C t
)
DµHl, Y [ p r s ] iabcijkl (QpaiQrbj)
(
Qsckσ
µe†C t
)
DµHl
O(1∼6)
Q2u†CLH
†D
Y [ r s ] iabcij (Lpiσµu†C tc) (QrajDµQsbk)H†k, Y [ r s ] iabcjk (LpiQsbk) (Qrajσµu†C tc)DµH†i
Y [ r s ] iabcij (LpiQraj)
(
Qsbkσ
µu†C tc
)
DµH
†k, Y [ rs ] iabcij (LpiQsbk) (Qrajσµu†C tc)DµH†k
Y [ rs ] iabcjk (Lpiσµu†C tc) (QrajDµQsbk)H†i, Y [ rs ] iabcjk (LpiQraj) (Qsbkσµu†C tc)DµH†i
O(1∼6)
Q2d†CLHD
Y [ r s ] iabcikjl (Lpiσµd†C tc) (QrajDµQsbk)Hl, Y [ r s ] iabciljk (LpiQraj) (Qsbkσµd†C tc)DµHl
Y [ r s ] iabcikjl (LpiQraj)
(
Qsbkσ
µd†C tc
)
DµHl, Y
[
r
s
]
iabcikjl (LpiQraj)
(
Qsbkσ
µd†C tc
)
DµHl
Y [ rs ] iabciljk (Lpiσµd†C tc) (QrajDµQsbk)Hl, Y [ rs ] iabciljk (LpiQraj) (Qsbkσµd†C tc)DµHl
O(1∼3)
Q†uC
2eCHD
Y [ r s ] iabc
(
uC
a
rDµuC
b
s
) (
eCpσ
µQ†cit
)
Hi, Y [ r s ] iabc (eCpuCar)
(
uC
b
sσ
µQ†cit
)
DµHi
Y [ rs ] iabc (eCpuCar) (uCbsσµQ†cit )DµHi
O(1∼3)
Q†uCdCeCH
†D
iabcij
(
dC
a
peCr
) (
uC
b
sσ
µQ†cjt
)
DµH
†i, iabcij
(
dC
a
puC
b
s
) (
eCrσ
µQ†cjt
)
DµH
†i
iabcij
(
eCrDµuC
b
s
) (
dC
a
pσ
µQ†cjt
)
H†i
O(1∼3)
uC
2dCL
†HD
Y [ r s ] iabc
(
uC
b
rDµuC
c
s
) (
dC
a
pσ
µL†it
)
Hi, Y [ r s ] iabc
(
dC
a
puC
b
r
) (
uC
c
sσ
µL†it
)
DµHi
Y [ rs ] iabc (dCapuCbr) (uCcsσµL†it)DµHi
O(1∼3)
uCdC
2L†H†D
Y [ p r ] iabcij
(
dC
a
pdC
b
r
) (
uC
c
sσ
µL†jt
)
DµH
†i, Y [ p r ] iabcij
(
dC
a
pσ
µL†jt
) (
dC
b
rDµuC
c
s
)
H†i
Y [ pr ] iabcij (dCapdCbr) (uCcsσµL†jt)DµH†i
(4.69)
3. Operators involving two leptons and two quarks: The combinations of 2 quark Yukawa terms and 2 lepton kinetic
terms, and the combinations of 1 lepton Yukawa term and 3 quark kinetic terms, constitute 7 types here, while one more
type uCd
†
CLeCHD not as such combination is present:
O(1∼6)
QQ†LeCH
†D
i (eCpQsaj)
(
Lriσ
µQ†ait
)
DµH
†j , i (eCpLri)
(
Qsajσ
µQ†ait
)
DµH
†j
i (LriDµQsaj)
(
eCpσ
µQ†ait
)
H†j , i (eCpQsaj)
(
Lriσ
µQ†ajt
)
DµH
†i
i (eCpLri)
(
Qsajσ
µQ†ajt
)
DµH
†i, i (LriDµQsaj)
(
eCpσ
µQ†ajt
)
H†i
O(1∼6)
QuCLL
†HD
iij (LpiQraj)
(
uC
a
sσ
µL†kt
)
DµHk, i
ij (LpiuC
a
s)
(
Qrajσ
µL†kt
)
DµHk
iij (QrajDµuC
a
s)
(
Lpiσ
µL†kt
)
Hk, i
ik (LpiQraj)
(
uC
a
sσ
µL†jt
)
DµHk
iik (LpiuC
a
s)
(
Qrajσ
µL†jt
)
DµHk, i
ik (QrajDµuC
a
s)
(
Lpiσ
µL†jt
)
Hk
O(1∼3)
QuCeCe
†
CHD
iij (eCpQrai)
(
uC
a
sσ
µe†C t
)
DµHj , i
ij (eCpuC
a
s)
(
Qraiσ
µe†C t
)
DµHj
iij
(
eCpσ
µe†C t
)
(QraiDµuC
a
s)Hj
(4.70)
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O(1∼6)
QdCLL
†H†D
i
(
dC
a
pQsaj
) (
Lriσ
µL†it
)
DµH
†j , i
(
dC
a
pLri
) (
Qsajσ
µL†it
)
DµH
†j
i (LriDµQsaj)
(
dC
a
pσ
µL†it
)
H†j , i
(
dC
a
pQsaj
) (
Lriσ
µL†jt
)
DµH
†i
i
(
dC
a
pLri
) (
Qsajσ
µL†jt
)
DµH
†i, i (LriDµQsaj)
(
dC
a
pσ
µL†jt
)
H†i
O(1∼3)
QdCeCe
†
CH
†D
i
(
dC
a
peCr
) (
Qsaiσ
µe†C t
)
DµH
†i, i
(
eCrσ
µe†C t
) (
dC
a
pQsai
)
DµH
†i
i (eCrDµQsai)
(
dC
a
pσ
µe†C t
)
H†i
O(1∼3)
uCu
†
CLeCH
†D
i (eCpLri)
(
uC
a
sσ
µu†C ta
)
DµH
†i, i (eCpuC
a
s)
(
Lriσ
µu†C ta
)
DµH
†i
i
(
eCpσ
µu†C ta
)
(LriDµuC
a
s)H
†i
O(1∼3)
uCd
†
CLeCHD
iij (eCpLri)
(
uC
a
sσ
µd†C ta
)
DµHj , i
ij (eCpuC
a
s)
(
Lriσ
µd†C ta
)
DµHj
iij
(
eCpσ
µd†C ta
)
(LriDµuC
a
s)Hj
O(1∼3)
dCd
†
CLeCH
†D
i
(
dC
a
peCr
) (
Lsiσ
µd†C ta
)
DµH
†i, i
(
dC
a
pLsi
) (
eCrσ
µd†C ta
)
DµH
†i
i (eCrDµLsi)
(
dC
a
pσ
µd†C ta
)
H†i
(4.71)
4. Operators involving only leptons: The 2 following types are simply the lepton Yukawa term combined with one of
the lepton kinetic terms:
O(1∼6)
L2L†eCH
†D
Y [ rs ] i (eCpLsj)(LriσµL†jt)DµH†i, Y [ rs ] i (eCpLri)(LsjσµL†jt)DµH†i
Y [ rs ] i (LriDµLsj)(eCpσµL†jt)H†i, Y [ r s ] i (eCpLsj)(LriσµL†jt)DµH†i
Y [ r s ] i (eCpLri)
(
Lsjσ
µL†jt
)
DµH
†i, Y [ r s ] i (LriDµLsj)
(
eCpσ
µL†jt
)
H†i
O(1∼3)
LeC
2e†CH
†D
Y [ pr ] i (eCpeCr) (Lsiσµe†C t)DµH†i, Y [ pr ] i (eCpσµe†C t) (eCrDµLsi)H†i
Y [ p r ] i (eCpeCr)
(
Lsiσ
µe†C t
)
DµH
†i
(4.72)
4.4.3 Two derivatives involved
Class ψ4D2:
There are two subclasses of this form: ψ2ψ†2D2 andψ4D2+h.c. , and 5 independent Lorentz structures are involved:
ψα1 ψ
β
2 (Dψ
†
3)αα˙β˙(Dψ
†
4)
α˙β˙
β , ψ
α
1 ψ2α(Dψ
†
3)
β
α˙β˙
(Dψ†4)
α˙β˙
β ,
ψα1 (Dψ2)
βγ
α˙ ψ3α(Dψ4)
α˙
βγ , ψ
α
1 ψ
β
2 (Dψ3)
γ
αα˙(Dψ4)
α˙
βγ , ψ
α
1 ψ2α(Dψ3)
βγ
α˙ (Dψ4)
α˙
βγ . (4.73)
Note that in converting to the conventional form of Lorentz structures, we avoid having parts like σµνDµψ because they
are related to Dνψ by the EOM redundancy. The types in this class are exactly the dimension 6 four fermion types plus
two extra derivatives, which include 15 real types and 7 complex types, among which are 4 B violating types.
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1. Operators involving only quarks: There are 6 all-quark real types as follows
O(1∼8)
Q2Q†2D2
Y [ pr , st ] (QpaiQrbj)(DµQ†bis DµQ†ajt ) , Y [ pr , st ] (QpaiQrbj) (DµQ†bjs DµQ†ait )
Y [ pr , st ] i(DµQ†bis DνQ†ajt ) (QpaiσµνQrbj) , Y [ pr , st ] i (DµQ†bjs DνQ†ait ) (QpaiσµνQrbj)
Y [ p r , s t ] i (DµQ†bjs DνQ†ait ) (QpaiσµνQrbj) , Y [ p r , s t ] (QpaiQrbj) (DµQ†bjs DµQ†ait )
Y [ p r , s t ] (QpaiQrbj)
(
DµQ
†bi
s D
µQ†ajt
)
, Y [ p r , s t ] i
(
DµQ
†bi
s DνQ
†aj
t
)
(Qpaiσ
µνQrbj)
O(1∼4)
QQ†uCu
†
CD
2
(QpaiuC
a
r)
(
DµQ
†ci
s D
µu†C tc
)
, i (Qpaiσ
µνuC
a
r)
(
DµQ
†ci
s Dνu
†
C tc
)(
QpaiuC
b
r
) (
DµQ
†ai
s D
µu†C tb
)
, i
(
DµQ
†ai
s Dνu
†
C tb
) (
Qpaiσ
µνuC
b
r
)
O(1∼4)
QQ†dCd
†
CD
2
(
dC
a
pQrai
) (
Dµd
†
CscD
µQ†cit
)
, i
(
dC
a
pσ
µνQrai
) (
Dµd
†
CscDνQ
†ci
t
)(
dC
a
pQrbi
) (
Dµd
†
CsaD
µQ†bit
)
, i
(
Dµd
†
CsaDνQ
†bi
t
) (
dC
a
pσ
µνQrbi
)
O(1∼4)
uC
2u†C
2D2
Y [ pr , st ] (uCapuCbr) (Dµu†CsbDµu†C ta) , Y [ pr , st ] i (Dµu†CsbDνu†C ta) (uCapσµνuCbr)
Y [ p r , s t ] i (Dµu†CsbDνu†C ta) (uCapσµνuCbr) , Y [ p r , s t ] (uCapuCbr) (Dµu†CsbDµu†C ta)
O(1∼4)
uCu
†
CdCd
†
CD
2
(
dC
a
puC
b
r
) (
Dµd
†
CsbD
µu†C ta
)
, i
(
Dµd
†
CsbDνu
†
C ta
) (
dC
a
pσ
µνuC
b
r
)(
dC
a
puC
b
r
) (
Dµd
†
CsaD
µu†C tb
)
, i
(
Dµd
†
CsaDνu
†
C tb
) (
dC
a
pσ
µνuC
b
r
)
O(1∼4)
dC
2d†C
2D2
Y [ pr , st ] (dCapdCbr) (Dµd†CsbDµd†C ta) , Y [ pr , st ] i (Dµd†CsbDνd†C ta) (dCapσµνdCbr)
Y [ p r , s t ] i (Dµd†CsbDνd†C ta) (dCapσµνdCbr) , Y [ p r , s t ] (dCapdCbr) (Dµd†CsbDµd†C ta)
(4.74)
and 1 complex type:
O(1∼6)Q2uCdCD2
Y [ r s ] ij (dCapQrai) (DµQscjDµuCct) , Y [ r s ] iij (dCapσµνQrai) (DµQscjDνuCct)
Y [ r s ] ij (dCapQscj) (DµQraiDµuCct) , Y [ rs ] ij (dCapQrai) (DµQscjDµuCct)
Y [ rs ] iij (dCapσµνQrai) (DµQscjDνuCct) , Y [ rs ] ij (dCapQscj) (DµQraiDµuCct) (4.75)
To see how Y’s act on operators one can refer to eq.(4.56) and eq.(4.60). The conversion from the two-component
spinors to the four-component spinors follows eq.(4.57) as(
DµQ
†bj
s DνQ
†ai
t
)
(Qpaiσ
µνQrbj) =
(
Dµq¯
bj
s CDν q¯
ai
t
)
(qpaiCσ
µνqrbj)
=
1
2
(
Dµq¯
bj
s γ
ρσµνqrbj
) (
Dν q¯
ai
t γρqpai
)
,(
Dµu
†
CsbDνu
†
C ta
) (
uC
a
pσ
µνuC
b
r
)
= (DµusbCDνuta)
(
u¯apσ
µνCu¯br
)
=
1
2
(
u¯apσ
µνγρDνuta
) (
u¯brγρDµusb
)
,(
DµQ
†ai
s Dνu
†
C tb
)
(Qpaiσ
µνuC
a
r) =
(
Dµq¯
ai
s Dνutb
)
(u¯arσ
µνqpai) . (4.76)
The Hermitian conjugate of a non-Hermitian operator of this class is, for example,[
iij
(
dC
a
pσ
µνQrai
)
(DµQscjDνuC
c
t)
]†
= −iij
(
Q†air σ¯
µνd†Cpa
) (
Dνu
†
C tcDµQ
†cj
s
)
(4.77)
Operators involving leptons can be converted similarly.
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2. Operators involving one lepton and three quarks with ∆B = ∆L = ±1: The 4 B-violating types are
O(1∼4)Q3LD2
Y [ r s t ] abciljk (LpiQraj) (DµQsbkDµQtcl) , Y
[
r s
t
]
abciljk (LpiQraj) (DµQsbkD
µQtcl)
Y [ r st ] iabcikjl (DµQsbkDνQtcl) (LpiσµνQraj) , Y [ rs
t
]
abciljk (LpiQraj) (DµQsbkD
µQtcl)
O(1,2)
Q2u†Ce
†
CD
2
Y [ p r ] abcij (QpaiQrbj)
(
Dµe
†
CsD
µu†C tc
)
, Y [ pr ] iabcij (Dµe†CsDνu†C tc) (QpaiσµνQrbj)
O(1,2)
Qu†Cd
†
CLD
2
abcij (LpiQraj)
(
Dµd
†
CsbD
µu†C tc
)
, iabcij
(
Dµd
†
CsbDνu
†
C tc
)
(Lpiσ
µνQraj)
O(1∼3)uC2dCeCD2
Y [ s t ] iabc
(
dC
a
pσ
µνeCr
) (
DµuC
b
sDνuC
c
t
)
, Y [ st ] iabc (dCapσµνeCr) (DµuCbsDνuCct)
Y [ st ] abc (dCapeCr) (DµuCbsDµuCct)
(4.78)
3. Operators involving two leptons and two quarks: Combinations of 3 kinds of quark currents and 2 kinds of lepton
currents provide 6 real types:
O(1∼4)
QQ†LL†D2
(LpiQraj)
(
DµL
†j
sD
µQ†ait
)
, i
(
DµL
†j
sDνQ
†ai
t
)
(Lpiσ
µνQraj)
(LpiQraj)
(
DµL
†i
sD
µQ†ajt
)
, i
(
DµL
†i
sDνQ
†aj
t
)
(Lpiσ
µνQraj)
O(1,2)
QQ†eCe
†
CD
2
(eCpQrai)
(
Dµe
†
CsD
µQ†ait
)
, i
(
Dµe
†
CsDνQ
†ai
t
)
(eCpσ
µνQrai)
O(1,2)
uCu
†
CLL
†D2
(LpiuC
a
r)
(
DµL
†i
sD
µu†C ta
)
, i
(
DµL
†i
sDνu
†
C ta
)
(Lpiσ
µνuC
a
r)
O(1,2)
uCu
†
CeCe
†
CD
2
(eCpuC
a
r)
(
Dµe
†
CsD
µu†C ta
)
, i
(
Dµe
†
CsDνu
†
C ta
)
(eCpσ
µνuC
a
r)
O(1,2)
dCd
†
CLL
†D2
(
dC
a
pLri
) (
Dµd
†
CsaD
µL†it
)
, i
(
Dµd
†
CsaDνL
†i
t
) (
dC
a
pσ
µνLri
)
O(1,2)
dCd
†
CeCe
†
CD
2
(
dC
a
peCr
) (
Dµd
†
CsaD
µe†C t
)
, i
(
Dµd
†
CsaDνe
†
C t
) (
dC
a
pσ
µνeCr
)
(4.79)
2 additional complex types are present:
O(1∼3)QuCLeCD2
ij (eCpLri) (DµQsajD
µuC
a
t ) , i
ij (eCpσ
µνLri) (DµQsajDνuC
a
t )
ij (eCpQsaj) (DµLriD
µuC
a
t )
O(1,2)
QdCL
†e†CD
2
(
dC
a
pQrai
) (
Dµe
†
CsD
µL†it
)
, i
(
Dµe
†
CsDνL
†i
t
) (
dC
a
pσ
µνQrai
) (4.80)
4. Operators involving only leptons: 2 kinds of lepton currents form 3 real types with all leptons:
O(1∼4)
L2L†2D2
Y [ pr , st ] (LpiLrj) (DµL†jsDµL†it) , Y [ pr , st ] i (DµL†jsDνL†it) (LpiσµνLrj)
Y [ p r , s t ] i (DµL†jsDνL†it) (LpiσµνLrj) , Y [ p r , s t ] (LpiLrj) (DµL†jsDµL†it)
O(1,2)
LL†eCe
†
CD
2
(eCpLri)
(
Dµe
†
CsD
µL†it
)
, i
(
Dµe
†
CsDνL
†i
t
)
(eCpσ
µνLri)
O(1,2)
eC
2e†C
2D2
Y [ pr , st ] i (Dµe†CsDνe†C t) (eCpσµνeCr) , Y [ p r , s t ] (eCpeCr) (Dµe†CsDµe†C t)
(4.81)
4.4.4 One gauge boson involved
Class Fψ4: There are two subclasses in this class: FLψ2ψ†2 + h.c. with only 1 Lorentz structure
FL1
αβψ2αψ3βψ
†
4α˙ψ
†
5
α˙, (4.82)
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and FLψ4 + h.c. with 3 independent Lorentz structures
FL1
αβψ2
γψ3αψ4βψ5γ , FL1
αβψ2αψ3
γψ4βψ5γ , FL1
αβψ2αψ3βψ4
γψ5γ . (4.83)
In converting to the conventional form, the gauge boson always contracts with the σµν (one may convert to other forms
via Fierz identities, which we choose not to do), and due to the identity F˜µν (σµν)α
β = iFµν (σ
µν)α
β , the F and F˜ are
equivalent, hence we only use F instead of F˜ in our operators. The types in this class are simply the dimension 6 four-
fermion types with an additional gauge boson, depending on the gauge charges of the fermions: B is always available
as all the fermions are charged under U(1)Y ; G is available whenever quarks are present; W is available whenever Q or
L is present.
1. Operators involving only quarks: Based on the 6 real types with four quarks, B and G can be added to all of them,
while W can be added to the 3 types with Q. Overall, 6 + 6 + 3 = 15 real types exist:
O(1∼16)
GQ2Q†2
Y [ pr , s t ] i (λA)bdGAµν (Q†ais Q†djt ) (QpaiσµνQrbj) , Y [ pr , s t ] i (λA)bdGAµν (Q†ajs Q†dit ) (QpaiσµνQrbj)
Y [ pr , s t ] i (λA)db GAµν (QtdjQsai) (Q†bjr σ¯µνQ†aip ) , Y [ pr , s t ] i (λA)db GAµν (QtdiQsaj) (Q†bjr σ¯µνQ†aip )
Y [ p r , st ] i (λA)bdGAµν (Q†ajs Q†dit ) (QpaiσµνQrbj) , Y [ p r , st ] i (λA)bdGAµν (Q†ais Q†djt ) (QpaiσµνQrbj)
Y [ p r , st ] i (λA)db GAµν (QtdiQsaj) (Q†bjr σ¯µνQ†aip ) , Y [ p r , st ] i (λA)db GAµν (QtdjQsai) (Q†bjr σ¯µνQ†aip )
Y [ pr , st ] i (λA)bdGAµν (Q†ajs Q†dit ) (QpaiσµνQrbj) , Y [ pr , st ] i (λA)bdGAµν (Q†ais Q†djt ) (QpaiσµνQrbj)
Y [ pr , st ] i (λA)db GAµν (QtdiQsaj) (Q†bjr σ¯µνQ†aip ) , Y [ pr , st ] i (λA)db GAµν (QtdjQsai) (Q†bjr σ¯µνQ†aip )
Y [ p r , s t ] i (λA)b
d
GAµν
(
Q†ais Q
†dj
t
)
(QpaiσµνQrbj) , Y [ p r , s t ] i
(
λA
)b
d
GAµν
(
Q†ajs Q
†di
t
)
(QpaiσµνQrbj)
Y [ p r , s t ] i (λA)d
b
GAµν (QtdjQsai)
(
Q†bjr σ¯µνQ
†ai
p
)
, Y [ p r , s t ] i (λA)d
b
GAµν (QtdiQsaj)
(
Q†bjr σ¯µνQ
†ai
p
)
O(1∼12)
WQ2Q†2
Y [ pr , s t ] i (τ I)jkW Iµν (Q†bis Q†akt ) (QpaiσµνQrbj) , Y [ pr , s t ] i (τ I)kj W Iµν (QtakQsbi) (Q†bjr σ¯µνQ†aip )
Y [ pr , st ] i (τ I)jkW Iµν (Q†bks Q†ait ) (QpaiσµνQrbj) , Y [ pr , st ] i (τ I)jkW Iµν (Q†bis Q†akt ) (QpaiσµνQrbj)
Y [ pr , st ] i (τ I)kj W Iµν (QtaiQsbk) (Q†bjr σ¯µνQ†aip ) , Y [ pr , st ] i (τ I)kj W Iµν (QtakQsbi) (Q†bjr σ¯µνQ†aip )
Y [ p r , s t ] i (τ I)j
k
W Iµν
(
Q†bis Q
†ak
t
)
(QpaiσµνQrbj) , Y [ p r , s t ] i
(
τ I
)j
k
W Iµν
(
Q†bks Q
†ai
t
)
(QpaiσµνQrbj)
Y [ p r , s t ] i (τ I)k
j
W Iµν (QtakQsbi)
(
Q†bjr σ¯µνQ
†ai
p
)
, Y [ p r , s t ] i (τ I)k
j
W Iµν (QtaiQsbk)
(
Q†bjr σ¯µνQ
†ai
p
)
Y [ p r , st ] i (τ I)jkW Iµν (Q†bis Q†akt ) (QpaiσµνQrbj) , Y [ p r , st ] i (τ I)kj W Iµν (QtakQsbi) (Q†bjr σ¯µνQ†aip )
O(1∼8)
BQ2Q†2
Y [ pr , s t ] iBµν (Q†bis Q†ajt ) (QpaiσµνQrbj) , Y [ pr , s t ] iBµν (Q†bjs Q†ait ) (QpaiσµνQrbj)
Y [ pr , s t ] iBµν (QtajQsbi) (Q†bjr σ¯µνQ†aip ) , Y [ pr , s t ] iBµν (QtaiQsbj) (Q†bjr σ¯µνQ†aip )
Y [ p r , st ] iBµν (Q†bjs Q†ait ) (QpaiσµνQrbj) , Y [ p r , st ] iBµν (Q†bis Q†ajt ) (QpaiσµνQrbj)
Y [ p r , st ] iBµν (QtaiQsbj) (Q†bjr σ¯µνQ†aip ) , Y [ p r , st ] iBµν (QtajQsbi) (Q†bjr σ¯µνQ†aip )
O(1∼8)
GQQ†uCu
†
C
i
(
λA
)d
b
GAµν
(
Q†ais u
†
C td
) (
QpaiσµνuC
b
r
)
, i
(
λA
)b
d
GAµν
(
uC
d
tQsai
) (
u†Crbσ¯µνQ
†ai
p
)
i
(
λA
)d
c
GAµν
(
Q†cis u
†
C td
)
(QpaiσµνuC
a
r) , i
(
λA
)c
d
GAµν
(
uC
d
tQsci
) (
u†Craσ¯µνQ
†ai
p
)
i
(
λA
)a
b
GAµν
(
Q†cis u
†
C tc
) (
QpaiσµνuC
b
r
)
, i
(
λA
)b
a
GAµν (uC
c
tQsci)
(
u†Crbσ¯µνQ
†ai
p
)
i
(
λA
)a
c
GAµν
(
Q†cis u
†
C tb
) (
QpaiσµνuC
b
r
)
, i
(
λA
)c
a
GAµν
(
uC
b
tQsci
) (
u†Crbσ¯µνQ
†ai
p
)
O(1∼4)
WQQ†uCu
†
C
i
(
τ I
)i
j
W Iµν
(
Q†cjs u
†
C tc
)
(QpaiσµνuC
a
r) , i
(
τ I
)j
i
W Iµν (uC
c
tQscj)
(
u†Craσ¯µνQ
†ai
p
)
i
(
τ I
)i
j
W Iµν
(
Q†ajs u
†
C tb
) (
QpaiσµνuC
b
r
)
, i
(
τ I
)j
i
W Iµν
(
uC
b
tQsaj
) (
u†Crbσ¯µνQ
†ai
p
)
O(1∼4)
BQQ†uCu
†
C
iBµν
(
Q†cis u
†
C tc
)
(QpaiσµνuC
a
r) , iB
µν (uC
c
tQsci)
(
u†Craσ¯µνQ
†ai
p
)
iBµν
(
Q†ais u
†
C tb
) (
QpaiσµνuC
b
r
)
, iBµν
(
uC
b
tQsai
) (
u†Crbσ¯µνQ
†ai
p
)
(4.84)
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O(1∼8)
GQQ†dCd
†
C
i
(
λA
)b
d
GAµν
(
d†CsaQ
†di
t
) (
dC
a
pσµνQrbi
)
, i
(
λA
)d
b
GAµν (QtdidC
a
s)
(
Q†bir σ¯µνd
†
Cpa
)
i
(
λA
)b
a
GAµν
(
d†CscQ
†ci
t
) (
dC
a
pσµνQrbi
)
, i
(
λA
)a
b
GAµν (QtcidC
c
s)
(
Q†bir σ¯µνd
†
Cpa
)
i
(
λA
)c
d
GAµν
(
d†CscQ
†di
t
) (
dC
a
pσµνQrai
)
, i
(
λA
)d
c
GAµν (QtdidC
c
s)
(
Q†air σ¯µνd
†
Cpa
)
i
(
λA
)c
a
GAµν
(
d†CscQ
†bi
t
) (
dC
a
pσµνQrbi
)
, i
(
λA
)a
c
GAµν (QtbidC
c
s)
(
Q†bir σ¯µνd
†
Cpa
)
O(1∼4)
WQQ†dCd
†
C
i
(
τ I
)i
j
W Iµν
(
d†CscQ
†cj
t
) (
dC
a
pσµνQrai
)
, i
(
τ I
)j
i
W Iµν (QtcjdC
c
s)
(
Q†air σ¯µνd
†
Cpa
)
i
(
τ I
)i
j
W IL
µν
(
d†CsaQ
†bj
t
) (
dC
a
pσµνQrbi
)
, i
(
τ I
)j
i
W Iµν (QtbjdC
a
s)
(
Q†bir σ¯µνd
†
Cpa
)
O(1∼4)
BQQ†dCd
†
C
iBµν
(
d†CscQ
†ci
t
) (
dC
a
pσµνQrai
)
, iBµν (QtcidC
c
s)
(
Q†air σ¯µνd
†
Cpa
)
iBµν
(
d†CsaQ
†bi
t
) (
dC
a
pσµνQrbi
)
, iBµν (QtbidC
a
s)
(
Q†bir σ¯µνd
†
Cpa
)
O(1∼8)
GuC
2u†C
2
Y [ pr , s t ] i (λA)db GAµν (u†Csau†C td) (uCapσµνuCbr) , Y [ pr , s t ] i (λA)bdGAµν (uCdtuCas) (u†Crbσ¯µνu†Cpa)
Y [ pr , st ] i (λA)db GAµν (u†Csau†C td) (uCapσµνuCbr) , Y [ pr , st ] i (λA)bdGAµν (uCdtuCas) (u†Crbσ¯µνu†Cpa)
Y [ p r , s t ] i (λA)d
b
GAµν
(
u†Csau
†
C td
) (
uC
a
pσµνuC
b
r
)
, Y [ p r , s t ] i (λA)b
d
GAµν
(
uC
d
tuC
a
s
) (
u†Crbσ¯µνu
†
Cpa
)
Y [ p r , st ] i (λA)db GAµν (u†Csau†C td) (uCapσµνuCbr) , Y [ p r , st ] i (λA)bdGAµν (uCdtuCas) (u†Crbσ¯µνu†Cpa)
O(1∼4)
BuC
2u†C
2
Y [ pr , s t ] iBµν (u†Csbu†C ta) (uCapσµνuCbr) , Y [ pr , s t ] iBµν (uCat uCbs) (u†Crbσ¯µνu†Cpa)
Y [ p r , st ] iBµν (u†Csbu†C ta) (uCapσµνuCbr) , Y [ p r , st ] iBµν (uCat uCbs) (u†Crbσ¯µνu†Cpa)
O(1∼8)
GuCu
†
CdCd
†
C
i
(
λA
)d
b
GAµν
(
d†Csau
†
C td
) (
dC
a
pσµνuC
b
r
)
, i
(
λA
)b
d
GAµν
(
uC
d
t dC
a
s
) (
u†Crbσ¯µνd
†
Cpa
)
i
(
λA
)d
a
GAµν
(
d†Csbu
†
C td
) (
dC
a
pσµνuC
b
r
)
, i
(
λA
)a
d
GAµν
(
uC
d
t dC
b
s
) (
u†Crbσ¯µνd
†
Cpa
)
i
(
λA
)c
b
GAµν
(
d†Cscu
†
C ta
) (
dC
a
pσµνuC
b
r
)
, i
(
λA
)b
c
GAµν (uC
a
t dC
c
s)
(
u†Crbσ¯µνd
†
Cpa
)
i
(
λA
)c
a
GAµν
(
d†Cscu
†
C tb
) (
dC
a
pσµνuC
b
r
)
, i
(
λA
)a
c
GAµν
(
uC
b
tdC
c
s
) (
u†Crbσ¯µνd
†
Cpa
)
O(1∼4)
BuCu
†
CdCd
†
C
iBµν
(
d†Csbu
†
C ta
) (
dC
a
pσµνuC
b
r
)
, iBµν
(
uC
a
t dC
b
s
) (
u†Crbσ¯µνd
†
Cpa
)
iBµν
(
d†Csau
†
C tb
) (
dC
a
pσµνuC
b
r
)
, iBµν
(
uC
b
tdC
a
s
) (
u†Crbσ¯µνd
†
Cpa
)
O(1∼8)
GdC
2d†C
2
Y [ pr , s t ] i (λA)db GAµν (d†Csad†C td) (dCapσµνdCbr) , Y [ pr , s t ] i (λA)bdGAµν (dCdt dCas) (d†Crbσ¯µνd†Cpa)
Y [ pr , st ] i (λA)db GAµν (d†Csad†C td) (dCapσµνdCbr) , Y [ pr , st ] i (λA)bdGAµν (dCdt dCas) (d†Crbσ¯µνd†Cpa)
Y [ p r , s t ] i (λA)d
b
GAµν
(
d†Csad
†
C td
) (
dC
a
pσµνdC
b
r
)
, Y [ p r , s t ] i (λA)b
d
GAµν
(
dC
d
t dC
a
s
) (
d†Crbσ¯µνd
†
Cpa
)
Y [ p r , st ] i (λA)db GAµν (d†Csad†C td) (dCapσµνdCbr) , Y [ p r , st ] i (λA)bdGAµν (dCdt dCas) (d†Crbσ¯µνd†Cpa)
O(1∼4)
BdC
2d†C
2
Y [ pr , s t ] iBµν (d†Csbd†C ta) (dCapσµνdCbr) , Y [ pr , s t ] iBµν (dCat dCbs) (d†Crbσ¯µνd†Cpa)
Y [ p r , st ] iBµν (d†Csbd†C ta) (dCapσµνdCbr) , Y [ p r , st ] iBµν (dCat dCbs) (d†Crbσ¯µνd†Cpa)
(4.85)
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The only complex four-quark type with additional G, W or B constitute the 3 complex types:
O(1∼12)GQ2uCdC
Y [ r s ] iij (λA)b
d
GAµν
(
QrbiuC
d
t
) (
dC
a
pσ
µνQsaj
)
, Y [ r s ] iij (λA)b
d
GAµν
(
QsajuC
d
t
) (
dC
a
pσ
µνQrbi
)
Y [ r s ] iij (λA)b
d
GAµν
(
dC
a
puC
d
t
)
(Qrbiσ
µνQsaj) , Y [ r s ] iij
(
λA
)b
a
GAµν (QrbiuC
c
t)
(
dC
a
pσ
µνQscj
)
Y [ r s ] iij (λA)b
a
GAµν (QscjuC
c
t)
(
dC
a
pσ
µνQrbi
)
, Y [ r s ] iij (λA)b
a
GAµν
(
dC
a
puC
c
t
)
(Qrbiσ
µνQscj)
Y [ rs ] iij (λA)bdGAµν (QrbiuCdt ) (dCapσµνQsaj) , Y [ rs ] iij (λA)bdGAµν (QsajuCdt ) (dCapσµνQrbi)
Y [ rs ] iij (λA)bdGAµν (dCapuCdt ) (QrbiσµνQsaj) , Y [ rs ] iij (λA)baGAµν (QrbiuCct) (dCapσµνQscj)
Y [ rs ] iij (λA)baGAµν (QscjuCct) (dCapσµνQrbi) , Y [ rs ] iij (λA)baGAµν (dCapuCct) (QrbiσµνQscj)
O(1∼6)WQ2uCdC
Y [ rs ] iik (τ I)jkW Iµν (QrbiuCbt) (dCapσµνQsaj) , Y [ rs ] iik (τ I)jkW Iµν (dCapuCbt) (QrbiσµνQsaj)
Y [ rs ] iik (τ I)jkW Iµν (QsajuCbt) (dCapσµνQrbi) , Y [ r s ] iik (τ I)jkW Iµν (QrbiuCbt) (dCapσµνQsaj)
Y [ r s ] iik (τ I)j
k
W Iµν
(
dC
a
puC
b
t
)
(Qrbiσ
µνQsaj) , Y [ r s ] iik
(
τ I
)j
k
W Iµν
(
QsajuC
b
t
) (
dC
a
pσ
µνQrbi
)
O(1∼6)BQ2uCdC
Y [ r s ] iijBµν (QraiuCct)
(
dC
a
pσ
µνQscj
)
, Y [ r s ] iijBµν (QscjuCct)
(
dC
a
pσ
µνQrai
)
Y [ r s ] iijBµν
(
dC
a
puC
c
t
)
(Qraiσ
µνQscj) , Y
[
r
s
]
iijBµν (QraiuC
c
t)
(
dC
a
pσ
µνQscj
)
Y [ rs ] iijBµν (QscjuCct) (dCapσµνQrai) , Y [ rs ] iijBµν (dCapuCct) (QraiσµνQscj)
(4.86)
To see how Y’s act on operators one can refer to eq.(4.56) and eq.(4.60). The conversion from the two-component
spinors to the four-component spinors are similar to eq.(4.76). The Hermitian conjugate of a non-Hermitian operator of
this class is, for example,[
iijBµν (QraiuC
c
t)
(
dC
a
pσ
µνQscj
)]†
= −iijBµν
(
u†C tcQ
†ai
r
) (
Q†cjs σ¯
µνd†Cpa
)
. (4.87)
Other operators of this class can be converted similarly.
2. Operators involving one lepton and three quarks with ∆B = ∆L = ±1: In the 4 B-violating four-fermion couplings
at dimension 6, uC
2dCeC consists of only SU(2)W singlet, which cannot couple to W in this class. Therefore we have
4 + 4 + 3 = 11 types in all:
O(1∼8)GQ3L
Y
[
r
s
t
]
ibcdiljk
(
λA
)a
d
GAµν (QrajQtcl) (Lpiσ
µνQsbk)
Y
[
r
s
t
]
ibcdiljk
(
λA
)a
d
GAµν (LpiQtcl) (Qrajσ
µνQsbk)
Y [ r st ] ibcdiljk (λA)adGAµν (LpiQtcl) (QrajσµνQsbk)
Y [ r st ] iabdiljk (λA)cdGAµν (QrajQtcl) (LpiσµνQsbk)
Y [ r st ] ibcdikjl (λA)adGAµν (QsbkQtcl) (LpiσµνQraj)
Y [ r st ] ibcdijkl (λA)adGAµν (QsbkQtcl) (LpiσµνQraj)
Y [ r s t ] ibcdiljk (λA)a
d
GAµν (LpiQtcl) (Qrajσ
µνQsbk)
Y [ r s t ] ibcdikjl (λA)a
d
GAµν (QsbkQtcl) (Lpiσ
µνQraj)
(4.88)
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O(1∼6)WQ3L
Y [ r s t ] iabcjlkm (τ I)i
m
W Iµν (QrajQtcl) (Lpiσ
µνQsbk)
Y [ r s t ] iabcijkm (τ I)l
m
W Iµν (LpiQtcl) (Qrajσ
µνQsbk)
Y [ r st ] iabcilkm (τ I)jmW Iµν (QrajQtcl) (LpiσµνQsbk)
Y [ r st ] iabcjlkm (τ I)imW Iµν (LpiQtcl) (QrajσµνQsbk)
Y [ r st ] iabcjklm (τ I)imW Iµν (QrajQtcl) (LpiσµνQsbk)
Y
[
r
s
t
]
iabcjlkm
(
τ I
)i
m
W Iµν (QrajQtcl) (Lpiσ
µνQsbk)
O(1∼4)BQ3L
Y [ r st ] iabciljkBµν (LpiQtcl) (QrajσµνQsbk) , Y [ r st ] iabciljkBµν (QrajQtcl) (LpiσµνQsbk)
Y
[
r
s
t
]
iabciljkBµν (QrajQtcl) (Lpiσ
µνQsbk) , Y [ r s t ] iabciljkBµν (QrajQtcl) (LpiσµνQsbk)
O(1∼4)
GQ2u†Ce
†
C
Y [ p r ] ibcdij (λA)a
d
GAµν
(
e†Csu
†
C tc
)
(QpaiσµνQrbj) , Y [ p r ] iabdij
(
λA
)c
d
GAµν (QpbiQrcj)
(
u†C taσ¯µνe
†
Cs
)
Y [ pr ] ibcdij (λA)adGAµν (e†Csu†C tc) (QpaiσµνQrbj) , Y [ pr ] iabdij (λA)cdGAµν (QpbiQrcj) (u†C taσ¯µνe†Cs)
O(1,2)
WQ2u†Ce
†
C
Y [ p r ] iabcik (τ I)j
k
W Iµν
(
e†Csu
†
C tc
)
(QpaiσµνQrbj) , Y
[
p
r
]
iabcik
(
τ I
)j
k
W Iµν (QpbiQrcj)
(
u†C taσ¯µνe
†
Cs
)
O(1,2)
BQ2u†Ce
†
C
Y [ pr ] iabcijBµν (e†Csu†C tc) (QpaiσµνQrbj) , Y [ p r ] iabcijBµν (QpbiQrcj) (u†C taσ¯µνe†Cs)
O(1∼4)
GQu†Cd
†
CL
iacdij
(
λA
)b
d
GAµν
(
d†Csbu
†
C tc
)
(LpiσµνQraj) , i
bcdij
(
λA
)a
d
GAµν
(
d†Csbu
†
C tc
)
(LpiσµνQraj)
iabdij
(
λA
)c
d
GAµν (QrcjLpi)
(
u†C tbσ¯µνd
†
Csa
)
, iacdij
(
λA
)b
d
GAµν (QrcjLpi)
(
u†C tbσ¯µνd
†
Csa
)
O(1,2)
WQu†Cd
†
CL
iabcjk
(
τ I
)i
k
W Iµν
(
d†Csbu
†
C tc
)
(LpiσµνQraj) , i
abcjk
(
τ I
)i
k
W Iµν (QrcjLpi)
(
u†C tbσ¯µνd
†
Csa
)
O(1,2)
BQu†Cd
†
CL
iabcijBµν
(
d†Csbu
†
C tc
)
(LpiσµνQraj) , i
abcijBµν (QrcjLpi)
(
u†C tbσ¯µνd
†
Csa
)
O(1∼6)GuC2dCeC
Y [ st ] iabd (λA)dc GAµν (eCruCct) (dCapσµνuCbs) , Y [ st ] iabd (λA)dc GAµν (dCapuCct) (eCrσµνuCbs)
Y [ st ] iabd (λA)dc GAµν (uCbsuCct) (dCapσµνeCr) , Y [ s t ] iabd (λA)dc GAµν (eCruCct) (dCapσµνuCbs)
Y [ s t ] iabd
(
λA
)d
c
GAµν
(
dC
a
puC
c
t
) (
eCrσ
µνuC
b
s
)
, Y [ s t ] iabd
(
λA
)d
c
GAµν
(
uC
b
suC
c
t
) (
dC
a
pσ
µνeCr
)
O(1∼3)BuC2dCeC
Y [ s t ] iabcBµν
(
dC
a
puC
c
t
) (
eCrσ
µνuC
b
s
)
, Y [ s t ] iabcBµν (eCruCct)
(
dC
a
pσ
µνuC
b
s
)
Y [ st ] iabcBµν (uCbsuCct) (dCapσµνeCr)
(4.89)
3. Operators involving two leptons and two quarks: Among the 6 real types with two leptons and two quarks, 2 involve
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only SU(2)W singlets. Hence we have 6 + 6 + 4 = 16 real types:
O(1∼4)
GQQ†LL†
i
(
λA
)a
b
GAµν
(
L†jsQ
†bi
t
)
(LpiσµνQraj) , i
(
λA
)b
a
GAµν (QtbiLsj)
(
Q†ajr σ¯µνL
†i
p
)
i
(
λA
)a
b
GAµν
(
L†isQ
†bj
t
)
(LpiσµνQraj) , i
(
λA
)b
a
GAµν (QtbjLsi)
(
Q†ajr σ¯µνL
†i
p
)
O(1∼6)
WQQ†LL†
i
(
τ I
)j
k
W Iµν
(
L†isQ
†ak
t
)
(LpiσµνQraj) , i
(
τ I
)k
j
W Iµν (QtakLsi)
(
Q†ajr σ¯µνL
†i
p
)
i
(
τ I
)j
k
W Iµν
(
L†ksQ
†ai
t
)
(LpiσµνQraj) , i
(
τ I
)k
j
W Iµν (QtaiLsk)
(
Q†ajr σ¯µνL
†i
p
)
i
(
τ I
)i
k
W Iµν
(
L†ksQ
†aj
t
)
(LpiσµνQraj) , i
(
τ I
)k
i
W Iµν (QtajLsk)
(
Q†ajr σ¯µνL
†i
p
)
O(1∼4)
BQQ†LL†
iBµν
(
L†jsQ
†ai
t
)
(LpiσµνQraj) , iB
µν (QtaiLsj)
(
Q†ajr σ¯µνL
†i
p
)
iBµν
(
L†isQ
†aj
t
)
(LpiσµνQraj) , iB
µν (QtajLsi)
(
Q†ajr σ¯µνL
†i
p
)
O(1,2)
GQQ†eCe
†
C
i
(
λA
)a
b
GAµν
(
e†CsQ
†bi
t
)
(eCpσµνQrai) , i
(
λA
)b
a
GAµν (QtbieCs)
(
Q†air σ¯µνe
†
Cp
)
O(1,2)
WQQ†eCe
†
C
i
(
τ I
)i
j
W Iµν
(
e†CsQ
†aj
t
)
(eCpσµνQrai) , i
(
τ I
)j
i
W Iµν (QtajeCs)
(
Q†air σ¯µνe
†
Cp
)
O(1,2)
BQQ†eCe
†
C
iBµν
(
e†CsQ
†ai
t
)
(eCpσµνQrai) , iB
µν (QtaieCs)
(
Q†air σ¯µνe
†
Cp
)
O(1,2)
GuCu
†
CLL
† i
(
λA
)b
a
GAµν
(
L†isu
†
C tb
)
(LpiσµνuC
a
r) , i
(
λA
)a
b
GAµν
(
uC
b
tLsi
) (
u†Craσ¯µνL
†i
p
)
O(1,2)
WuCu
†
CLL
† i
(
τ I
)i
j
W Iµν
(
L†jsu
†
C ta
)
(LpiσµνuC
a
r) , i
(
τ I
)j
i
W Iµν (uC
a
tLsj)
(
u†Craσ¯µνL
†i
p
)
O(1,2)
BuCu
†
CLL
† iB
µν
(
L†isu
†
C ta
)
(LpiσµνuC
a
r) , iB
µν (uC
a
tLsi)
(
u†Craσ¯µνL
†i
p
)
O(1,2)
GuCu
†
CeCe
†
C
i
(
λA
)b
a
GAµν
(
e†Csu
†
C tb
)
(eCpσµνuC
a
r) , i
(
λA
)a
b
GAµν
(
uC
b
teCs
) (
u†Craσ¯µνe
†
Cp
)
O(1,2)
BuCu
†
CeCe
†
C
iBµν
(
e†Csu
†
C ta
)
(eCpσµνuC
a
r) , iB
µν (uC
a
t eCs)
(
u†Craσ¯µνe
†
Cp
)
O(1,2)
GdCd
†
CLL
† i
(
λA
)b
a
GAµν
(
d†CsbL
†i
t
) (
dC
a
pσµνLri
)
, i
(
λA
)a
b
GAµν
(
LtidC
b
s
) (
L†irσ¯µνd
†
Cpa
)
O(1,2)
WdCd
†
CLL
† i
(
τ I
)i
j
W Iµν
(
d†CsaL
†j
t
) (
dC
a
pσµνLri
)
, i
(
τ I
)j
i
W Iµν (LtjdC
a
s)
(
L†irσ¯µνd
†
Cpa
)
O(1,2)
BdCd
†
CLL
† iB
µν
(
d†CsaL
†i
t
) (
dC
a
pσµνLri
)
, iBµν (LtidC
a
s)
(
L†irσ¯µνd
†
Cpa
)
O(1,2)
GdCd
†
CeCe
†
C
i
(
λA
)b
a
GAµν
(
d†Csbe
†
C t
) (
dC
a
pσµνeCr
)
, i
(
λA
)a
b
GAµν
(
eC tdC
b
s
) (
e†Crσ¯µνd
†
Cpa
)
O(1,2)
BdCd
†
CeCe
†
C
iBµν
(
d†Csae
†
C t
) (
dC
a
pσµνeCr
)
, iBµν (eC tdC
a
s)
(
e†Crσ¯µνd
†
Cpa
)
.
(4.90)
Both of the 2 complex four-fermion types with two leptons and two quarks can couple to all of the three gauge bosons,
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hence we have 2 + 2 + 2 = 6 complex types:
O(1∼3)GQuCLeC
iij
(
λA
)a
b
GAµν
(
eCpuC
b
t
)
(Lriσ
µνQsaj) , i
ij
(
λA
)a
b
GAµν
(
LriuC
b
t
)
(eCpσ
µνQsaj)
iij
(
λA
)a
b
GAµν
(
QsajuC
b
t
)
(eCpσ
µνLri)
O(1∼3)WQuCLeC
ijk
(
τ I
)i
k
W Iµν (eCpuC
a
t ) (Lriσ
µνQsaj) , i
jk
(
τ I
)i
k
W Iµν (LriuC
a
t ) (eCpσ
µνQsaj)
ijk
(
τ I
)i
k
W Iµν (QsajuC
a
t ) (eCpσ
µνLri)
O(1∼3)BQuCLeC
iijBµν (eCpuC
a
t ) (Lriσ
µνQsaj) , i
ijBµν (LriuC
a
t ) (eCpσ
µνQsaj)
iijBµν (QsajuC
a
t ) (eCpσ
µνLri)
O(1,2)
GQdCL
†e†C
i
(
λA
)b
a
GAµν
(
e†CsL
†i
t
) (
dC
a
pσµνQrbi
)
, i
(
λA
)b
a
GAµν
(
QrbidC
a
p
) (
L†itσ¯µνe
†
Cs
)
O(1,2)
WQdCL
†e†C
i
(
τ I
)i
j
W Iµν
(
e†CsL
†j
t
) (
dC
a
pσµνQrai
)
, i
(
τ I
)j
i
W Iµν
(
QrajdC
a
p
) (
L†itσ¯µνe
†
Cs
)
O(1,2)
BQdCL
†e†C
iBµν
(
e†CsL
†i
t
) (
dC
a
pσµνQrai
)
, iBµν
(
QraidC
a
p
) (
L†itσ¯µνe
†
Cs
)
(4.91)
4. Operators involving only leptons: There should be noG coupled to the four-lepton types, hence we have 0+3+2 = 5
real types as follows:
O(1∼6)
WL2L†2
Y [ pr , s t ] i (τ I)jkW Iµν (L†isL†kt ) (LpiσµνLrj) , Y [ pr , s t ] i (τ I)kj W Iµν (LtkLsi) (L†jrσ¯µνL†ip)
Y [ pr , st ] i (τ I)jkW Iµν (L†isL†kt ) (LpiσµνLrj) , Y [ pr , st ] i (τ I)kj W Iµν (LtkLsi) (L†jrσ¯µνL†ip)
Y [ p r , s t ] i (τ I)j
k
W Iµν
(
L†isL
†k
t
)
(LpiσµνLrj) , Y [ p r , s t ] i
(
τ I
)k
j
W Iµν (LtkLsi)
(
L†jrσ¯µνL
†i
p
)
O(1∼4)
BL2L†2
Y [ pr , s t ] iBµν (L†jsL†it) (LpiσµνLrj) , Y [ pr , s t ] iBµν (LtiLsj) (L†jrσ¯µνL†ip)
Y [ p r , st ] iBµν (L†jsL†it) (LpiσµνLrj) , Y [ p r , st ] iBµν (LtiLsj) (L†jrσ¯µνL†ip)
O(1,2)
WLL†eCe
†
C
i
(
τ I
)i
j
W Iµν
(
e†CsL
†j
t
)
(eCpσµνLri) , i
(
τ I
)j
i
W Iµν (LtjeCs)
(
L†irσ¯µνe
†
Cp
)
O(1,2)
BLL†eCe
†
C
iBµν
(
e†CsL
†i
t
)
(eCpσµνLri) , iB
µν (LtieCs)
(
L†irσ¯µνe
†
Cp
)
O(1,2)
BeC
2e†C
2
Y [ pr , s t ] iBµν (e†Cse†C t) (eCpσµνeCr) , Y [ pr , s t ] iBµν (eC teCs) (e†Crσ¯µνe†Cp)
(4.92)
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we provided the full result of the independent dimension 8 operator basis in the standard model effective
field theory. Although the number of the dimension 8 operators were already counted [9–12, 15], and part of the list,
only gauge bosons and the Higgs boson involved, was also given in Ref. [16,19], it is the first time that the two-fermion
and four-fermion operators are listed in full form, that constitute over half of the complete list. What is more important
is that the form of the operators we provide here has definite symmetry over the flavor indices, making it possible to
identify independent flavor-specified operators. These flavor-independent operators were never obtained in the past, nor
a systematic approach, for various higher dimensional operators, including the Warsaw basis in dimension 6 [3].
To achieve the goal, we need to overcome two main obstacles. The first is to list all the independent Lorentz struc-
tures. The methods used in literature, like the Hilbert series, are usually good for counting the number of independent
Lorentz structures, but not suitable for writing down the explicit form of the operators. Inspired by [27, 31], we in-
troduce a SU(N) transformation of the operators, which divides the space of Lorentz structures into complementary
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invariant subspaces, one of which consists of those with factors of total derivatives. The other invariant subspace, which
turns out to be a single irreducible representation space, is hence a linear space of independent operators regarding the
integration-by-parts. Group theory allows us to use the Semi-standard Young Tableau to enumerate a basis for this irre-
ducible representation space, which is the basis of Lorentz structures we are looking for. It is worth mentioning that the
notation of operators used in this derivation is largely inspired by the on-shell amplitudes, which is made possible by a
correspondence proposed in Ref. [22–26]. This work may further imply that the on-shell language may be much closer
to the essence of effective field theory than the traditional field theory language.
The second obstacle is to get a form with definite permutation symmetries among the flavor indices. In literature,
although the technique of plethysm is already widely used [9–12,15] to perform a systematic counting of operators with
repeated fields, it is not enough for writing down the explicit form of the operators. We propose a systematic method
to solve this issue. To obtain the basis particularly for an irreducible representation space of the permutation symmetry
S¯, which permutes fields only within the group of repeated fields, we apply the left ideal projector of the group algebra
to an already-found independent basis, either for the Lorentz structure or the gauge group tensors. Then by use of the
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients of the inner product decomposition, we combine all the symmetrized factors to get a flavor
tensor with definite permutation symmetry. The independent flavor-specified operators are thus given by, again, the
Semi-standard Young Tableau. This essential feature on the flavor structure makes our result more practically useful
than the other papers on listing higher-dimensional operators.
After the complete list of operators is written, it is worthwhile to investigate various phenomenological applications
of these operators. As mentioned in the introduction, if the contribution from dimension 6 operators is sub-dominant
or highly constrained, the dimension 8 operators should be seriously considered, even though their Wilson coefficients
are suppressed by higher inverse power of the new physics scale. We notice there are several new Lorentz structures
that only appear at the dimension 8 level, and there are several dimension 8 operators dominant over the dimension 6
operators. These phenomenological applications deserve a closer look in the future.
The whole procedure is implemented and automized by Mathematica, and our code can be easily applied to higher
dimensions of SMEFT and other EFTs beyond the SM. In terms of efficiency, listing the dimension 8 operators only
cost less than 2 min on a personal laptop.
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Note added
Ref. [28] also presents a list of the dimension eight operators in the standard model effective field theory. There are
two main differences between our works. First, we provide a systematic and automated method in which we obtain an
independent basis directly in which the EOM and IBP redundancies are entirely absent. This would help our method
apply to more complicated cases where the correctness of our result is guaranteed from the first principle. Second, in
contrast to [28], the form of the operators we provide has definite symmetry over the flavor indices, thus the independent
flavor-specified operators could be obtained easily as semi-standard Young Tableau.
A Conversion between Notations
Various people have various conventions for how operators are written, while our result is presented only in one of
them. In this appendix, we provide a complete set of identities for conversions of Lorentz structures between different
conventions, together with a bunch of examples, in order to make it easier for different readers to use our result. Relevant
conventions are SL(2,C) v.s. SO(3, 1) Lorentz indices, two-component Weyl spinor v.s. four-component Dirac spinor,
various forms of four fermion couplings related by Fierz identities, and the chiral basis FL/R v.s. Hermitian basis F, F˜
of the gauge bosons.
A.1 Identities for spinors
1. σ techniques
This part is devoted to conversions between Lorentz structures written with all spinor indices, while every factors are in
irreducible representations of SL(2,C), and the form with the usual Lorentz indices µ, ν etc., running over 0,1,2,3, on
derivatives and the gauge bosons. The key of the conversion is at the reduction of σ products. We adopt the following
definitions: the metric is “mostly-minus” gµν = diag(+1,−1,−1,−1); the Levi-Civita tensors are 0123 = −0123 =
+1 and 12 = 21 = +1; the sigma matrices are defined as σ
µ
αα˙ = (1αα˙, τ
i
αα˙)
µ, σ¯µα˙α = (1α˙α,−τ iα˙α)µ, with identity
1 and Pauli matrices τ i, i = 1, 2, 3. The two sigma’s are related by raising and lowering indices by the  tensor
σ¯µα˙α = αβα˙β˙σµ
ββ˙
We also define
(σµν)α
β =
i
2
(σµσ¯ν − σν σ¯µ)α β , (A.1)
(σ¯µν)
α˙
β˙ =
i
2
(σ¯µσν − σ¯νσµ)α˙ β˙ , (A.2)
which directly induce the decomposition of two σ products:
(σµσ¯ν)α
β =gµνδβα − i (σµν)α β , (A.3)
(σ¯µσν)
α˙
β˙ =g
µνδα˙
β˙
− i (σ¯µν)α˙ β˙ , (A.4)
For more than two σ’s multiplying as a chain, we may use the following three σ decomposition
(σµσ¯νσρ)αβ˙ =g
µνσρ
αβ˙
− gµρσν
αβ˙
+ gνρσµ
αβ˙
+ iµνρλσλαβ˙ , (A.5)
(σ¯µσν σ¯ρ)
α˙β
=gµν σ¯να˙β − gµρσ¯να˙β + gνρσ¯µα˙β − iµνρλσ¯α˙βλ , (A.6)
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to recursively reduce it towards a linear combination of 1, σµ, σ¯µ, σµν , and σ¯µν . The Hermitian conjugates of these
bilinears are given by
(ψ1ψ2)
†
= ψ†2ψ
†
1,(
ψ1σ
µψ†2
)†
= ψ2σ
µψ†1,
(ψ1σ
µνψ2)
†
= ψ†2σ¯
µνψ†1 .
(A.7)
To compute the trace of a σ’s chain, one simply reduce the chain to the above basic forms, and take the trace as follows
Tr 1 = 2, Tr σµ =Tr σ¯µ = Tr σµν = Tr σ¯µν = 0 . (A.8)
The frequently used example of four σ chain and trace is given as follows
σµσ¯νσρσ¯κ = (gµνgρκ − gµρgνκ + gνρgµκ + iµνρκ)1− i (gµνσρκ − gµρσνκ + gνρσµκ + iµνρλσλκ) ,
Tr (σµσ¯νσρσ¯κ) = 2gµνgρκ − 2gµρgνκ + 2gνρgµκ + 2iµνρκ,
Tr (σ¯µσν σ¯ρσκ) = 2gµνgρκ − 2gµρgνκ + 2gνρgµκ − 2iµνρκ.
(A.9)
2. Converting two-component to four-component spinor
In this part, we use Ψ, Ψ¯ to denote 4-component spinors, and ξ, χ to denote 2-component left-handed spinors, while
their Hermitian conjugates ξ†, χ† are right-handed spinors. Generally, we may combine a left-handed Weyl spinor ξα
and an independent right-handed Weyl spinor χ†α˙ into a 4-component Dirac spinor
Ψ =
(
ξα
χ†α˙
)
, Ψ¯ = Ψ†γ0 =
(
χα, ξ†α˙
)
. (A.10)
We can then write down the spinor bilinears that are commonly used
Ψ¯1Ψ2 =χ
α
1 ξ2α + ξ
†
1α˙χ
†α˙
2 ,
Ψ¯1γ
µΨ2 =χ
α
1σ
µ
αα˙χ
†α˙
2 + ξ
†
1α˙σ¯
µα˙αξ2α ,
ΨT1 CΨ2 =ξ
α
1 ξ2α + χ
†
1α˙χ
†α˙
2 ,
ΨT1 Cγ
µΨ2 =ξ
α
1 σ
µ
αα˙χ
†α˙
2 + χ
†
1α˙σ¯
µα˙αξ2α ,
Ψ¯1CΨ¯
T
2 =ξ
†
1α˙ξ
†α˙
2 + χ
α
1χ2α ,
Ψ¯1γ
µCΨ¯T2 =χ
α
1σ
µ
αα˙ξ
†α˙
2 + ξ
†
1α˙σ¯
µα˙αχ2α .
(A.11)
where C = iγ0γ2 =
(
−αβ 0
0 −α˙β˙
)
, and γ matrices are in the chiral representation γµ =
(
0 σµ
αβ˙
σ¯µα˙β 0
)
. In the
SM, the 4-component chiral fermions are related to our notations of 2-component fermions as
qL =
(
Q
0
)
, uR =
(
0
u†C
)
, dR =
(
0
d†C
)
, lL =
(
L
0
)
, eR =
(
0
e†C
)
. (A.12)
q¯L =
(
0 , Q†
)
, u¯R = (uC , 0) , d¯R = (dC , 0) , l¯L =
(
0 , L†
)
, e¯R = (eC , 0) . (A.13)
The conversion rules of the fermion bilinears in the SM to the 4-component notation are obtained by substituting these
fields into the relations in eq. (A.11), such as
uCσ
µu†C = u¯γ
µu, eCL = e¯ l, u
†
Cd
†
C = u
TCd . (A.14)
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3. A brief introduction to Fierz identities
The following 16 bilinear forms constitute a complete basis of the 4× 4 Hermitian matrices
ΓS1 =1 , (A.15)
ΓV1 through Γ
V
4 =γ
µ , (A.16)
ΓT1 through Γ
T
6 =σ
µν , (A.17)
ΓA1 through Γ
A
4 =γ
µγ5 , (A.18)
ΓP1 =γ5 . (A.19)
Labels S, V, T,A, P denote scalar, vector, tensor, axial-vector, and pseudoscalar respectively, while σµν = i2 [γ
µ, γν ] , γ5 =
iγ0γ1γ2γ3 =
(
−1 0
0 1
)
. The inner product between them is defined as
Tr
[
ΓAa Γ
B
b
]
= δABgab, A,B = S, V, T,A, P, a = 1, · · · ,dimA, b = 1, · · · ,dimB . (A.20)
Regarding g as the metric depending on our choice of coordinates in each subspace, and using it to raise and lower
indices, the inner product induces an orthogonality relation, which allows any 4 × 4 matrix M to be expanded in this
basis as M =
∑
aM
aΓa, with coordinates Ma = Tr(MΓa).
Fierz transformations of four-fermion couplings are the linear transformations:∑
a
(ΓAa )ij(Γ
Aa)kl =
∑
B
CAB
∑
b
(ΓBb )il(Γ
Bb)kj . (A.21)
According to the orthogonality eq. (A.20), we infer immediately CAB =
∑
a Tr(Γ
A
a Γ
B
b Γ
AaΓBb). Calculating all the
CAB to get the following formula
δijδkl
(γµ)ij(γµ)kl
1
2 (σ
µν)ij(σµν)kl
(γµγ5)ij(γµγ5)kl
(γ5)ij(γ5)kl
 =

1/4 1/4 1/4 −1/4 1/4
1 −1/2 0 −1/2 −1
3/2 0 −1/2 0 3/2
−1 −1/2 0 −1/2 1
1/4 −1/4 1/4 1/4 1/4


δilδkj
(γµ)il(γµ)kj
1
2 (σ
µν)il(σµν)kj
(γµγ5)il(γµγ5)kj
(γ5)il(γ5)kj
 . (A.22)
Both sides of eq. (A.22) contract with Ψ¯1iΨ2jΨ¯3kΨ4l.
CijCkl
(γµC)ij(Cγµ)kl
1
2 (σ
µνC)ij(Cσµν)kl
(γµγ5C)ij(Cγµγ5)kl
(γ5C)ij(Cγ5)kl
 =

−1/4 1/4 1/4 1/4 −1/4
−1 −1/2 0 1/2 1
−3/2 0 −1/2 0 −3/2
1 −1/2 0 1/2 −1
−1/4 −1/4 1/4 −1/4 −1/4


δilδjk
(γµ)il(γµ)jk
1
2 (σ
µν)il(σµν)jk
(γµγ5)il(γµγ5)jk
(γ5)il(γ5)jk
 . (A.23)
Both sides of eq. (A.23) contract with Ψ¯1iΨ¯2jΨ3kΨ4l. With these Fierz identities, some four fermion interactions can
be transformed to couplings of neutral fermion currents
(d¯l)(l¯d) =− 1
4
(d¯d)(l¯l)− 1
4
(d¯γµd)(l¯γµl)− 1
8
(d¯σµνd)(l¯σµν l) +
1
4
(d¯γµγ5d)(l¯γµγ5l)− 1
4
(d¯γ5d)(l¯γ5l)
=− 1
2
(d¯γµd)(l¯γµl) , (A.24)
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(l¯Cq¯)(lCq) =− 1
4
(l¯l)(q¯q) +
1
4
(l¯γµl)(q¯γµq) +
1
8
(l¯σµν l)(q¯σµνq) +
1
4
(l¯γµγ5l)(q¯γµγ5q)− 1
4
(l¯γ5l)(q¯γ5q)
=
1
2
(l¯γµl)(q¯γµq) . (A.25)
It worths mentioning that Γa may also be generators of fundamental SU(N), denoted by Ta. Since {1, Ta} is a
complete set of N ×N Hermitian matrices, substituting ΓAa = Ta,ΓI = 1,Tr(TaTb) = δab into eq. (A.21), we get the
Fierz identity for SU(N) group as ∑
a
(Ta)ij(Ta)kl = δilδkj − 1
N
δijδkl . (A.26)
4. Examples
Under Fierz identities, some terms can be transformed into bilinear form which readers may be more familiar with.
Here are some examples.
• Example 1, type O(1∼4)
QQ†HH†D3
i
(
Qpaiσµ
←→
D νQ†air
) (
DµH†DνH
)
=i
(
q¯air γµ
←→
D νqpai
) (
DµH†DνH
)
= i
(
q¯rγµ
←→
D νqp
) (
DµH†DνH
)
(A.27)
i
(
Qpaiσµ
←→
D νQ†ajr
)
DνHjD
µH†i =i
(
q¯ajr γµ
←→
D νqpai
)
DνHjD
µH†i
=
1
2
i
(
q¯air γµ
←→
D νqpai
)
DνHjD
µH†j
+ i
((
q¯ajr γµ
←→
D νqpai
)
DνHjD
µH†i − 1
2
(
q¯air γµ
←→
D νqpai
)
DνHjD
µH†j
)
=
1
2
i
(
q¯rγµ
←→
D νqp
) (
DµH†DνH
)
+ i
(
q¯rγµτ
I←→D νqp
) (
DµH†τ IDνH
)
(A.28)
Hence, the basis can be transformed into
i
(
Qpaiσµ
←→
D νQ†ajr
)
DνHjD
µH†i
i
(
Qpaiσµ
←→
D νQ†air
) (
DµH†DνH
)
i
(
Qpaiσ
ν←→D µQ†ajr
)
HjDµDνH
†i
i
(
Qpaiσ
ν←→D µQ†air
) (
DµDνH
†H
)
=⇒

i
(
q¯rγ
µ←→D νqp
) (
DµH
†DνH
)
i
(
q¯rγ
µ←→D νqp
) (
DµDνH
†H
)
i
(
q¯rγ
µτ I
←→
D νqp
) (
DµH
†τ IDνH
)
i
(
q¯rγ
µτ I
←→
D νqp
) (
DµDνH
†τ IH
)
(A.29)
• Example 2, type O(1∼4)
QQ†uCu
†
CHH
†
(
QpaiuC
b
r
) (
Q†ais u
†
C tb
) (
H†H
)
=
(
u¯brqpai
) (
q¯ais utb
) (
H†H
)
= −1
2
(
q¯ais γ
µqpai
) (
u¯brγµutb
) (
H†H
)
=− 1
2
(q¯sγ
µqp) (u¯rγµut)
(
H†H
)
(A.30)
(QpaiuC
a
r)
(
Q†cis u
†
C tc
) (
H†H
)
= (u¯arqpai)
(
q¯cis utc
) (
H†H
)
= −1
2
(
q¯cis γ
µqpai
)
(u¯arγµutc)
(
H†H
)
=− 1
2
((
q¯cis γ
µqpai
)
(u¯arγµutc)
(
H†H
)− 1
3
(
q¯ais γ
µqpai
)
(u¯crγµutc)
(
H†H
))
− 1
6
(
q¯ais γ
µqpai
)
(u¯crγµutc)
(
H†H
)
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=− 1
2
(
q¯sγ
µλAqp
) (
u¯rγµλ
Aut
) (
H†H
)− 1
6
(q¯sγ
µqp) (u¯rγµut)
(
H†H
)
(A.31)(
QpaiuC
b
r
) (
Q†ajs u
†
C tb
)
H†iHj =
(
u¯brqpai
) (
q¯ajs utb
)
H†iHj = −1
2
(
q¯ajs γ
µqpai
) (
u¯brγµutb
)
H†iHj
=− 1
2
((
q¯ajs γ
µqpai
) (
u¯brγµutb
)
H†iHj − 1
2
(
q¯ais γ
µqpai
) (
u¯brγµutb
)
H†jHj
)
− 1
4
(
q¯ais γ
µqpai
) (
u¯brγµutb
)
H†jHj
=− 1
2
(
q¯sγ
µτ Iqp
)
(u¯rγµut)
(
H†τ IH
)− 1
4
(q¯sγ
µqp) (u¯rγµut)
(
H†H
)
(A.32)
(QpaiuC
a
r)
(
Q†cjs u
†
C tc
)
H†iHj =− 1
2
(
q¯sγ
µτ IλAqp
) (
u¯rγµλ
Aut
) (
H†τ IH
)− 1
6
(
q¯sγ
µτ Iqp
)
(u¯rγµut)
(
H†τ IH
)
− 1
4
(
q¯sγ
µλAqp
) (
u¯rγµλ
Aut
) (
H†H
)− 1
12
(q¯sγ
µqp) (u¯rγµut)
(
H†H
)
(A.33)
Hence, the basis can be transformed into
(QpaiuC
a
r)
(
Q†cjs u
†
C tc
)
H†iHj
(QpaiuC
a
r)
(
Q†cis u
†
C tc
) (
H†H
)(
QpaiuC
b
r
) (
Q†ajs u
†
C tb
)
H†iHj(
QpaiuC
b
r
) (
Q†ais u
†
C tb
) (
H†H
) =⇒

(q¯sγ
µqp) (u¯rγµut)
(
H†H
)(
q¯sγ
µλAqp
) (
u¯rγµλ
Aut
) (
H†H
)(
q¯sγ
µτ Iqp
)
(u¯rγµut)
(
H†τ IH
)(
q¯sγ
µτ IλAqp
) (
u¯rγµλ
Aut
) (
H†τ IH
) (A.34)
• Example 3, type O(1∼5)
QQ†LL†HH†
(LpiQraj)
(
L†isQ
†aj
t
) (
H†H
)
=
(
l¯isCq¯
aj
t
)
(lpiCqraj)
(
H†H
)
=
1
2
(
l¯isγ
µlpi
) (
q¯ajt γµqraj
) (
H†H
)
=
1
2
(
l¯sγ
µlp
)
(q¯tγµqr)
(
H†H
)
(A.35)
(LpiQraj)
(
L†jsQ
†ai
t
) (
H†H
)
=
1
2
(
l¯sγ
µτ I lp
) (
q¯tγµτ
Iqr
) (
H†H
)
+
1
4
(
l¯sγ
µlp
)
(q¯tγµqr)
(
H†H
)
(A.36)
(LpiQraj)
(
L†isQ
†ak
t
)
H†jHk =
1
2
(
l¯sγ
µlp
) (
q¯tγµτ
Iqr
) (
H†τ IH
)
+
1
4
(
l¯sγ
µlp
)
(q¯tγµqr)
(
H†H
)
(A.37)
(LpiQraj)
(
L†jsQ
†ak
t
)
H†iHk =
1
2
(
l¯jsγ
µlpi
) (
q¯akt γµqraj
)
H†iHk
=
1
2
(
l¯sγ
µτ I lp
) (
q¯akt γµqral
) (
τ I
)l
m
H†mHk +
1
4
(
l¯sγ
µlp
) (
q¯akt γµqral
)
H†lHk
=
1
2
(
l¯sγ
µτ I lp
) (
q¯tγµτ
Jqr
) (
H†τ IτJH
)
+
1
4
(
l¯sγ
µτ I lp
)
(q¯tγµqr)
(
H†τ IH
)
+
1
4
(
l¯sγ
µlp
) (
q¯tγµτ
Iqr
) (
H†τ IH
)
+
1
8
(
l¯sγ
µlp
)
(q¯tγµqr)
(
H†H
)
=
1
2
iIJK
(
l¯sγ
µτ I lp
) (
q¯tγµτ
Jqr
) (
H†τKH
)
+
1
4
(
l¯sγ
µτ I lp
) (
q¯tγµτ
Iqr
) (
H†H
)
+
1
4
(
l¯sγ
µτ I lp
)
(q¯tγµqr)
(
H†τ IH
)
+
1
4
(
l¯sγ
µlp
) (
q¯tγµτ
Iqr
) (
H†τ IH
)
+
1
8
(
l¯sγ
µlp
)
(q¯tγµqr)
(
H†H
)
(A.38)
(LpiQraj)
(
L†ksQ
†ai
t
)
H†jHk =
1
2
iIJK
(
l¯sγ
µτ I lp
) (
q¯tγµτ
Kqr
) (
H†τJH
)
+
1
4
(
l¯sγ
µτ I lp
) (
q¯tγµτ
Iqr
) (
H†H
)
+
1
4
(
l¯sγ
µτ I lp
)
(q¯tγµqr)
(
H†τ IH
)
+
1
4
(
l¯sγ
µlp
) (
q¯tγµτ
Iqr
) (
H†τ IH
)
+
1
8
(
l¯sγ
µlp
)
(q¯tγµqr)
(
H†H
)
(A.39)
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Hence, the basis can be transformed into
(LpiQraj)
(
L†isQ
†ak
t
)
H†jHk
(LpiQraj)
(
L†ksQ
†ai
t
)
H†jHk
(LpiQraj)
(
L†jsQ
†ak
t
)
H†iHk
(LpiQraj)
(
L†jsQ
†ai
t
) (
H†H
)
(LpiQraj)
(
L†isQ
†aj
t
) (
H†H
)
=⇒

(
l¯sγ
µlp
)
(q¯tγµqr)
(
H†H
)(
l¯sγ
µlp
) (
q¯tγµτ
Iqr
) (
H†τ IH
)(
l¯sγ
µτ I lp
) (
q¯tγµτ
Iqr
) (
H†H
)(
l¯sγ
µτ I lp
)
(q¯tγµqr)
(
H†τ IH
)
IJK
(
l¯sγ
µτ I lp
) (
q¯tγµτ
Jqr
) (
H†τKH
)
(A.40)
• Example 4, type O(1∼5)
L2L†2HH†
(LpiLrj)
(
L†jsL
†i
t
) (
H†H
)
=
1
2
(
l¯sγ
µlr
) (
l¯tγµlp
) (
H†H
)
(A.41)
(LpiLrj)
(
L†isL
†k
t
)
H†jHk =
1
2
(
l¯sγ
µlp
) (
l¯kt γµlrj
)
H†jHk
=
1
2
(
l¯sγ
µlp
) (
l¯tγµτ
I lr
) (
H†τ IH
)
+
1
4
(
l¯sγ
µlp
) (
l¯tγµlr
) (
H†H
)
(A.42)
Since different Ys indicate different flavor symmetries, operators with different Ys should not be mixed if one do
not want to confuse the flavor symmetry. Y [ pr , s t ] means we will get a minus sign if we exchange p,r. The basis
can be transformed into
Y [ p r , s t ] (LpiLrj)
(
L†isL
†k
t
)
H†jHk
Y [ p r , s t ] (LpiLrj)
(
L†jsL
†i
t
) (
H†H
)
Y [ p r , st ] (LpiLrj) (L†isL†kt )H†jHk
Y [ pr , s t ] (LpiLrj) (L†isL†kt )H†jHk
Y [ pr , st ] (LpiLrj) (L†jsL†it) (H†H)
(A.43)
=⇒

Y [ p r , s t ] (l¯sγµlr) (l¯tγµlp) (H†H)
Y [ p r , s t ] (l¯sγµlr) (l¯tγµτ I lp) (H†τ IH)
Y [ p r , st ] ((l¯sγµlr) (l¯tγµτ I lp) (H†τ IH)+ 12 (l¯sγµlr) (l¯tγµlp) (H†H))
Y [ pr , s t ] ((l¯sγµlr) (l¯tγµτ I lp) (H†τ IH)+ 12 (l¯sγµlr) (l¯tγµlp) (H†H))
Y [ pr , st ] (l¯sγµlr) (l¯tγµlp) (H†H)
(A.44)
• Example 5, type O(1∼4)
L2L†2D2
(LpiLrj)
(
DµL
†j
sD
µL†it
)
=
1
2
(
Dµ l¯sγν lr
) (
Dµ l¯tγ
ν lp
)
(A.45)
Operator i
(
DµL
†j
sDνL
†i
t
)
(Lpiσ
µνLrj) is equivalent to (LpiDµLrj)
(
L†jsDµL
†i
t
)
up to IBP and EOM, and
(LpiD
µLrj)
(
L†jsDµL
†i
t
)
=
1
2
(
l¯sγνDµlr
) (
Dµ l¯tγ
ν lp
)
. (A.46)
Hence, the basis can be transformed into
Y [ pr , st ] (LpiLrj) (DµL†jsDµL†it)
Y [ pr , st ] i (DµL†jsDνL†it) (LpiσµνLrj)
Y [ p r , s t ] i (DµL†jsDνL†it) (LpiσµνLrj)
Y [ p r , s t ] (LpiLrj)
(
DµL
†j
sD
µL†it
) =⇒

Y [ pr , st ] 12 (Dµ l¯sγν lr) (Dµ l¯tγν lp)
Y [ pr , st ] 12 (l¯sγνDµlr) (Dµ l¯tγν lp)
Y [ p r , s t ] 12
(
l¯sγνDµlr
) (
Dµ l¯tγ
ν lp
)
Y [ p r , s t ] 12
(
Dµ l¯sγν lr
) (
Dµ l¯tγ
ν lp
) (A.47)
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• Example 6, type O(1∼4)BQ3L
Y [ r st ] iabciljkBµν (LpiQtcl) (QrajσµνQsbk)
Y [ r st ] iabciljkBµν (QrajQtcl) (LpiσµνQsbk)
Y
[
r
s
t
]
iabciljkBµν (QrajQtcl) (Lpiσ
µνQsbk)
Y [ r s t ] iabciljkBµν (QrajQtcl) (LpiσµνQsbk)
=⇒

Y [ r st ] iabciljkBµν (lpiCqtcl) (qrajCσµνqsbk)
Y [ r st ] iabciljkBµν (qrajCqtcl) (lpiCσµνqsbk)
Y
[
r
s
t
]
iabciljkBµν (qrajCqtcl) (lpiCσ
µνqsbk)
Y [ r s t ] iabciljkBµν (qrajCqtcl) (lpiCσµνqsbk)
(A.48)
It should be noted that O(1∼4)BQ3L is a complex type, which means the Hermitian conjugate of independent operators
of this type are still independent operators.
At last we give some examples of how Ys act on operators,
Y [ p r , s t ] (QpaiQrbj)
(
Q†bjs Q
†ak
t
)
H†iHk = (QpaiQrbj +QraiQpbj)
(
Q†bjs Q
†ak
t +Q
†bj
t Q
†ak
s
)
H†iHk,
Y [ p r , st ] (QpaiQrbj) (Q†bjs Q†akt )H†iHk = (QpaiQrbj +QraiQpbj)(Q†bjs Q†akt −Q†bjt Q†aks )H†iHk,
Y [ pr , s t ] (QpaiQrbj) (Q†bjs Q†akt )H†iHk = (QpaiQrbj −QraiQpbj)(Q†bjs Q†akt +Q†bjt Q†aks )H†iHk,
Y [ pr , st ] (QpaiQrbj) (Q†bjs Q†akt )H†iHk = (QpaiQrbj −QraiQpbj)(Q†bjs Q†akt −Q†bjt Q†aks )H†iHk,(A.49)
and
Y [ r s t ] abciljk (QrajQtcl) (LpiQsbk)
(
H†H
)
= abc
[
(ikjl + iljk)(QrajQtcl)(LpiQsbk) + (
iljk − ijkl)(QsbkQtcl)(LpiQraj)
] (
H†H
)
,
Y [ r st ] abciljk (QrajQtcl) (LpiQsbk) (H†H)
= abc
[
(iljk − ijkl)(QrajQtcl)(LpiQsbk) + (iljk + ikjl)(QsbkQtcl)(LpiQraj)
] (
H†H
)
,
Y
[
r
s
t
]
abciljk (QrajQtcl) (LpiQsbk)
(
H†H
)
= abc
[
ijlk(QrajQtcl)(LpiQsbk)− ikjl(QsbkQtcl)(LpiQraj)
] (
H†H
)
. (A.50)
A.2 Conversion between FL/R and F, F˜
From section 3.2.1 it is clear that we strongly incline to use the chiral basis of the gauge bosons FL/R, which massively
simplifies our derivations. Physically, it may be due to their direct correspondence with on-shell particles with definite
helicities. However, the other basis that is more commonly used, F, F˜ , also has many privileges like its Hermiticity and
definite CP. Moreover, a lot of applications are also based on the F, F˜ basis, like the Feynman rule calculations. In this
subsection we summarize the conversion rules between the two basis. We start by writing down the definitions:
F˜µν =
1
2
µνρηFρη, FL/R =
1
2
(
F ∓ iF˜
)
. (A.51)
from which we can easily deduce the following useful identities
F˜1µρF2
ρν =− F1νρF˜2ρµ − 1
2
(F1F˜2)δ
ν
µ , (A.52)
F˜1µρF˜2
ρν =F1
νρF2ρµ +
1
2
(F1F2)δ
ν
µ . (A.53)
In the following, we present various situations where we explicitly do the conversions as examples
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1. Operators involving one gauge bosons
When the gauge boson contracts with a two form Oµν with property O†µν = Oµν , we have
CFµνL Oµν + h.c. =(Re C)OµνFµν + (Im C)Oµν F˜µν . (A.54)
while for O†µν = Oνµ we get instead
CFµνL Oµν + h.c. = (Im C)OµνFµν + (Re C)OµνF˜µν . (A.55)
In particular, when FL, FR contract with σµν , it is further simplified
FL
µν (σµν)α
β = Fµν (σµν)α
β = −iF˜µν (σµν)α β , FLµν (σ¯µν)α˙ β˙ = 0, (A.56)
FR
µν (σµν)α
β = 0, FR
µν (σ¯µν)
α˙
β˙ = F
µν (σ¯µν)
α˙
β˙ = iF˜
µν (σ¯µν)
α˙
β˙ . (A.57)
Note that the basis F, F˜ are degenerate when contracting with σµν . In our result, for instance eq. (4.36), we adopt F
instead of F˜ in the operators.
2. Operators involving two gauge boson
For the XµνXµν contractions, we have
F1L
µνF2Rµν = 0, (F1LF2L) =
1
2
(
F1F2 − iF1F˜2
)
, (F1RF2R) =
1
2
(
F1F2 + iF1F˜2
)
. (A.58)
Thus in the operator they are recombined as
C(F1LF2L)O + h.c. = (Re C)(F1F2)O + (Im C)(F1F˜2)O (A.59)
where O† = O is Hermitian. Contractions of the form XµνXνρ are converted as
FLµρFL
ρν =
1
8
δνµ
(
F 2 + iF F˜
)
, (A.60)
FRµρFR
ρν =
1
8
δνµ
(
F 2 − iF F˜
)
, (A.61)
FLµρFR
ρν =
1
2
FµρF
ρν +
1
8
F 2δνµ . (A.62)
When F1 , F2 are anti-symmetric, thus (F1F2) = (F1F˜2) = 0 (for instance they have antisymmetric group indices), we
can deduce
F1LµρF2L
ρν =
1
4
(
2F1µρF2
ρν + iF1
νρF˜2ρµ − iF1µρF˜2ρν
)
, (A.63)
F1RµρF2R
ρν =
1
4
(
2F1µρF2
ρν − iF1νρF˜2ρµ + iF1µρF˜2ρν
)
, (A.64)
F1LµρF2R
ρν =
1
4
(
iF1
νρF˜2ρµ + iF1µρF˜2
ρν
)
. (A.65)
For Examples to get operators in eq. (4.50) we performed the following conversions:
idABCGAL
µ
νG
B
R
ν
λ
(
Qpaiσ
λ
(
λC
)a
b
←→
D µQ
†bi
r
)
=
i
2
dABCGAµνG
Bν
λ
(
Qpaiσ
λ
(
λC
)a
b
←→
D µQ
†bi
r
)
, (A.66)
fABCGAL
µ
νG
B
R
ν
λ
(
Qpaiσ
λ
(
λC
)a
b
←→
D µQ
†bi
r
)
=
i
4
fABC
(
GAµνG˜Bνλ +G
A
λνG˜
Bνµ
)(
Qpaiσ
λ
(
λC
)a
b
←→
D µQ
†bi
r
)
,
(A.67)
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while for the complex type with complex Wilson coefficient C we get
CfABCGAL
µ
νG
B
L
ν
λ
(
Qpaiσ
λ
(
λC
)a
b
i
←→
D µQ
†bi
r
)
+ h.c. = (Re C)fABCGAµνGBνλ
(
Qpaiσ
λ
(
λC
)a
b
i
←→
D µQ
†bi
r
)
+
1
2
(Im C)fABC
(
GAµνG˜Bνλ −GAλνG˜Bνµ
)(
Qpaiσ
λ
(
λC
)a
b
i
←→
D µQ
†bi
r
)
.
(A.68)
When two FL or FR contract with σµν , we write the conversion rules similar with eq. (A.56-A.57)
F1L
µλF2Lλ
ν (σµν)α
β = F1
µλF2λ
ν (σµν)α
β , (A.69)
F1R
µλF2Rλ
ν (σ¯µν)
α˙
β˙ = F1
µλF2λ
ν (σ¯µν)
α˙
β˙ . (A.70)
3. Operators involving more gauge bosons
If all gauge bosons contract with each other, they vanish for any mixed helicity configurations
F1Lµ
νF2Lν
ρF3Rρ
µ = 0, F1Lµ
νF2Rν
ρF3Rρ
µ = 0 . (A.71)
but survive when all the helicities are the same
F1Lµ
νF2Lν
ρF3Lρ
µ =
1
2
(
F1µ
νF2ν
ρF3ρ
µ − iF1µνF2νρF˜3ρµ
)
, (A.72)
F1Rµ
νF2Rν
ρF3Rρ
µ =
1
2
(
F1µ
νF2ν
ρF3ρ
µ + iF1µ
νF2ν
ρF˜3ρ
µ
)
. (A.73)
Similar feature holds for more gauge bosons contracting together. Some non-vanishing examples of 4 gauge boson
contractions are
CB2RG
2
L + h.c. =
1
2
(Re C)
(
B2G2 + (BB˜)(GG˜)
)
+
1
2
(Im C)
(
B2(GG˜)− (BB˜)G2
)
, (A.74)
CBLµνBL
µ
λBL
λρBL
ν
ρ + h.c. = (Re C)BµνB
µ
λB
λρBνρ + (Im C)BµνB
µ
λB
λρB˜νρ . (A.75)
B Mathematical Tools
B.1 Convention in Permutation operation
The elements of symmetric groups Sm are permutations of m objects. Two most popular ways to represent the elements
of the Sm are Cycles notation and Matrix notation. For example, a typical element in Sm that permute the first three
objects and exchange the last two objects can be expressed in the following form:
pi = (123)(45) =
(
1 2 3 4 5
2 3 1 5 4
)
, (B.1)
In the matrix notation, the numbers in the first row can be viewed as the labels or the positions of the objects and the
corresponding numbers in the second row are the labels or the positions of that objects after permutation. In this sense,
the permutation can also be viewed as a function that maps the numbers in the first row to the numbers in the second
row, i.e. in the above example we have:
pi(1) = 2, pi(2) = 3, pi(3) = 1, pi(4) = 5, pi(5) = 4.
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(B.2)
With the above point of view, which treats the group elements as a function, the group multiplication rule is inherent by
the composition rule of the function such that:
pii(pij(k)) = (pii · pij)(k), (B.3)
where · is the ordinary group multiplication, i,j are labels of the group elements. Further, we can define the group
elements as an operation that permutes the order of arguments of a function such that it becomes another function of the
same set of arguments with the original order:
pii ◦ F (p1, p2, · · · , pm) = F (ppii(1), ppii(2), · · · , ppii(m)),
≡ Fpii(p1, p2, · · · , pm), (B.4)
without loss of clarity, we shorten the above notation as: pii ◦ F ({pk}) = F ({ppii(k)}) ≡ Fpii({pk}). More specifically,
the above operation changes the kth argument of the function F to the argument that originally seats at pii(k)th slot in
F , or equivalently, moves the ith argument to pi−1i (k) slot. The operation pii◦ is essentially a map that convert a function
to another function, hence the composition rule of this map can be defined. It is easy to show that such a composition
rule naturally preserves the group multiplication rule:
(pii ◦ pij) ◦ F ({pk}) ≡ pii ◦ (pij ◦ F ({pk}))
= pii ◦ Fpij ({pk}) = pii ◦ F ({ppii(k)})
= F ({ppii(pij(k))}) = F ({p(pii·pij)(k)})
= (pii · pij) ◦ F ({pk}), (B.5)
which means the correspondence between the group element pii and the operation pii◦ on functions is a homomorphism.
In section 3.1, we mention that to generate a set of bases of the Lorentz structures and the group factors transforming
under a certain irrep of the symmetric group, one only needs to act onto an unsymmetrized Lorentz structure or group
factor a set of group algebra elements bλx that form a basis of the same irrep in the group algebra space. Therefore,
we need to generalize the concept of group elements as operations on functions to the group algebra space. We define
a group algebra element as an operation on a function based on the definition in Eq. B.4. For a generic element r =∑
i r
ipii in the S˜m, the corresponding operation r◦ on functions is defined as:
r◦ =
∑
i
ripii ◦ . (B.6)
This operation still changes a function to another function with the same set of arguments, while this resulting function
is a linear combination of the original one with arguments permuted:
r ◦ F ({pk}) =
∑
i
ripii ◦ F ({pk})
=
∑
i
riF ({ppii(k)}) ≡ Fr({pk}). (B.7)
One can verify that the generalization preserves the multiplication rule in the group algebra:
pii ◦ Fr({pk}) = pii ◦ r ◦ F ({pk})
= Fr({pii(k)})
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=
∑
i
rjF ({p(pii·pij)(k)})
=
∑
i
rj(pii · pij)F ({pk})
= (pii · r) ◦ F ({pk}) (B.8)
In this case, one can obtain a set of functions Fλx ({pk}) by exerting bλx defined in eq. (3.16) such that:
Fλx ({pk}) ≡ bλx ◦ F ({pk}) (B.9)
pii ◦ Fλx ({pk}) =
∑
y
Fλy ({pk})Dλyx(pii). (B.10)
As an example we show in the following how to generate the a basis of [2, 1] representation of S3 with T p1p2p3p4 =
T (p1, p2, p3, p4) = 
p1p2p3p4 . First one can verify that the group algebra elements b[2,1]1 and b
[2,1]
2 below do form a
basis of [2, 1] irrep in the group algebra space:
b
[2,1]
1 =
1
3
[e+ (12)− (13)− (123)] (B.11)
b
[2,1]
2 =
1
3
[−(12) + (23)− (123) + (132)], (B.12)
such that any permutation pi in S3 acting on either of them will result in a linear combination of them. This set of basis
generates a matrix representation D[2,1](pi) of S3 with the two generators (12) and (123) given by:
D[2,1]((12)) =
(
1 −1
0 −1
)
, D[2,1]((123)) =
(
−1 1
−1 0
)
.
(B.13)
Readers can verify that the relation in eq. (3.16) does hold with the definitions in eq. (B.12) and eq. (B.13). Under the
operations b[2,1]1,2 ◦, we obtain a basis from T (p1, p2, p3, p4):
T
[2,1]
1 (p1, p2, p3, p4) = b
[2,1]
1 ◦ T (p1, p2, p3, p4)
=
1
3
(p1p2p3p4 + p2p1p3p4 − p2p4p3p1 − p1p4p3p2)
=
1
3
(p1p4p2p3 + p1p3p2p4)
(B.14)
T
[2,1]
2 (p1, p2, p3, p4) = b
[2,1]
1 ◦ T (p1, p2, p3, p4)
=
1
3
(−p2p1p3p4 + p1p3p2p4 − p2p3p1p4 + p3p1p2p4)
=
1
3
(p1p2p3p4 − p1p4p2p3)
, (B.15)
again readers can verify with the Schouten identity that they transform according to eq. (B.12) .
B.2 Projection operator and CGCs
We define the projection operator in the direct product space V =
⊗
Vλi of the Sm group:
P jλi =
dλ
m!
∑
pi
D−1λ (pi)jiU(pi) (B.16)
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where dλ is the dimension of the λ representation, m! is the order of the Sm group, Dλ(pi)ji is the matrix representation
of pi in irrep λ. U(pi) is the representation of Sm on V defined by:
U(pi)
(⊗
i
vkiλi
)
=
∑
ji
(⊗
i
vjiλi
)∏
i
Dλi(pi)jiki (B.17)
where vjiλi is the jith basis vector of λi irrep.
The Theorem-4.2 in ref. [33] states that: for any v ∈ V , {P jλiv, i = 1, ..., dλ} transform as irrep λ if they are not
null such that:
U(pi)
(
P jλiv
)
=
∑
k
(
P jλkv
)
Dλi(pi)ki (B.18)
In practical, we chose j = 1, and generate invariant subspaces of irrep λ by iterating v for different basis vector ⊗vkiλi
until we get the number of the linear independent subspaces equal to the number of multiplicity of irrep λ in the inner
product decomposition λi. The CGCs can be extract from the coefficient of basis vectors of the resulting invariant
subspaces of irrep λ.
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